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A B S T R AC T
Grain boundaries (GBs) and heterophase interfaces significantly affect the mechanical
properties of polycrystalline materials. The ductility and fracture toughness of materi-
als are limited by GB decohesion, which can be manipulated by solute segregation.
For example, in Mo-based materials, which are potential candidate materials for high-
temperature structural applications, silicon crucially reduces the room-temperature
(RT) ductility and fracture toughness [1]. However, addition of silicon is essential for
improving the oxidation resistance of these materials. In contrast to silicon, addition
of zirconium is an efficient way to increase the room-temperature fracture toughness,
strength and ductility of Mo and Mo-based materials [2–4]. In this thesis, we address
the physical origin of this experimentally observed behaviour, which remains a matter
of debate and speculations. For this investigation, electronic-structure calculations
based on density functional theory (DFT) are carried out. In order to determine
whether the experimentally observed improvements are attributed to grain boundary
or bulk effects, the solid solubility of zirconium and silicon in molybdenum is evalu-
ated using a supercell approach. Finite-size effects are corrected by extrapolation to
the dilute limit. The results reveal that the solubility of zirconium in molybdenum at
elevated temperature is quite high, whereas the solubility of silicon in molybdenum is
rather small. Different solubility limits of zirconium and silicon are explained based
on an analysis of lattice distortion and strength of chemical bonds of solutes.
For better understanding the influence of solutes (Zr, Si) and of oxygen on the cohe-
sive strength of grain boundaries in molybdenum, twist Σ5[001] and tilt Σ5(310)[001]
GBs in bicrystal geometry are chosen as structural models. These GBs have a well-
defined periodic atomic structure suitable for atomistic modelling. DFT calculations
allow to investigate in detail all changes in the atomic and electronic structure of GBs
induced by solutes. First, the site preferences for zirconium and silicon solutes at
GBs are determined. Although in the dilute limit the low-energy segregation sites
at the GB are different for zirconium and silicon, a site competition between solutes
might occur upon increasing silicon concentration. Second, the tendency of solutes
to segregate from the bulk to GBs is evaluated. The results reveal that zirconium
segregated at the GB decreases the thermodynamic barrier for silicon segregation to
the GB when silicon is located close to the GB and vice versa. Afterwards, the effect
of solutes on the stability of the GBs against brittle fracture is quantified by means of
energy-based (work of separation) and stress-based (theoretical strength) criteria. The
results reveal that zirconium and silicon act as weak embrittlers of molybdenum GBs.
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Oxygen embrittles molybdenum GBs considerably stronger. As before, contributions
of strain and chemical energy are analysed in order to explain our findings.
After showing, that the experimentally observed improvement of fracture tough-
ness and ductility in molybdenum cannot be simply explained by grain boundary
strengthening due to solute segregation, the role of ZrO2 (zirconia) on the cohesive
strength of GBs in molybdenum is investigated. It is energetically preferable for
zirconium to capture oxygen and form ZrO2 at the GB. The influence of the interface
to ZrO2 precipitates and also ultrathin ZrO2 films embedded between molybdenum
grains is investigated in the last part of this thesis. Based on a minimal mismatch
between lattice parameters of molybdenum and tetragonal zirconia and on a maximum
planar atomic density at the interface, a Mo(001)/t-ZrO2(001) system is chosen as a
structural model. The thermodynamic stability and the mechanical properties of the
zirconia/molybdenum interfaces are analysed. The results show that the stability of
the interface against brittle fracture strongly depends on a cleavage plane and therefore
different cuts have to be carefully investigated. The strength of zirconia/molybdenum
interfaces is discussed and compared to those for pure and solute containing twist
Σ5[001] GBs in molybdenum.
In summary, our work shows that the experimentally observed strengthening of
molybdenum upon addition of zirconia cannot be explained by a direct solute effect
leading to an increase of the cohesive strength of molybdenum grain boundaries.
Furthermore, our results reveal that addition of zirconium to Mo-based alloys can
strengthen the molybdenum grain boundaries that contain oxygen by forming an
ultrathin zirconia film between molybdenum grains. Choosing oxidised molybdenum
GB systems as references (molybdenum with segregated oxygen), a pronounced
increase of the theoretical strength can be inferred upon the formation of ultrathin
t-ZrO2 film between molybdenum grains. The stress required to cleave the ultrathin
zirconia film is equal to that for the pure molybdenum grain boundary.
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G E R M A N S U M M A RY
Korngrenzen und heterophasige Grenzflächen beeinflussen die mechanischen Eigen-
schaften von polykristallinen Materialien. Sowohl Duktilität als auch Bruchzähigkeit
eines Materials ist von der Kohäsion der Korngrenzen begrenzt. Die Kohäsion kann
durch Segregation von Legierungszusätzen manipuliert werden. In Mo-basierten
Materialien, die aktuell sehr attraktiv für Hochtemperaturanwendungen sind, ist die
starke Abnahme von Duktilität und Bruchzähigkeit bei Raumtemperatur durch Zugabe
von Silizium experimentell nachgewiesen werden [1]. Allerdings ist Silizium für
die Verbesserung der Oxidationsbeständigkeit dieser Materialien verantwortlich. Im
Gegensatz zu Silizium sorgt die Zugabe von Zirkonium für eine Verbesserung der
Bruchzähigkeit, Festigkeit und Duktilität bei Raumtemperatur [2–4]. Die vorliegende
Dissertation beschäftigt sich mit dem physikalischen Ursprung dieser Verbesserung.
Die Steigerung von Duktilität und Bruchzähigkeit steht bis jetzt zur Diskussion. In
dieser Arbeit werden für die Berechnung der Materialeigenschaften Methoden der
Dichtefunktionaltheorie (DFT) angewendet. Die Löslichkeit von Zirkonium und Siliz-
ium in Molybdän wird mit Hilfe der Superzellen-Methode berechnet. Diese Methode
ermöglicht es, Zr-bedingte Materialverbesserungen Korngrenz- oder Bulkeffekten
zuzuordnen. Um Größeneffekte zu korrigieren, werden die berechneten Daten zum
Fall idealer Verdünnung hin extrapoliert. Die Ergebnisse zeigen, dass bei hohen Tem-
peraturen die Löslichkeit von Zirkonium in Molybdän sehr gut, aber die Löslichkeit
von Silizium in Molybdän relativ klein ist. Die unterschiedliche Löslichkeitsgrenze
von Zirkonium und Silizium basiert auf der Analyse der Kristallzellenverzerrung und
auf der Stärke der chemischen Bindungen der Legierungszusätze.
Desweiteren wird der Einfluss der Legierungszusätze (Zr, Si) und des Sauerstoffs
(O) auf die kohäsive Festigkeit der Korngrenzen in Molybdän mit Hilfe der Σ5[001]
Drehkorngrenze und Σ5(310)[001] Kippkorngrenze in der Bikristallgeometrie unter-
sucht. Diese Korngrenzen haben eine klar definierte periodische atomare Struktur, die
für atomistische Computersimulation besonders gut geeignet ist. DFT-Rechnungen
sind in der Lage, alle Änderungen der atomaren und elektronischen Struktur der
Korngrenzen, die von Legierungszusätzen herbeigeführt wurden, detailliert zu un-
tersuchen. Zuerst wird die Stellenpriorität von Zirkonium und Silizium an den
Korngrenzen identifiziert. Im Fall idealer Verdünnung lagern sich Zirkonium und
Silizium an unterschiedlichen Positionen in der Korngrenze an, und zwar an de-
nen mit der jeweils niedrigsten Segregationsenergie. Allerdings kann zwischen
beiden Legierungszusätzen eine Konkurrenz um Gitterplätze stattfinden, wenn die
Konzentration von Silizium ansteigt. Weiterhin wird die Segregationstendenz der
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Legierungszusätze vom Bulk zu den Korngrenzen eingeschätzt. Die Ergebnisse
zeigen, dass die Anwesenheit von Zirkonium an den Korngrenzen die thermody-
namische Barriere der Si-Segregation reduziert und vice versa. Dies gilt für den Fall,
wenn sich Silizium in der Nähe der Korngrenze befindet. Anschließend wird der
Effekt der Legierungszusätze auf die Stabilität der Korngrenzen gegen Sprödbruch
mit Hilfe energiebasierter (work of separation) und spannungsbasierter (theoretische
Festigkeit) Methoden bestimmt. Die Ergebnisse zeigen, dass Zirkonium und Silizium
die Korngrenzen von Molybdän schwach verspröden. Im Gegensatz dazu versprödet
Sauerstoff die Korngrenzen von Molybdän sehr stark. Wie zuvor erwähnt, werden
die Beiträge der Kristallzellenverzerrung und der Stärke der chemischen Bindung der
Legierungszusätze analysiert, um die berechneten Ergebnisse erklären zu können.
Es wird gezeigt, dass der experimentell nachgewiesene Anstieg von Duktilität und
Bruchzähigkeit in Molybdän nicht als Konsequenz der Korngrenzenfestigung durch
die Legierungszusätze erklärt werden kann. Aus diesem Grund wird der Einfluss von
ZrO2 (Zirkonia) auf die Kohäsionsfestigkeit der Korngrenzen in Molybdän untersucht.
Für Zirkonium ist es energetisch günstiger, Sauerstoff festzuhalten und ZrO2 an den
Korngrenzen zu bilden. Im letzten Kapitel wird der Einfluss der Heterogrenzflächen
zwischen ZrO2-Präzipitat und Molybdän und den ultradünnen ZrO2-Schichten, die
zwischen Mo-Körnern eingebettet sind, erforscht. Bei der Auswahl der Hetero-
grenzflächen wird die Gitterfehlanpassung der Kristallzellen von Molybdän und
tetragonalem Zirkonia minimiert, und die planare Atomdichte an den Heterogren-
zflächen maximiert. In der vorliegenden Dissertation wird als Strukturmodell ein
Mo(001)/t-ZrO2(001) System verwendet. Die thermodynamische Stabilität und die
mechanischen Eigenschaften der Heterogrenzfläche zwischen Zirkonia und Molybdän
werden analysiert. Die Resultate zeigen, dass die Stabilität der Heterogrenzflächen
gegen Sprödbruch stark von der Spaltebene abhängig ist. Deswegen ist es von
Bedeutung, verschiedene Ebenen zu untersuchen. Die Festigkeit der Heterogren-
zflächen zwischen Zirkonia und Molybdän wird erörtert und wird mit der Festigkeit
der Σ5[001] Drehkorngrenzen für reines und für legiertes Molybdän verglichen.
Zusammenfassend verdeutlicht diese Arbeit, dass die experimentell nachgewiesene
Festigkeits-Steigerung von Molybdän durch Zugabe von Zirkonium kein direkter
Effekt der Korngrenzenfestigung durch die Legierungszusätze ist. Außerdem zeigen
unsere Ergebnisse, dass die Zugabe von Zirkonium zu Mo-basierter Materialien nur
die Korngrenzen in Molybdän verstärken, die Sauerstoff enthalten. In diesem Fall
bildet sich zwischen den Molybdän-Körnern eine ultradünne Zirkonia Schicht. Wenn
man die Sauerstoff enthaltenden Mo-Korngrenzen als Referenzsystem auswählt, lässt
sich die deutliche Zunahme der theoretischen Festigkeit der Bindung der ultradünnen
Zirkonia-Schicht zwischen den Molybdän-Körnern zuordnen. Die Spannung, die man
benötigt, um die ultradünne t-Zirkonia Schicht zu spalten, entspricht der Spannung,
die benötigt wird, um eine reine Mo-Korngrenze zu spalten.
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1
MATERIALS BACKGROUND AND APPLICATIONS
The majority of engineering materials are polycrystalline and consist of grains, repre-
sented by regions of the same phase but with different crystallographic orientations,
which are connected by grain boundaries (GBs). GBs are important microstructural
elements in polycrystalline solids. The presence of GBs in single phase materials,
as well as heterointerfaces in multiphase materials, has a significant impact on the
mechanical properties (e.g. strength and fracture toughness), thermal stability and
performance of materials [5–7]. In particular, the resistance of the material to crack
propagation (fracture toughness) is often limited by GB decohesion. Due to the
reduced atomic stacking at the GBs compared to the bulk grain interiors, a crack
preferentially propagates along GBs (intergranular fracture), rather than through the
grain interior (transgranular fracture) [8].
Advances in automotive, aerospace etc. industries require materials that are stronger,
ductile and more resistant to fracture. However, a material with an increased strength
tends to become more brittle and breaks more easily due to intergranular fracture,
resulting in the loss of ductility and fracture toughness [9]. The atomic structure
of GBs defines their energy, thermodynamic stability, fracture stress and sliding
resistance etc., and thus affects the overall mechanical behaviour of materials in
service [6]. In order to design polycrystalline materials with improved mechanical
properties, basic knowledge of GBs structure-properties relation is required.
In general, the GB properties can be manipulated by solute segregation (decoration
by solute atoms). Grain boundaries are chemically more reactive compared to the
grains themselves and therefore solute segregation and precipitation (the presence of
secondary phases) are often thermodynamically preferred processes at the GBs [10–
12]. Grain boundary segregation induces changes in the atomic structure and chemical
bonding within the decorated GB affecting the GB energy and cohesive strength. The
presence of solutes at GBs can enhance the cohesive strength of grain boundaries
(strengthen the GBs) and reduce it (embrittle the GBs). The improved cohesive
strength of GBs leads to the improved ductility and fracture toughness [13, 14].
Therefore, a detailed understanding of GB properties and changes induced by solute
segregation are of significant importance for materials design.
In the present thesis the influence of solute segregation and of oxygen contamination
at the GBs, including the formation of the ultrathin film of oxidised solute, on the
mechanical properties of GBs in molybdenum are investigated. Mo-based alloys are
potential candidate materials for high-temperature applications, for example, in a gas
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Figure 1: Principle of a gas turbine engine.
turbine engine. In the present chapter a brief overview of a gas turbine engine is given
and possibilities for the optimisation of its performance are discussed. The role of
constituent phases, ideal microstructure and zirconium microalloying in Mo-based
alloys for obtaining the balance between oxidation resistance and fracture toughness
is discussed. The effect of solutes on the cohesive strength of grain boundaries in
molybdenum is also depicted.
1.1 OV E RV I E W O F A G A S T U R B I N E E N G I N E
A gas turbine engine converts chemical energy from fuel combustion into mechanical
energy, which is used, for example, to create thrust for aircraft propulsion (jet engines)
or to drive different facilities attached to the turbine shaft, such as an electric power
generator, a compressor for pumping natural gas, a propeller for marine propulsion
etc. [15, 16]. The market for gas turbine engines significantly increased over the last
years. For example, in 2015 the worldwide aircraft fleet increased to over 26000
airplanes and the number of flights operated worldwide exceed 33 millions [17]. In
fact, in 2014/2015 the annual fuel consumption approached 25−30% of the total
operating costs of the airline industry [17]. In the context of global warming these
numbers show the urgent need to increase the efficiency of gas turbine engines.
Figure 1 shows the principle of a gas-turbine engine system. A compressor squeezes
the incoming air, increasing its temperature and pressure. In a combustion chamber
fuel is injected into the intaken air and burnt. The high-energy gas stream leaves the
combustion chamber and passes through the turbine forcing the turbine blades to turn.
The pressure and the temperature of the gas stream decrease as the gas passes through
the turbine. The turbine converts the energy of the bypassing hot gases into kinetic
energy that is used to drive the compressor. The high velocity jet of the exhaust gases
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creates the thrust force for aircraft propulsion. In the case of industrial turbines, the
energy is used to drive different facilities attached to the turbine shaft [16].
The efficiency of a gas turbine engine can be mainly improved by optimising the
efficiency of the turbine, which works in the hottest part of the gas turbine engine [18].
The maximum thermal efficiency of a turbine thermodynamic cycle is defined by the
Carnot efficiency as [19]
ηt = 1− TexhTinlet , (1.1)
where Texh is the turbine exhaust temperature and Tinlet is the turbine inlet temperature.
The improvement of the gas turbine performance (thrust) with respect to the fuel
consumption requires to operate the turbine with an increased inlet temperature. Over
the years, the increase of the turbine inlet temperature was achieved by utilisation
of different cooling techniques and thermal barrier coatings. This allowed to reduce
the temperature of the turbine blades (metal) below the temperature of the hot gases
that leave the combustion chamber [20]. In modern engines, single-crystalline nickel-
based superalloys used for turbine blades operate above 0.8 of their melting point,
approaching 1150 °C, while the turbine inlet temperature (the temperature of hot
gases) can approach 1500 °C [21–24].
Improving the efficiency, performance and cost-effectiveness of energy production
will depend critically on our capability to develop substantially improved materials
and material systems, which are able to withstand a combination of high temperatures
(beyond the operating temperature of Ni-based superalloys), high rotational speeds,
high thermal stresses and oxidation [16, 25].
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Applying materials with high melting temperature in gas turbines would allow to
operate these components with increased gas inlet temperatures and to optimise the
thermodynamic behaviour leading to a reduction of fuel consumption, emissions and
costs. Hence, molybdenum has attracted attention due to its high melting temperature
and high strength at elevated temperatures [26]. Moreover, molybdenum exhibits
a high thermal conductivity and a low coefficient of thermal expansion, which pro-
vides advantages in controlling thermal stresses and reduces the necessary cooling
power [21].
Structural materials for high-temperature applications should show an excellent
oxidation- and creep resistance at elevated temperatures and, at the same time, ad-
equate mechanical properties (strength, ductility and fracture toughness) at room
temperature (RT) [3, 27, 28]. Simultaneously meeting all these requirements with a
single-phase material is problematic, but can be realised in multiphase materials.
4 MATERIALS BACKGROUND AND APPLICATIONS
Since the early 1990s a lot of research has focused on the development of multiphase
silicide alloys with Mo as a base metal (Mo-Si-B). Operation of single phase Mo alloys
for high-temperature applications is limited. Beyond 700 °C pure Mo undergoes a
catastrophic oxidation in air and intensive mass loss due to the formation of a volatile
MoO3 [26, 29]. The oxidation protection of Mo alloys can be achieved by addition
of Si and further improved by addition of B. Silicon and boron are necessary for
the formation of a protective borosilicate (SiO2-B2O3) layer on the surface of the
material [21, 24]. Addition of B decreases the viscosity of silica (SiO2) enhancing
the growth kinetics of the passivating borosilicate layer [30, 31]. The sources of
oxidation protection in multiphase Mo-Si-B are the intermetallic phases Mo3Si and
Mo5SiB2 (T2), which supply Si and B [25]. The oxidation resistance of Mo-Si-B
alloys depends on the amount of silicon and boron and their ratio [24]. The quality of
a passivating borosilicate layer can be controlled by varying the Si/B ratio, which is
also helpful in optimising the oxidation resistance of Mo-Si-B alloys, especially in
the intermediate temperature range of 700−900 °C [25, 32].
The main drawback of intermetallic phases is their inherent brittleness. For example,
the RT fracture toughness (resistance to crack propagation) of Mo3Si, Mo5Si3 and
Mo5SiB2 is on the order of 2−4 MPa
√
m [33–37]. In order to improve the ductility
and fracture toughness of Mo-Si-B, a molybdenum matrix has been introduced in
the alloy. Berczik [38, 39] pioneered and patented a family of Mo-rich Mo-Si-B
alloys, which consist of a Mo solid solution with substitutional silicon and interstitial
boron (Moss) and intermetallic Mo5SiB2 and Mo3Si phases. These alloy systems
can potentially take advantage of the beneficial oxidation and creep resistance of
intermetallic phases and attractive mechanical properties of molybdenum.
1.2.1 Fracture toughness and ductility
The properties (oxidation resistance, fracture toughness, ductility and creep resis-
tance) of Mo-Si-B alloys depend on the volume fraction and arrangement of each
phase (Moss, Mo3Si, Mo5SiB2), the microstructure scale (coarse- or fine-grained
microstructure), as well as on the homogeneity of phase distribution [27, 40]. This
is schematically illustrated in Figure 2. The challenge for Mo-Si-B alloy design is
that the microstructural requirements for maximising the oxidation resistance and the
fracture toughness are mutually exclusive. Indeed, an intermetallic matrix with em-
bedded discontinuous molybdenum particles (Figure 2(a)) is desirable for improved
oxidation resistance. Furthermore, refining the microstructure size scale has a positive
impact on the oxidation protection of Mo-Si-B alloys [30]. In contrast, a large volume
fraction of a continuous, coarse molybdenum matrix with dispersed intermetallic
particles (Figure 2(b)) is preferable for enhanced fracture toughness [3].
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Oxidation resistance:
    intermetallic matrix;
    discontinuous Moss;
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Figure 2: Schematics of the microstructure, which is required for the optimal (a) oxidation
resistance and (b) fracture toughness in Mo-Si-B alloys. The microstructural re-
quirements for maximising each property are mutually exclusive. The figure is
schematically depicted from [23].
The volume fraction of the molybdenum phase as the only phase providing a tough-
ening of Mo-Si-B alloys is of key importance [3]. The dependence of the RT fracture
toughness on the volume fraction, arrangement and grain size of Moss is summarised
in Table 1. The table shows that a higher RT fracture toughness is, in general, ob-
tained for alloys, which utilise a larger volume fraction of a continuous Moss and a
coarser microstructure. The main trends in the RT fracture toughness behaviour are
visualised on Figure 3. Indeed, increasing the volume fraction of Moss from 21% to
70% in the fine-grained Mo-Si-B alloys, the RT fracture toughness is improved from
4.1 MPa
√
m [47] to 13.0−13.6 MPa
√
m [41]. Similarly, the fracture toughness of
Mo-12Si-8.5B (at.%) with 38% volume fraction of Moss, investigated in a number
of studies [42–44, 46, 47], is improved from 8.6−8.8 MPa
√
m to 14.0−15.6 MPa
√
m
when the grain size of molybdenum phase increases from 1.2−2.5 µm (fine-grained
microstructure) to <150 µm (coarse-grained microstructure). The fracture toughness
of alloys possessing a continuous Moss matrix is always higher compared to those
with an intermetallic matrix.
The improvement of fracture toughness with increasing volume fraction of the
molybdenum phase and microstructure coarsening is attributed to a combination
of intrinsic (crack trapping) and extrinsic (crack bridging) toughening mechanisms,
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Figure 3: The RT fracture toughness of Mo-Si-B alloys as a function of (a) volume fraction
and (b) grain size of Moss. The corresponding data points measured for (a) fine-
grained Mo-Si-B alloys and (b) Mo-Si-B alloys with 38 vol.% of molybdenum solid
solution are given in Table 1.
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Table 1: The RT fracture toughness of Mo-Si-B alloys consisting of differently arranged Moss,
Mo3Si and Mo5SiB2 phases, volume fraction of Moss and its grain size. Test methods:
Vickers indentation (VI), three-point bending using chevron-notched specimens
(3PB), compact-tension tests on disc-shaped specimens (CT). Continuity of Moss:
continuous (cont) or discontinuous (discont).
Composition
(at.%)
Volume
fraction
of Moss
Scale Grain
size of
Moss
(µm)
Fracture
tough-
ness,
(MPa
√
m)
Test
method
Ref.
Mo-6Si-5B 70% cont 1.6 13.0–13.6 VI [41]
Mo-9Si-8B 51% cont 1.5 12.7–13.3 VI [41]
Mo-10Si-10B 46% discont 1.7 8.1–8.4 VI [41]
Mo-13Si-12B 35% discont 2.0 6.0–6.7 VI [41]
Mo-12Si-8.5B 38% cont 1.2 8.8 3PB [42]
Mo-12Si-8.5B 38% cont 2.5 8.6 3PB [42]
Mo-12Si-8.5B 38% cont 19.8 11.5 3PB [43]
Mo-12Si-8.5B 38% cont <150 14.0–15.6 3PB [44]
Mo-9Si-8B 55% cont 5–20 7.1 CT [45]
Mo-20Si-10B 49% cont >100 11.8 CT [40]
Mo-12Si-8.5B 38% discont 10.4 7.2 CT [46, 47]
Mo-16.8Si-8.4B 21% discont 2.1 4.1 CT [47]
Mo-16.8Si-8.4B 21% discont 4.4 5.7 CT [47]
Mo-14Si-10B 33% discont 5–15 5.2 VI [48]
Mo-20Si-10B 34% cont fine and
medium
7.5–8.0 CT [27]
Mo-20Si-10B 49% cont coarse 12.0 CT [27]
which are predominantly found in the Moss matrix [27, 40]. Figure 4 illustrates the
crack trapping and the crack bridging toughening mechanisms at the Moss phase,
observed in Mo-20Si-10B (at.%) by Kruzic et al. [27]. Crack trapping describes local
capturing of a growing crack in a particular microstructural region, for example, in
a more ductile molybdenum. Thus, a higher force has to be applied to the system
to overcome this trap, resulting in a higher fracture toughness of the system [49].
Crack bridging is a toughening mechanism acting on the already existing crack. When
the crack surfaces interact during crack propagation, the crack tip can be partially
relieved [50]. In this case, a microstructural feature, for example, a more ductile
molybdenum phase, spans the crack as it opens thereby lowering the effective crack-
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Figure 4: Optical micrograph of Mo-20Si-10B (at.%) illustrating the crack trapping and the
crack bridging toughening mechanisms at the Moss phase. The volume fraction of
Moss in the alloy is 34 vol.%. The crack is locally arrested at the Moss, leaving Moss
bridges in the crack wake. ©(2017) reprinted with permission from Springer.
driving force that would be otherwise used to extend the crack [49]. This results in
rising fracture resistance.
A continuous molybdenum matrix and its higher volume fraction are beneficial for
both toughening mechanisms, since a crack will not be able to avoid the molybdenum
phase. As a consequence, the fracture toughness is progressively improved (see
Figure 3). On the other hand, the enhanced fracture toughness is accompanied by a
catastrophic reduction of the oxidation resistance of Mo-Si-B leading to considerably
higher mass losses due to the presence of a higher volume fraction of the non-
protective molybdenum phase [3, 41].
Kruzic et al. [27] demonstrated that at 1300 °C the fracture toughness of Mo-
Si-B alloys (12.6 MPa
√
m) with lower volume fraction of the molybdenum phase
(34 vol.%) exceeded the RT fracture toughness (12.0 MPa
√
m) of an alloy with
higher Mo volume fraction (49 vol.%). At elevated temperatures the ductility of Mo
is improved resulting in the enhanced fracture toughness of Mo-Si-B alloys. This
finding suggests that if the RT ductility of molybdenum could be improved, the
reduced volume fraction of Moss would be sufficient to achieve the required level of
fracture toughness in Mo-Si-B alloys. As a consequence of the lower volume fraction
of molybdenum, the oxidation resistance of Mo-Si-B alloys will be improved [3].
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1.2.2 Improving the ductility of molybdenum
Molybdenum is characterised by a brittle-to-ductile transition when the temperature
is increased. This is common for metals with a body-centred cubic (bcc) crystal
structure. The narrow temperature range, within which a change in the fracture
mode takes place, is called the brittle-to-ductile transition temperature (BDTT) [51].
Below the BDTT molybdenum fails by brittle fracture, while above the BDTT ductile
fracture is mainly observed. Commercial pure, fine-grained, wrought molybdenum
exhibits a BDTT temperature in the range between -10 °C and 30 °C [24]. However,
the incorporation of Si and B into the Mo lattice results in an increased resistance of
the Mo lattice to dislocation motion [24]. As a consequence, not only the strength of
the Mo(Si, B) alloy is significantly improved, but also the ductility is reduced and the
BDTT is dramatically increased. For example, in Mo-8.9Si-7.7B (at.%), processed by
a power metallurgical (PM) route and possessing a nearly continuous Moss matrix
with dispersed intermetallic particles, the BDTT is around 1500 °C [24]. The BDTT
is sensitive to the composition and the concentration of impurities, processing and
test conditions [52].
The brittle-to-ductile transition in the fracture mode of Mo also depends on grain
size [53]. Cleavage fracture, being a dominant failure mechanism in pure molybde-
num [54], can be suppressed when grains are smaller than the length of dislocation
pile-ups required to nucleate a cleavage crack [3]. Thereby, a stress required for
yielding can be reached and the material will deform plastically. However, the mi-
crostructure scale is a key issue in determining the creep resistance of Mo-Si-B alloys
and grain refinement will be harmful for creep performance of these alloys [23].
Another approach to improve the ductility of molybdenum is to strengthen its grain
boundaries (GBs). The GB cohesion plays a central role in the plastic deformation
of this material. Strong GBs can sustain stresses required for activation of dislo-
cation glide in the grain interior before failing intergranularly [2]. Polycrystalline
molybdenum is considered as an “intrinsically brittle” material, the brittleness of
which originates from the weak bonding strength in the grain interior and at the grain
boundary [55, 56]. Depending on the purity of molybdenum, the brittle fracture
can occur intergranularly (along GBs) or transgranularly (across grains as cleavage).
Interstitial impurities such as oxygen as well as substitutional alloying additives have a
pronounced effect on the fracture behaviour. For example, Kumar and Eyre [57] have
found that oxygen segregates preferable to GBs in molybdenum and has a detrimental
effect on the GBs cohesion promoting the brittle intergranular fracture. The study of
Sturm et al. [1, 22] revealed the transition from transgranular to intergranular brittle
fracture in the Mo(Si) solid solution with a fraction of intergranular fracture up to
90% even for small Si concentrations (∼0.3 at.%).
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Table 2: The RT fracture toughness of the pure Mo and binary Mo-Si alloys, with addition of
Zr in small concentrations. Test methods: three-point bending using chevron-notched
specimens (3PB), centre through-thickness notched tension (CNT), compact-tension
tests on disc-shaped specimens (CT).
Composition
(at.%)
Processing Grain size
(µm)
Fracture
toughness,
(MPa
√
m)
Test
method
Ref.
Mo-1Zr (wt.%) annealed 300–400 17a Electrospark
crack
[59]
Mo-2.5Si-
0.1Zr
cast and
annealed
- 22.8–23.3 3PB [60]
Mo-2.5Si-
0.5Zr
cast and
annealed
- 22.6–24.0 3PB [60]
Mo PM - 9.5 CNT [61]
Mo PM - 5a–12 CT [61]
Mo PM 97(8) 24.2 ± 2.3 3PB [1]
Mo-0.34Si PM 54(4) 7.8 ± 1.2 3PB [1]
Mo-1.69Si PM 35(5) 4.9 ± 1.4 3PB [1]
Mo-3.34Si PM 82(5) 3.9 ± 0.6 3PB [1]
a Recrystallised
In general, the widely accepted view is that solute segregation is improving the
cohesive strength of grain boundaries (GBs) and thus the ductility and fracture tough-
ness [13, 14]. An alternative mechanism is that solutes with a high affinity to oxygen
will getter oxygen and will form oxides. The presence of oxide phases could be less
detrimental to the mechanical properties compared to oxygen itself [2, 58]. This
is why microalloying of pure Mo, binary Mo-Si and ternary Mo-Si-B alloys with
reactive element such as zirconium has been investigated.
1.2.3 Zirconium microalloying
Zirconium microalloying has improved the fracture toughness, strength and ductility
in pure Mo [4, 59, 62–65], binary (Mo-Si) [2, 60] and ternary (Mo-Si-B) [3, 23, 66–
68] alloys. Table 2 lists the RT fracture toughness of pure Mo and binary Mo-Si alloys
with and without addition of Zr. As it is seen from the table, the RT fracture toughness
of Mo varies in the range from 5 MPa
√
m to 24 MPa
√
m depending on the alloy
microstructure and purity. For example, increasing the degree of recrystallisation
results in a decrease of the fracture toughness of Mo [69]. Koval et al. have found
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Figure 5: The RT fracture toughness of Mo-Si-B alloyed with 1 to 3 at.% Zr. Black circles cor-
respond to arc-cast and annealed Mo-12Si-8.5B alloy, investigated by Schneibel et
al. [3]. These alloys are composed of an intermetallic matrix with Moss distributed
in the form of islands. Blue triangles correspond to mechanically alloyed Mo-9Si-8B
(at.%), investigated by Becker et al. [67] and Krüger et al. [41]. These alloys are
composed of a Moss matrix with intermetallic particles.
an improvement of the RT fracture toughness of the recrystallised Mo-1wt.% Zr
alloy to 17 MPa
√
m. A significant improvement of the RT fracture toughness is
observed in Mo-2.5Si (at.%) alloys with addition of Zr. Indeed, Sturm et al. [1]
have shown that Mo-Si alloys exhibited a pronounced reduction in the RT fracture
toughness with increasing Si concentration. Meanwhile, both 0.1 at.% and 0.5 at.%
Zr-containing Mo-2.5Si alloys, investigated by Schneibel et al. [60], possess a fracture
toughness comparable to Si-free molybdenum. Moreover, Si microalloying promotes
brittle intergranular fracture. The Mo-2.5Si alloy, containing 0.1 at.% Zr fractured
transgranularly, whereas the alloy with 0.5 at.% Zr exhibited partial intergranular
failure [60].
The fracture toughness of different Mo-Si-B alloys is improved with addition of
Zr. Figure 5 shows the fracture toughness of arc-cast and annealed Mo-12Si-8.5B
(at.%) [3] and of mechanically alloyed Mo-9Si-8B (at.%) [67] with addition of 1 to
3 at.% Zr. The increase from 9.0± 0.8 MPa√m to 13.5± 0.7 MPa√m is observed for
Mo-12Si-8.5B, reaching its maximum at around 2 at.% Zr. In the Mo-9Si-8B alloys the
fracture toughness has been risen from 13.0± 0.3 MPa√m [41] to 15.3−20.1 MPa√m
with addition of 1 at.% Zr [67]. The Mo-9Si-8B alloys consist of a continuous Moss
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(57−59 vol.%) and embedded intermetallic particles, whereas the Mo-12Si-8.5B
alloys possess the intermetallic matrix with distributed Moss islands of various size.
Consistent with results obtained for unalloyed Mo-Si-B alloys (see Figure 3), a larger
volume fraction of Moss and its continuous distribution are required for enhanced
fracture toughness. The crack growth can be suppressed by the comparably ductile
molybdenum phase, whereas the effectiveness of the suppression depends on the
distribution of the molybdenum phase. The crack propagates dominantly through the
intermetallic phases and is stopped in the Mo regions [67].
The enhanced fracture strength and improved ductility were determined by Hi-
raoka et al. [64, 70] in electron-beam-welded molybdenum containing 0.05 at.% Zr.
Although at -70 °C the total elongation of Mo-0.05Zr (at.%) is slightly improved
and is around 2.5−3%, at 20 °C the total elongation for weld joints of Mo-Zr alloy
exceeded 20% compared to ∼10% for pure molybdenum. Precipitates of different
size have been found at GBs in the weld and base metal. The effect of small amounts
of Zr (0.16 at.%), in combination with C (96 appm) and B (53 appm), on the RT
ductility in molybdenum welds has been investigated by Miller et al. [62, 63]. The
results show an improvement of ductility from ∼3 to ∼20% and a transition from
intergranular to transgranular (cleavage) fracture mode. An atom map of a region
of a base metal specimen containing a grain boundary has shown the enrichment of
GBs with zirconium, carbon and boron, as well as the depletion of oxygen, nitrogen
and silicon levels at the GB compared to the matrix levels. The presence of Zr, B
and C supposedly inhibited the segregation of oxygen to the GBs in molybdenum,
which in turn prevented the intergranular failure of molybdenum. In another study,
Cockeram et al. [65] have investigated series of arc melted molybdenum alloys with a
composition similar to that used in the study of Miller et al. [62, 63], containing Zr
in the range from 1250 to 1700 ppm, C from 8 to 81 ppm and B from 8 to 160 ppm.
The authors reported that all alloys exhibited improved strength compared to the
pure molybdenum which is attributed to the presence of second phase particles and
segregation of Zr, C and B to grain boundaries. In contrast to results obtained by
Miller et al., the ductility of Mo-Zr-C-B alloys is tended to decrease. The authors
speculated that the presence of elevated levels of zirconium and boron has led to
the formation of brittle second phase particles and as a consequence to the reduced
ductility and reduced resistance to brittle fracture. Moreover, it is suggested that
segregation of Zr to GBs in the Mo-Zr-C-B alloys results in a decreased fracture
resistance.
Addition of 1 at.% Zr has resulted in an extremely high bend strength (∼2 GPa) of
binary Mo-Si alloys and also in some bend ductility (plastic strain of 0.1%) already
at room temperature [2]. Moreover, at 538 °C a plastic strain of 1.4% was observed,
whereas the reference Zr-free Mo-1.5Si alloy did not show any ductility up to 816 °C.
The improved strength in the low-temperature deformation mode is attributed to
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Table 3: Embrittling potential ∆EEP in kJ/mol of solutes segregated at Mo GBs.
Solute GB ∆EEP, kJ/mol Type Reference
B Σ5(310)[001] -104 Enhancer [71]
N Σ5(310)[001] 78 Embrittler [71]
O Σ5(310)[001] 141 Embrittler [71]
C Σ5(310)[001] -30 Enhancer [71]
B Σ3(110)[1¯11] -77 Enhancer [72]
N Σ3(110)[1¯11] -16 Enhancer [72]
O Σ3(110)[1¯11] 105 Embrittler [72]
C Σ3(110)[1¯11] -95 Enhancer [72]
Si Σ3(110)[1¯11] ∼35 Embrittler [72]
Zr not specified 25 Embrittler [73]
Zr Σ5(310)[001] ∼68 Embrittler [74]
Zr Σ3(110)[1¯11] ∼48 Embrittler [75]
the significant microstructural refinement caused by addition of Zr according to the
Hall-Petch relationship [10] and pinning of GBs by ZrO2 particles. The physical
origin of the ductility improvement with addition of Zr is, however, unclear. Saage et
al. [2] suggest that the reduction of silicon and oxygen segregation to GBs in the
presence of Zr due to site competition and formation of ZrO2, respectively, might
contribute to the strengthening of GBs. Moreover, the presence of Zr at GBs could
potentially enhance the cohesive strength of GBs and, therefore, improve ductility.
Consistent with results for pure Mo and binary Mo-Si alloys, Zr-containing Mo-
Si-B alloys also show increased strength and hardness [66]. This improvement is
associated with grain size reduction, precipitation strengthening by fine ZrO2 particles,
distributed both at the GBs and inside the grains, and enhanced grain and phase
boundaries cohesion due to depletion of oxygen at these boundaries. The oxygen
depletion is caused by formation of ZrO2 particles. Moreover, Zr addition leads to the
reduction of the BDTT value by 100 °C.
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The number of theoretical studies on solute segregation at grain boundaries in molyb-
denum is rather scarce. The segregation of light elements (B, O, C, N) in Mo bicrystals
has been investigated in a study of Janisch et al. [71] and more recently by Scheiber et
al. [72] by means of electronic structure calculations. Oxygen and nitrogen are always
present in Mo-based alloys, although their amount depends on the fabrication route.
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In contrast, B and C have been added to the Mo-based alloys in order to improve
their properties as, for example, in the experimental study of Miller et al. [62, 63].
Janisch et al. [71] have shown that oxygen and nitrogen embrittle Mo GBs, whereas
C and B strengthen the GBs. Similar trend is found in a study of Scheiber et al. [72],
although nitrogen is found to slightly increase GB cohesion. The embrittling potential
of light elements is defined based on the Rice-Wang criterion [76] and is summarised
in Table 3. The Rice-Wang criterion classifies a solute as a GB enhancer if its tendency
to segregate from the bulk to the GB is stronger than that from the bulk to the surface.
The investigated light elements are inserted interstitially at the GB and produce similar
elastic strain. The differences in the behaviour of B, O, C, N (embrittling or enhanc-
ing) are therefore caused by the differences in the chemical bonding. Oxygen and
nitrogen create polar bonds and weaken metal-metal bonds across the GB, whereas
boron and carbon strengthen metal-metal bond at the GB forming covalent bonds.
The charge transfer is the highest for oxygen and, therefore, the presence of oxygen
at the GBs is the most detrimental for the GBs properties.
Zirconium has been chosen as a ductilizing element for Mo-based alloys in a number
of studies (see Section 1.2.3). Recently, the influence of Zr on the cohesive strength
Mo GBs has been investigated in tilt Σ3(110)[1¯11] [75] and in tilt Σ5(310)[001]
GBs [74]. The results obtained in these theoretical studies substantiate the findings
concerning site preference and the embrittling potential of Zr, found in the present
thesis. Scheiber et al. [75] have shown that Zr prefers to occupy sites at the GBs
that offer more excess volume. Furthermore, based on the Rice-Wang criterion, Zr
is found to act as a weak embrittler of Mo GBs. The embrittling potential of Zr is
listed in Table 3. The presence of Zr at the GB in Mo decreases its cohesive strength,
although the embrittling potential of Zr is smaller compared to that for oxygen. The
type of GB has a minor effect on the observed trend. The authors also emphasise that
both chemical and the elastic origins of the solute driving force for GB segregation
have to be considered. The theoretical models for solute segregation based only on
one of the contributions do not represent qualitatively the physical picture.
1.4 O P E N Q U E S T I O N S
Regarding the modelling of solutes at grain boundaries, solid-solid heterophase in-
terfaces and evaluation of their mechanical properties, several open questions can be
formulated. These questions will be addressed in the following.
• What is the solubility of zirconium and silicon in bulk molybdenum?
A theoretical assessment of the formation energy of Zr and Si in bulk Mo would
provide helpful insights for designing of Mo and Mo-based alloys. Moreover,
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knowledge of solubility of Zr and Si helps to estimate the enrichment of GBs by
these elements. A number of experimental studies revealed that microalloying
with Zr is an efficient way to increase the room-temperature (RT) fracture
toughness, strength and ductility in pure Mo and Mo-based alloys [2–4, 23, 59,
60, 62–68]. Since the solubility limit for Zr in Mo is still a matter of debate,
it is unclear, if the experimentally observed results can be attributed to grain
boundary (GB) or bulk effects. In contrast to Zr, Si is known to significantly
increase the RT strength (and thus reduce the ductility). Si also crucially
reduces the fracture toughness of Mo [1]. However, addition of Si is essential
for improving the oxidation resistance of Mo-based materials. When the system
is supersaturated with silicon, SiO2 particles are formed and passivate the
system [29, 32].
• How does solute segregation at GBs influence the materials properties?
Ductility and fracture toughness of materials are limited by GB decohesion,
which can be manipulated by solute segregation. Grain boundaries are chem-
ically more reactive compared to the grains themselves and therefore solute
segregation is often thermodynamically preferable at the GBs. Grain boundary
segregation induces changes in the atomic structure and chemical bonding
within the decorated GB and affects the GB energy, stability and cohesive
strength. The study of Zr, Si and O segregation at GBs in molybdenum helps,
in particular, to shed some light on their tendency to enhance or reduce the
cohesive strength of GBs. One working hypothesis concerning the physical
origin of the improved mechanical properties of the Mo-based alloys includes
strengthening of the GBs due to Zr segregation at the GBs [2]. Another working
hypothesis, suggested by the same authors, concerns the reduction of oxygen
concentration at the GBs due to the formation of ZrO2 (zirconia) precipitates.
• Can zirconia improve the cohesive strength of grain boundaries in molyb-
denum?
In general, oxides and metals often form interfaces with enhanced strength
compared to the individual constituent phases. The strong adhesion is also
found for interfaces between Al2O3, ZrO2, HfO2 oxides and other transition
metals [77–79]. Although the interface adhesive strength strongly depends
on its atomic structure, an oxide/metal interface can stabilise pure metal GBs.
Also, zirconium tends to capture oxygen and form ZrO2. Zirconia precipitates
of nanometre size have been found experimentally at the GBs and in the grain
interior in Mo-based alloys containing Zr [2–4, 68, 80]. However, there is no
data available on the structure, strength and stability of zirconia/molybdenum
interfaces.

2
COMPUTATIONAL METHODS AND THERMODYNAMIC CONCEPTS
Computer modelling provides a basis for understanding the structure and properties of
materials. Density functional theory (DFT) has become the most popular method for
electronic-structure calculations and has found wide applications in physics, chemistry
and materials science. DFT calculations allow to describe the electronic origins
of bonding in solids and to predict fundamental physical properties of solids and
molecules, such as cohesive energies, equilibrium crystal structures, elastic constants
etc. Moreover, the increase in computational power made it possible also to provide
insights into the structure and properties of solids containing point defects, thin films
or grain boundaries (GBs).
In the following chapter a brief introduction of the underlying idea and basic
assumptions of density functional theory and its implementation to periodic solids
are given. The overview and computational setups used in this work for investigating
bulk materials, surfaces, grain boundaries and interfaces are discussed. The methods
for accurate evaluation of the equilibrium crystal structure are presented. A brief
introduction to solute solubility in the bulk and to solute segregation at the GBs
is outlined. The basic aspects of thermodynamics of planar interfaces and solute
segregation are provided.
2.1 D E N S I T Y F U N C T I O NA L T H E O RY ( D F T )
2.1.1 Many-body problem
Solids can be represented as a system consisting of interacting electrons and nuclei.
The corresponding Hamiltonian is [81]
Hˆ = −1
2∑I
∇2I
MI
+
1
2 ∑I 6=J
ZIZJ
|RI −RJ | −
1
2∑i
∇2i
+
1
2∑i 6=j
1
|ri − rj| −∑i,I
ZI
|ri −RI | ,
(2.1)
which consists of the kinetic energy of nuclei (first term), the interaction between
nuclei (second term), the kinetic energy of electrons (third term), the interaction of
electrons with each other (fourth term) and the interaction between electrons and
nuclei (last term). Here, Eq.(2.1) is written in the atomic units and h¯ = me = e = 14piε0
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= 1. The indices i, j are used for electrons and I, J are used for atomic nuclei. The
atomic nuclei are characterised by mass MI and the atomic number ZI . The charge
of the electrons is denoted as e. The coordinates of the atomic nuclei and electrons
are given by RI and ri, respectively.
The description of the wavefunction for larger systems becomes an infeasible
problem. The Born-Oppenheimer approximation allows to reduce the complexity
of the many-body Hamiltonian by separating the electronic and nuclear subsystems.
Due to the large difference in mass between nuclei and electrons, the nuclei can be
considered almost stationary on the time-scale of the motion of the electron [82].
The Coulomb interaction between nuclei and electrons is described as the external
potential acting on electrons.
Within the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, the many-body Hamiltonian can be
compactly written as
Hˆ = Tˆ + Vˆext + Vˆint + EII, (2.2)
where
Tˆ = −1
2∑i
∇2i , (2.3)
Vˆext =∑
i,I
Vext(r), (2.4)
Vˆint =
1
2∑i 6=j
1
|ri − rj| . (2.5)
Here, Tˆ is the kinetic energy operator of the electrons, Vext(r) is the external
potential, i.e., the Coulomb potential from the interactions between electrons and
atomic nuclei. Vˆint is the operator of the Coulomb potential from the electron-electron
interaction. The last term, EII, is the interaction of nuclei with one another. EII is
irrelevant for the problem of describing the electrons (for electronic subsystem).
2.1.2 Hohenberg-Kohn theory
The theorems formulated and proved by P. Hohenberg and W. Kohn establish the
theoretical basis of density functional theory. The Hohenberg-Kohn theorems can be
formulated as follows [83]:
• Theorem I: For any system of interacting electrons in an external potential
Vext(r), the potential Vext(r) is determined uniquely (up to a constant) by the
ground-state electron density n0(r).
• Theorem II: A universal functional for the energy E[n] in terms of the density
n(r) can be defined such that the exact ground-state energy of the system is the
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global minimum value of this functional and the density n(r) that minimises
the functional is the exact ground-state density n0(r).
From the first Hohenberg-Kohn theorem it follows that the many-body wave-
functions for all states are determined, since the Hamiltonian Hˆ (Eq. 2.2) is fully
determined [81]. From the second Hohenberg-Kohn theorem it follows that the total
energy functional E[n] is sufficient to define the exact ground-state density and energy.
The total energy functional EHK[n] can be written as [84]
EHK[n] = FHK[n] +
∫
d3rVext(r)n(r) + EII, (2.6)
where
FHK[n] = T[n] + Eint[n]. (2.7)
Here, EII is the interaction energy of the nuclei. The functional FHK[n] is universal
by construction since the electron kinetic energy T[n] and the interaction energy of
the electrons with each other Eint[n] are functionals only of the density and do not
depend on the external potential Vext(r) [84].
The second Hohenberg-Kohn theorem also shows that a possible solution to find
the ground-state electron density is to minimise the total energy functional EHK[n]
of the system with respect to variations in the electron density n(r). In order to use
this variational procedure, one has to know the exact expression for the total energy
functional or to provide a sufficiently accurate approximation.
2.1.3 The Kohn-Sham equation
W. Kohn and L.J. Sham proposed to replace the original many-body problem by
an auxiliary independent-particle problem [81]. The Kohn-Sham approach reduces
a complicated problem of interacting electrons in the external field to that of non-
interacting electrons moving in an effective potential [84]. The basic idea of the Kohn-
Sham approach is to replace the functional of the kinetic energy by the functional of a
non-interacting electron system with the auxiliary wavefunctions ψ.
For the construction of the auxiliary system, Kohn and Sham assumed that the exact
ground-state density can be represented by the ground-state density of an auxiliary
system of non-interacting electrons [84],
n(r) =∑
i
ni(r) =∑
i
|ψi(r)|2, (2.8)
where ψi are the commonly called the Kohn-Sham wavefunctions or the Kohn-Sham
orbitals.
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According to the Kohn-Sham approach the ground-state energy functional EKS can
be written as [84]
EKS = TS[n] +
∫
d3rVext(r)n(r) + EHartree[n] + EII + Exc[n], (2.9)
where
EHartree[n] =
1
2
∫
d3rd3r′n(r)n(r
′)
|r− r′| , (2.10)
and
TS = −∑
i
∫
d3rψ∗i (r)
∇2
2
ψi(r). (2.11)
Here, T[n] is the kinetic energy, Vext is the external potential due to the nuclei or
any other external field, EHartree[n] is the Hartree energy and it corresponds to the
Coulomb energy of a charge density interacting with itself, EII is the interaction
energy of the nuclei and Exc[n] is the exchange and correlation energy.
The Kohn-Sham equations are obtained by minimising the Kohn-Sham ground-state
energy functional EKS (Eq.2.9) with respect to individual orbitals under the constraint
of mutual orthonormality of the orbitals
Hˆeff(r)ψi(r) =
[
− ∇
2
2
+Veff(r)
]
ψi(r) = eiψi(r), (2.12)
where
Veff(r) = Vext(r) +VHartree(r) +Vxc(r). (2.13)
The solution ei to the Kohn-Sham equations are called Kohn-Sham eigenvalues.
The sum of the Hartree energy EHartree, interaction energy of the atomic nuclei EII
and the term involving the external potential Vext is well defined and can be written in
analytical form [81]. The kinetic energy of the Kohn-Sham particle is a functional
of the Kohn-Sham orbitals and can be calculated exactly. All many-body effects,
such as a spurious self-interaction of electrons, correlation of electron motion due to
a depletion in the charge density around each electron and the effects due to Pauli
exclusion principle are grouped into the exchange-correlation energy Exc [82]. It turns
out that the contribution of the exchange-correlation functional to the to total energy
is rather small. Therefore relatively simple approximations such as the local density
approximation (LDA), discussed in the following section, have proved tremendously
powerful [85].
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2.1.4 Exchange-correlation functionals
The idea of a local density approximation (LDA) is to replace the exchange-correlation
energy Exc[n] by the LDA functional [82]
ELDAxc [n] =
∫
d3r n(r)ehomxc (n) =
∫
d3r n(r)[ehomx (n) + e
hom
c (n)], (2.14)
where ehomxc (n) is the exchange and correlation energy per particle of a homogeneous
electron gas with density n(r). The exchange contribution depends on the electron
density as [81]
ehomx (n) ∼ n(r)
4
3 . (2.15)
It describes the energy gain due to the requirement of antisymmetric wave functions
for fermions. The correlation energy for the homogeneous electron gas was accurately
calculated by quantum Monte Carlo [86].
The exchange-correlation functional depending on n for the homogeneous electron
gas is known to a high precision [84]. Despite the expectations that LDA should
work well only for systems, in which the electron density varies slowly, the DFT-LDA
approach has been successfully applied for electronic structure calculations even
for systems considered as very inhomogeneous [82]. The LDA satisfies the charge
conservation sum role and, therefore, systematic error cancellations take place. As
a result, the quantities related to the differences in energies (bond length, formation
energies, cohesive energies) ar e well reproduced.
The well-known drawback of LDA is the overestimation of cohesive energies [82].
This leads to shorter bond lengths, smaller lattice parameters and larger bulk moduli
in solids. For further improvement on LDA the exchange-correlation functional at the
point r is represented not only as the function of the electron density at the point r,
but also depends on the variations (gradients) of electron density close to r,
EGGAxc [n] =
∫
d3r n(r)exc(n,∇n). (2.16)
This approximation is called the generalised gradient approximation (GGA). Among
the widely used nonempirical exchange-correlation functionals are Perdew and Wang
(PW91) [87] and Perdew, Burke and Enzerhof (PBE) [88]. Often GGA represents
the cohesive energies more accurately and describes elastic properties of solids bet-
ter compared to LDA. However, in order to perform accurate electronic structure
calculations a detailed study of how different functionals reproduce the well-known
properties of the system of interest is required.
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2.2 D F T A P P L I C AT I O N T O C RY S TA L S
2.2.1 Solving the Kohn-Sham equations
Numerically, the Kohn-Sham equations (Eq.(2.12)−Eq.(2.13)) are solved in an iter-
ative way until a self-consistent solution is found. At first, an initial, trial electron
density n(r) is defined for a given system. Next, based on the trial electron density
the effective potential Veff(r) that includes the Hartree potential, external potential
and exchange-correlation potential is computed. Afterwards, solving the Kohn-Sham
equations for a given effective potential the single-particle wavefunctions ψi(k) are
obtained. The electron density is constructed based on these wavefunctions. If the
initial electron density used to solve the Kohn-Sham equations is the same as the
electron density constructed from wavefunctions ψi(k), a solution is self-consistent.
Thus, the ground-state electron density has been found and can be used to compute
total energy. If two electron densities differ, the computational procedure has to be
repeated starting from the construction of the effective potential from the new electron
densities.
2.2.2 Plane wave expansion and Brillouin zone integration
In order to solve the independent particle Kohn-Sham equation (Eq.(2.12)−Eq.(2.13))
in periodic solids like crystals, the plane wave (PW) method is used. The Kohn-Sham
orbitals ψi(r) are represented by a set of basis functions (plane waves) [84]
ψi(r) =∑
G
ci,G exp(i[(k+G) · r]), (2.17)
where the G vectors are reciprocal lattice vectors.
In practice, the infinite sum is truncated to include only plane waves with wavevector
length smaller than a particular Gmax
Ecutoff =
h¯2
2me
G2max, (2.18)
and
|k+G|2 ≤ G2max. (2.19)
Here, Ecutoff is called the kinetic energy cutoff and it defines the accuracy of the
calculations.
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The expansion coefficients of the corresponding wavefunctions are determined by
solving the Kohn-Sham equation, the matrix form of which can be written as
(k+G0)2
2 +Veff(0) Veff(G0 − G1) · · · Veff(G0 − GN)
Veff(G1 − G0) (k+G1)
2
2 +Veff(0) · · · Veff(G1 − GN)
· · · · · · · · · · · ·
Veff(GN − G0) Veff(GN − G1) · · · (k+GN)
2
2 +Veff(0)


c0
c1
...
cN
 = e

c0
c1
...
cN
 .
(2.20)
Plane waves are one of the possible basis functions, most suitable for structures
with periodic boundary conditions like crystals. In practice, the calculations are
performed on a grid of points in the first Brillouin zone (BZ) called k-points. For
example, a commonly used k-point mesh in VASP is a Monkhorst-Pack grid [89].
Since the Kohn-Sham equations are solved for a given number of k-points in the
BZ, the intrinsic properties of a solid, such as the total energy, the electron density,
etc., are computed by a summation of all k-points over the first BZ. For example, the
electron density n(r) is thus obtained as
n(r) ∼∑
k
nk(r). (2.21)
2.2.3 Pseudopotentials
Computational difficulties in solving the Kohn-Sham equations arise near the atomic
nucleus. In this region, the divergence of the Coulomb potential for electron-ion
interaction results in an oscillatory behaviour of the wavefunctions. For an accurate
numerical representation of the electron density in this region, an enormous number
of plane waves would be required resulting in a high numerical load of the DFT cal-
culation. This is why the pseudopotential approach has been introduced. The concept
of pseudopotentials is to replace valence electrons and ion cores with pseudo valence
electrons and pseudo ion cores [84]. The pseudopotential describing their interaction
is designed such that outside the selected core radius it exactly reproduces the original
Coulomb potential, while inside a core region the pseudopotential is quite weak. The
implementation of pseudopotentials results in a smooth electron wavefunction close to
the atomic nucleus, avoiding rapid oscillations, whereas the wavefunctions outside the
selected core radius are reproduced exactly. The pseudopotential approach does not
give information about the charge density near the nucleus. However, in most cases,
core electrons are not important in defining chemical bonding and other physical
properties of materials [81].
Current DFT codes provide a library with different preudopotentials for most of the
elements in the periodic table. In the present study the projector-augmented waves
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(PAW) [90] method is used. The PAW approach transforms the rapidly oscillating
wavefunctions into smooth wavefunctions and provides a way to reconstruct the full
electron density from these smooth wavefunctions.
2.2.4 Description of forces
A description of forces within the DFT framework is required for finding the equi-
librium atomic positions and lattice geometries. Forces acting on the nuclei can be
determined as derivatives of the energy with respect to the position of a nucleus
FI [81],
FI = − ∂E
∂RI
. (2.22)
The Hellmann-Feynman theorem [91] allows to calculate the forces directly from
the ground-state wavefunctions,
FI = − ∂E
∂RI
= − < ψ| ∂Hˆ
∂RI
|ψ > . (2.23)
For structure optimization within DFT an initial atomic structure has to be provided.
For a given structure, as discussed in Section 2.2.1, the effective potential Veff(r) is
constructed. Afterwards, the Kohn-Sham equations are solved in a self-consistent
way until the electronic convergence is reached. The forces are computed using
the Hellmann-Feynman theorem and the atomic positions are modified. This ionic
relaxation loop is repeated until the forces are converged within a given accuracy.
The VASP code allows to optimise atomic positions, cell volume and cell shape
independently.
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2.3.1 Birch-Murnaghan equation of state
The bulk modulus is a property of the material that determines the relative volume
change, ∆V/V, for a given hydrostatic pressure [7]. As discussed in Section 2.1.4, the
exchange-correlation functional is not exact and includes a number of approximations.
This is why, it is necessary to evaluate the well-known properties of the material
such as the equilibrium lattice parameters, cell volume and the bulk modulus B0 for a
chosen exchange-correlation functional.
In order to obtain the equilibrium bulk structure, the total energy is minimised with
respect to the unit cell volume. First, the unit cell of the solid has to be uniformly
deformed (compressed and expanded). Second, the obtained variation of the total
energy for a given unit cell volume E(V) is fitted to the third order Birch-Murnaghan
equation of state [92–94]
E(V) = E0+
9V0B0
16
[(V0
V
) 2
3 − 1
]3
B
′
0 +
[(
V0
V
) 2
3 − 1
]2 [
6− 4
(
V0
V
) 2
3
] ,
(2.24)
where V0 is the equilibrium volume of the unit cell and E0 is the ground-state energy.
The equilibrium bulk modulus B0 of a crystal is defined as
B0 = −V
(
∂P
∂V
)
T
, (2.25)
and its pressure derivative at constant temperature
B
′
0 =
(
∂B0
∂P
)
T
. (2.26)
In the following sections the equilibrium lattice parameters and bulk modulus are
evaluated for all bulk phases used in the present study, namely bcc Mo, Mo2Zr, Mo3Si
and tetragonal ZrO2. The Mo2Zr and Mo3Si phases are used as reservoirs for Zr
and Si, respectively (details are given in Section 3.1). The formation of ZrO2 at
molybdenum grains is discussed in Chapter 6.
2.3.1.1 Molybdenum
Molybdenum is a refractory metal possessing a body-centred cubic (bcc) crystal
structure with two atoms located at (0,0,0) and (12 ,
1
2 ,
1
2) positions in the unit cell.
Figure 6 shows the variation of the total energy (Etot) of Mo as a function of the cell
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Figure 6: Variation of the total energy of bulk molybdenum with respect to the unit cell
volume. Calculated data points are fitted to the Birch-Murnaghan equation of state
(Eq.(2.24)). The computed bulk modulus, B0, of Mo is equal to 268 GPa. The
atomic structure of molybdenum is shown on the right-hand side.
volume. It is obtained by stepwise increasing the volume of Mo cell up to±5 % with a
step of±0.5 % and fitting the corresponding energy variation to the Birch-Murnaghan
equation of state (Eq.(2.24)) [92–94]. The minimum total energy of Mo (Eequiltot ) is
computed at the lattice constant, a0, of 3.15 Å. The bulk modulus, B0, extracted as
the second derivative of the energy-variation curve [100],
B(V0) = V
(
∂2Etot
∂V2
)∣∣∣∣
V=V0
, (2.27)
Table 4: Comparison of the calculated lattice constants, a0, and the bulk modulus, B0, of
molybdenum with other computational and experimental studies.
Method a0, Å B0, GPa
Featherston [95] Experiment 3.147 265
Bolef [96] Experiment 3.147 269
Che [97] LDA 3.160 280
Zhang [98] 2NN MEAM 3.147 265
Tahir [99] GGA 3.153 258
Present study GGA-PBE 3.150 268
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Figure 7: Variation of the total energy of Mo2Zr for series of fixed volumes. Calculated
data points are fitted to the Birch-Murnaghan equation of state (Eq.(2.24)). The
computed bulk modulus, B0, of Mo2Zr is equal to 195 GPa. The atomic structure
of Mo2Zr is shown on the right-hand side. Yellow spheres represent molybdenum
atoms and green spheres represent zirconium atoms.
is equal to 268 GPa.
Table 4 compares the calculated a0 and B0 with other experimental and theoretical
studies and shows that both parameters are in very good agreement with values
available in literature.
2.3.1.2 Mo2Zr
The atomic structure of the Mo2Zr compound is shown on the right-hand side of
Figure 7. The binary intermetallic phase Mo2Zr has a cubic crystal structure called
the Laves C15 structure (space group Fd3¯m). The conventional unit cell of Mo2Zr
contains sixteen Mo atoms and eight Zr atoms forming eight formula units of Mo2Zr
per unit cell. The crystal structure of this compound can be represented as two
interpenetrating sublattices, created by Mo atoms and by Zr atoms. Zirconium
atoms create sublattice of the diamond type and molybdenum atoms form tetrahedra
which share one Mo atom with a neighbouring tetrahedron [101]. Each Mo atom is
surrounded by six Mo atoms separated by 2.68 Å and by six Zr atoms separated by
3.15 Å. Each Zr atom has twelve Mo neighbours on a distance of 3.15 Å and four Zr
neighbours on a distance of 3.29 Å.
Figure 7 shows the change in the total energy (Etot) of Mo2Zr for different unit
cell volumes. Calculated total-energy variation is fitted to the Birch-Murnaghan
equation of state (Eq.(2.24)) [92–94]. The equilibrium lattice constant of Mo2Zr that
corresponds to a minimum of the energy variation curve is 7.59 Å, which is in good
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Figure 8: Variation of the total energy of Mo3Si for series of fixed volumes. Calculated total
energy variation is fitted to the Birch-Murnaghan equation of state (Eq.(2.24)). The
computed bulk modulus, B0, of Mo3Si is equal to 255 GPa. The atomic structure
of Mo3Si is shown on the right-hand side. Yellow spheres represent molybdenum
atoms and blue spheres represent silicon atoms.
agreement with experimentally found values of 7.588 Å [102] and 7.596 Å [103].
The bulk modulus of Mo2Zr is equal to 195 GPa. Experimental or other theoretical
values of B0 are not reported.
2.3.1.3 Mo3Si
The atomic structure of the intermetallic Mo3Si phase is shown on the right-hand
side of Figure 8. It is the cubic A15 structure (Pm3n space group) with Si atoms
occupying the bcc positions ((0,0,0) and (12 ,
1
2 ,
1
2)) and the Mo atoms located on the
faces of the unit cell and forming three mutually perpendicular chains in the <100>,
<010> and <001> directions [104]. The conventional unit cell of Mo3Si contains
six molybdenum atoms and two silicon atoms, forming three formula units of Mo3Si
per cell. The bond length between two adjacent molybdenum atoms is 2.45 Å and
2.99 Å, whereas the bond length between molybdenum and silicon atoms is 2.73 Å.
Figure 8 illustrates the variation of the total energy (Etot) of Mo3Si for different
volumes of Mo3Si unit cell. Calculated total-energy variation is fitted to the Birch-
Murnaghan equation of state (Eq.(2.24)) [92–94]. The equilibrium lattice constant of
Mo3Si is 4.89 Å and the calculated bulk modulus is 255 GPa. The lattice constant of
Mo3Si found in other experimental and theoretical studies almost does not deviate
and is equal to 4.890−4.897 [104–106]. The values of the bulk modulus B0 found in
the literature varies in the range from 239 GPa till 256 GPa [105–108].
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Figure 9: The atomic structure of tetragonal zirconia (t-ZrO2). The arrows indicate the
displacement of the oxygen pairs along the [001] axis from the plane located in
between two Zr planes by an amount δ. Red spheres represent oxygen atoms and
green spheres represent zirconium atoms. Black dashed lines correspond to the
cleavage planes required to create a stoichiometric, Zr-rich and O-rich (001) zirconia
surfaces.
2.3.1.4 Tetragonal zirconia
Zirconia (ZrO2) exhibits three structural polymorphs depending on temperature and
pressure. At ambient pressure, the low-temperature phase, m-ZrO2, has monoclinic
crystal structure. At around 1170 °C m-ZrO2 undergoes a crystallographic transfor-
mation to a tetragonal phase (P42/nmc), t-ZrO2, and at around 2370 °C tetragonal
zirconia transforms into the cubic fluorite structure, c-ZrO2, which is stable up to the
melting temperature of zirconia [109, 110].
Mo-based alloys with addition of Zr are fabricated via a powder metallurgy (PM)
process [2, 4]. The most stable ZrO2 polymorph at the characteristic synthesis
conditions (T = 1500 °C−1980 °C, 1 atm) is tetragonal [110]. Atomic structure of
tetragonal zirconia is shown on Figure 9. It is described by three structural parameters:
the size of the unit cell in x and z directions (a and c, respectively) and an internal
parameter δ. Here, δ describes the displacement of oxygen pairs along the [001]
direction from the plane located in between two Zr planes. In tetragonal zirconia each
zirconium atom is surrounded by eight oxygen atoms, four at a distance of 2.11 Å in
a flattened tetrahedron and four at 2.38 Å in an elongated tetrahedron which is rotated
90° relative to the former one [110]. Each oxygen atom has two oxygen neighbours
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Figure 10: Variation of the total energy of tetragonal zirconia for series of fixed volumes
(keeping the a/c ratio fixed). The calculated total-energy variation is fitted to the
Birch-Murnaghan equation of state (Eq.(2.24)). The computed bulk modulus, B0,
of ZrO2 is equal to 184 GPa. The atomic structure of tetragonal zirconia is shown
on Figure 9.
at 2.61 Å and four at 2.60 Å, and is bonded to two zirconium atoms at 2.11 Å and two
more Zr at 2.38 Å distance.
The equilibrium lattice constants of t-ZrO2 are obtained by fitting the calculated
total energies (Etot) to the Birch-Murnaghan equation of state (Eq.(2.24)) [92–94].
Figure 10 illustrates the total-energy variation as a function of the volume of the
zirconia cell keeping the a/c ratio fixed. The minimum total energy of zirconia is
obtained at the lattice parameters equal to a = 3.626 Å, c = 5.225 Å and the relative
displacement of oxygen pairs δ = 0.045.
Table 5 lists the lattice parameters of tetragonal zirconia and the displacement of
the opposite pairs of oxygen atoms, δ, that have been found in other experimental and
computational studies. Lattice constants obtained in a present study using GGA-PBE
potential are reproduced in a good agreement with other studies.
The bulk modulus, B0, calculated using the Birch-Murnaghan equation of state
(Eq.(2.24)), with a fixed c/a ratio is also given in Table 5. However, for tetragonal
systems the c/a ratio generally changes with volume, which is related to differences
in compressibility along the a and c directions. A more accurate description of the
bulk modulus of tetragonal zirconia is based on defining the elastic constants of the
system.
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Table 5: Comparison of the calculated lattice parameters (a, c and δ) and bulk modulus B0 of
tetragonal zirconia with other computational and experimental studies.
Method a, Å c, Å δ B0
Aldebert [111] Experiment 3.57 5.18 0.057 190
Terki [112] FP-LAPW 3.61 5.25 0.047 226
Fabris [113] SC-TB 3.55 5.12 0.047 190
Cohen [114] PIB model 3.64 5.27 0.065 173
Stapper [115] LDA 3.59 5.15 0.042 197
Milman [116] LDA 3.57 5.13 0.044 212
Jaffe [117] GGA 3.63 5.21 0.040 199
Natanzon [118] GGA 3.61 5.20 - 210
Present study GGA-PBE 3.63 5.23 0.045 184
2.3.2 Elastic constants
The elastic constants, Cijkl, describe the anisotropic response of a crystal to a mechan-
ical stress. They are computed based on variation of the total energies under small
strains that are applied to the equilibrium cells. The strain tensor applied to the crystal
is of the form
ε =
1+ e11 12e12 12e131
2e21 1+ e22
1
2e23
1
2e31
1
2e32 1+ e33
 . (2.28)
The Taylor expansion of the total energy of the crystal is
E(ε) = E(0) +∑
ij
∂E
∂εij
∣∣∣∣
0
εij +
1
2∑ijkl
∂2E
∂εij∂εkl
∣∣∣∣
0
εijεkl +O(ε3). (2.29)
In equilibrium, the first derivative of energy in Eq.(2.29) is zero and the elastic
constants are [100]
Cijkl =
1
V
∂2E
∂εij∂εkl
. (2.30)
The bulk modulus for polycrystalline material can be estimated in terms of single-
crystal elastic stiffness constants [119]. The most reasonable value of B0 is evaluated
as
BVR0 =
1
2
(BVoigt0 + B
Reuss
0 ), (2.31)
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Table 6: Comparison of the elastic constants and the bulk modulus of tetragonal zirconia with
other studies.
Method C11 C12 C13 C33 C44 C66 BVR0
Kisi [121] Experiment 327 100 62 264 59 64 151
Cohen [114] PIB model 465 83 49 326 101 156 176
Milman [116] LDA 401 245 90 345 49 174 212
Natanzon [118] GGA 293 248 111 385 51 187 212
Present study GGA-PBE 368 227 65 296 27 167 187
where the Voigt average of the bulk modulus for tetragonal system is defined as
BVoigt0 =
1
9
[2(C11 + C12) + C33 + 4C13], (2.32)
and the Reuss average of the bulk modulus for tetragonal system is [120]
BReuss0 =
C33(C11 + C12)− 2C213
C11 + C12 + 2C33 − 4C13 . (2.33)
In a tetragonal lattice symmetry, there are six independent elastic constants (C11,
C12, C13, C33, C44 and C66). Table 6 lists the calculated elastic constants and the bulk
modulus BVR0 of tetragonal ZrO2. The bulk modulus calculated using Eq.(2.31) and
the one computed using the Birch-Murnaghan equation of state are very similar and
exhibit 184 GPa and 187 GPa, respectively. The values of the Cij constants found
in the literature vary significantly and the best agreement is found with study of
Milman et al. [116], although the values of all elastic constants are smaller in the
present work. The value of the bulk modulus of t-ZrO2, available in the literature,
varies in the range from 151 GPa till 226 GPa [112, 121] (see Table 5 and Table 6).
The BVR0 computed in this work lies in the middle of this range.
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In this work the solute (Zr, Si) solubility in the bulk molybdenum and the segregation
of Zr, Si and oxygen at the Mo grain boundaries (GBs) is investigated. Because of
the periodic boundary conditions and computational demands of electronic-structure
calculations, GBs constructed from a coincidence site lattice (CSL) with small Σ value
are considered. Namely, a tilt Σ5(310)[001] and a twist Σ5[001] GBs in bicrystal
geometries are chosen as structural models and represented in a 3D periodic and
a slab supercell, respectively (for details, see Section 4.1.1). Oxidation of Zr and
formation of ZrO2/Mo interfaces is considered in Chapter 6. In order to evaluate the
stability of Mo grain boundaries and zirconia/molybdenum interfaces against brittle
fracture, the work required to separate the interfaces into two surfaces is evaluated.
For this purpose, Mo(001), Mo(310) and t-ZrO2(001) surfaces are constructed in slab
supercells.
In the present section the computational parameters are summarised. The methods
for accurate evaluation of the charge distribution between atoms in crystals are
presented.
2.4.1 Computational parameters
All calculations in this thesis are performed using the plane-wave projector-augmented
wave [90] density functional theory [83, 122] code VASP [123, 124].
The generalised gradient approximation (GGA) in the parametrisation by Perdew,
Burke and Ernzerhof (PBE) [88] is chosen to mimic exchange-correlation interactions.
Molybdenum and oxygen are represented by six valence electrons, zirconium and
silicon by four valence electrons. We have carefully converged our results with respect
to the energy cutoff and k-point mesh. For all investigated models an energy cutoff of
450 eV is used. The k-point mesh is generated using Monkhorst-Pack scheme [89].
Table 7 lists the k-points grid used for all investigated models. The convergence of
different parameters of interest with a given accuracy is considered for each model.
For example, a convergence of the surface energy of Mo(001), σMo(001), to±0.02 J/m2
is achieved for a 14×14×1 Monkhorst-Pack scheme (see Table 20).
For the non-stoichiometric surfaces of t-ZrO2 spin-polarised calculations are per-
formed. Structure optimisations are performed keeping the cell parameters fixed until
the maximum force acting on individual atoms is less than 10−50 meV Å-2. For bulk
references, the same k-point sampling density is used, corresponding to a reciprocal
space sampling of the Mo GB or of the t-ZrO2/Mo interface.
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Table 7: The k-point mesh generated using Monkhorst-Pack scheme [89] for all investigated
models. The grid ensures a convergence of different parameters with provided
accuracy level, namely the surface energy (σ), the solute formation energy (Ef) and
the interface energy (γA/B).
Model Supercell k-points
mesh
Convergence
parameter
Accuracy
(1×1) Mo(001) Slab 14×14×1 σMo(001) ±0.02 J/m2
(1×1) t-ZrO2(001) Slab 12×12×1 σt-ZrO2(001) ±0.02 J/m2
Twist Σ5[001] GB 3D periodic 7×7×1 Ef ±0.02 eV
Tilt Σ5(310)[001] GB Slab 2×6×8 Ef ±0.02 eV
t-ZrO2(001)/Mo(001) Slab 7×7×1 γZrO2/Mo ±0.02 J/m2
2.4.2 Bader charge analysis
The Bader analysis [125] is a computational tool that allows to quantify the charge
distribution between atoms in crystals or molecules. A Bader volume is associated
with each atom and represents a volume which is surrounded by a surface on which the
charge density reaches a minimum in the direction perpendicular to the surface [125].
The charge located within the Bader volume is associated with a particular atom and
corresponds to a total electronic charge of this atom. In the present study the Bader
charge analysis algorithm developed by Henkelman et al. [126–128] is used. The
analysis is based on the core and valence electron densities computed using VASP.
The Bader charges are extremely sensitive to a charge density grid. Therefore, it
is necessary to choose the charge density grid which accurately represents the total
number of core and valence electrons in the system. This convergence study has to be
done for every investigated system separately.
2.4.3 Supercell method
The atomic arrangement in perfect crystals is periodic and can be described by a unit
cell repeated periodically. The electronic structure of crystalline solids are computed
using the 3D periodic simulation cells. In order to investigate properties of more
complicated structures like surfaces, which are periodic only in two dimensions, a
vacuum region is introduced into the simulation cell. A supercell for surface modelling
is schematically illustrated on Figure 11. The supercell contains a region of bulk
material called a slab, which is separated by vacuum region. Each slab in the supercell
is terminated by two surfaces of the desired stoichiometry. The slab has to be thick
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Figure 11: Illustration of the supercell approach for surface modelling.
enough to ensure the bulk behaviour of atoms at the center of the slab. The vacuum
layer also has to be thick enough (10−20 Å on each side) to prevent any interactions
between adjacent periodic images of the surfaces. The form and the size of the
supercell depend on the physical system being studied.
2.4.4 Long-range electron density oscillations
Similar to surface modelling discussed in Section 2.4.3, grain boundary and interface
models are also represented in supercells, although the addition of vacuum in the
supercell is optional. If the vacuum is introduced, the slab supercell, in addition to two
surfaces terminating the slab, also contains one GB or one interface. If the vacuum is
not added in a computational cell, the supercell is periodic in three dimensions and,
therefore, contains two GBs or interfaces separated by a bulk region. The optimisation
of the cell volume only in one direction is not implemented in VASP and, this is why,
for periodic supercell the cell length perpendicular to the GB or interface plane has
to be adjusted manually following the procedure described in Section 2.3.1. This
requires much higher computational load. This problem vanishes for the slab supercell.
Because of the vacuum, the GB or interface separation can contract or expand without
influencing the cell size in total. However, for the slab supercell the oscillations of the
charge density introduced by a surface have to be considered.
In Section 4.2 the driving force for Zr and Si segregation from Mo bulk to grain
boundaries is quantified. The formation energies show an oscillatory behaviour, which
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Figure 12: (Top) Atomic structure of the bulk-truncated molybdenum surface having the
same geometry as one of the twist Σ5[001] grains. Yellow spheres represent
molybdenum atoms, while highlighted atoms represent atoms that have been
substituted by Zr while moving from the surface to the bulk. (Middle) Changes in
the formation energy of Zr in the bulk-truncated Mo surface slab and in the local
electrostatic potential of the corresponding pure surface relative to the bulk values.
(Bottom) Oscillations in the electron density penetrating into bulk and having an
enhancement on certain atomic positions (surface resonance).
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is particularly pronounced for the slab supercells (see Figure 30(a)). The presence of
the surfaces significantly affects the local electronic configuration. In the vicinity of a
defect, e.g. surface, the electrons in the metal will be rearranged in order to minimise
the disturbance caused by this defect. At a metal surface, the screening of the surface
results in oscillations in the charge density propagating into the bulk perpendicular
to the surface [129, 130]. These oscillations are called Friedel oscillations and show
a low-range character [131, 132]. Using first-principles calculations, the Friedel
oscillations normal to the low Miller-index surfaces of bcc Na [133] and fcc Al [134]
were investigated. This investigation reveals that the surface orientation and the local
atomic structure at the surface have considerable influence on the Friedel oscillations.
The oscillatory behaviour of the formation energy of Zr in the surface slab is
correlated with the Friedel oscillations caused by the presence of the surface. In
particular, the difference in the local electrostatic potential of a bulk-truncated surface
and in the bulk for a pure molybdenum system is computed,
∆Elocpot = Esurflocpot − Ebulklocpot, (2.34)
and compared with the variation of the formation energy,
∆Ef(Zr) = Esurff (Zr)− Ebulkf (Zr). (2.35)
In Eq.(2.34), the value of the electrostatic potential in the centre of the bulk-
truncated surface slab is taken as the bulk value.
Figure 12 (middle) shows the change in the local electrostatic potential in the
bulk-truncated Mo(001) surface calculated using Eq.(2.34). The Elocpot corresponds
to the value of the local electrostatic potential at the same atomic position for which
the value of formation energy Ef was calculated. Here, Elocpot is a line profile, not
averaged within the plane. The change in the electrostatic potential shows the same
behaviour as the change in the formation energy of Zr, showing oscillatory character
and approaching a bulk value approximately in the middle of the slab. In other words,
changes in the local electrostatic potential due to the presence of the surface causes
the oscillatory behaviour of the Zr formation energy. Figure 12 (top) shows the atomic
structure of the pure bulk-truncated Mo(001) surface having the same geometry as
one of the grains in twist Σ5 GBs. Highlighted atoms represent sites where Zr has
been inserted. Figure 12 (bottom) shows a partial electron density that corresponds
to a surface state penetrating into a bulk and showing enhancement only on the
certain atomic positions. These positions are identical to the sites, where the peaks in
formation energy appear. The surface plane goes through highlighted positions of Mo
atoms. The red regions correspond to the accumulation of electron density, while the
blue regions represent the electron density depletion.
The choice of the slab or periodic supercell depends on the system that is studied.
In the case of the slab supercell, the slab has to be thick enough to ensure the decay
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of the Friedel oscillations from both surfaces approximately in the middle of the
corresponding slab. In the case of periodic supercell, the Friedel oscillations are
less pronounced and, therefore, smaller slabs can be constructed. Periodic supercell,
however, require an additional computational load due to the optimisation procedure.
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Solid solutions form, when solute atoms are incorporated into a lattice of a crystalline
material in a particular concentration range [7]. The maximum amount of solute that
can be dissolved in the host lattice is called the solid solubility. Beyond this amount, a
supersaturation of the solid solution occurs resulting in the formation of the secondary
phase particles called precipitates [14]. Depending on the site that solutes occupy in
the host lattice, interstitial and substitutional solid solutions can be distinguished.
In the dilute limit, the solid solubility c at a given temperature T can be calculated
according to [7]
c = c0 exp
(
− ∆Gf
kBT
)
= exp
(
− ∆Ef + p∆Vf − T∆Sf
kBT
)
, (2.36)
where c0 is the concentration of available positions for the solute in the lattice, ∆Gf
is the Gibbs free energy of solute formation, ∆Ef is the formation energy and ∆Sf is
the formation entropy of a solute. Here, kB is the Boltzmann constant. The solute
concentration in thermodynamic equilibrium is mainly determined by the solute
formation enthalpy ∆Hf and the entropy term can be typically neglected [7]. The
solute formation enthalpy is defined as
∆Hf = ∆Ef + p∆Vf, (2.37)
where ∆Vf is the formation volume of a solute and p is pressure.
Furthermore, for low pressure the formation enthalpy ∆Hf and the formation energy
∆Ef are virtually equal [135] and thus Eq.(2.36) is further reduced to
c = c0 exp
(
− ∆Ef
kBT
)
. (2.38)
DFT calculations are limited to relatively small systems containing up to 250−300
atoms, which leads of finite-size effects caused by image interactions. In order to
correct for finite-size effects, the solute formation energy is calculated for various
supercells containing different number of atoms and extrapolated to energies relating
to an infinite crystal [136]. In detail, this procedure is described in Chapter 3.
The tendency of two metals to form a substitutional solid solution depends on the
variety of physical and chemical properties, summarised in a set of empirical rules
known as the Hume-Rothery solubility rules [137]. Two metals are likely to have a
high solubility if both metals have
1. an identical crystal structure and differ in atomic sizes not more than 15%;
2. similar electronegativity and the same number of valence electrons.
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Similarity in atomic size between solute and solvent atoms is associated with the
elastic distortion produced in a host lattice. The elastic energy increases the free
energy of the solid solution decreasing its stability relative to other phases [7]. With
increasing difference in electronegativity, the polarity of the bond increases resulting
in an enhanced tendency to form of an intermetallic compound [11]. The presence of
the intermetallic compound limits the solubility.
A theoretical assessment of solid solubility is useful for understanding grain bound-
ary segregation in polycrystalline materials. Qualitatively, the GB segregation ten-
dency is inverse to the solid solubility. Enrichment of solutes at the GB may differ
considerably relative to the bulk concentrations. For example, few layers of solute
atoms can be formed at the GB without formation of secondary phase particles [14].
Using bulk solid solubility it is possible to predict the value of segregation enthalpy
for the corresponding element at the GB [138].
The formation energy of a solute in the bulk, ∆Ef, can be divided into elastic
strain (misfit) and electronic (chemical bonding) contributions [11]. For a solute
occupying a substitutional site, a strain energy is stored in the form of broken and
stretched/compressed host-host bonds due to the atomic relaxations [139]. The
chemical bonding contribution to the formation energy describes the bonding strength
between the solute and the host atoms. By means of the DFT calculations strain and
chemical bonding contributions to the solute formation energy can be evaluated. The
procedure has been proposed by Finnis et al. [139] and is used later in the present
work for Zr and Si segregation in the Mo bulk as well as at the GBs. The analysis
provides information required to explain the origin of different solubility limits of
various solutes.
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Figure 13: Macroscopic characterisation of a grain boundary. The coordinate axes in grain
A (xA, yA and zA) and in grain B (xB, yB and zB) are parallel to the main crys-
tallographic directions ([100], [010] and [001]) in the grains. The normal of the
grain boundary plane is marked as n. The grain boundary plane can be changed by
rotation either about the O axis by angle θ or about the o axis by angle ϕ.
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2.6.1 Grain boundary geometries
A grain boundary (GB) is characterised by five macroscopic degrees of freedom
(DOFs) [5, 6, 11, 140]. Three DOFs describe the misorientation between two grains
and the other two DOFs define the orientation of the grain boundary plane with respect
to one of the grains [140, 141]. Figure 13 details geometric variables that characterise
a planar grain boundary. The coordinate axes in grain A (xA, yA and zA) and in grain
B (xB, yB and zB) are chosen parallel to the main crystallographic directions ([100],
[010] and [001]) in the grains.
In order to transform grain B in the position identical to the position of grain A,
rotations about x, y and z axis (three Euler angles) are required. The grain boundary
plane with a normal n pointing towards one of the crystallographic axis (in Figure 13,
n is parallel to yA), could be changed by rotation either about the O axis by angle
θ or about the o axis by angle ϕ. Hence, to specify the orientation of the GB plane
two angles are required. In addition to the macroscopic parameters, there are three
microscopic parameters. These parameters describe translations of the grains parallel
and perpendicular to the GB plane [11, 12, 142].
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Figure 14: Schematic illustration of twist and tilt grain boundaries. (Top) Twist GB charac-
terised by a rotation of grain B about an axis o perpendicular to the grain boundary
plane by angle θ. (Bottom) Tilt GB constructed by a rotation of grain B about an
axis o parallel to the grain boundary plane by angle θ. Equivalently, both grains
could be rotated by θ/2 in opposite directions.
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Based on the relationship between the rotation axis and the grain boundary plane,
tilt and twist GBs can be distinguished [12, 14, 143, 144]. Figure 14 illustrates how
tilt and twist grain boundaries are constructed. Rotation of grain B about an axis O
parallel to the grain boundary normal by an angle θ is required to form a twist GB.
A tilt GB is formed when grain B is rotated about an axis O perpendicular to the
grain boundary normal by an angle θ. For the twist GB, the grain boundary plane is
independent of the rotation angle, whereas for the tilt GB the rotation angle determines
the grain boundary plane. When the GB plane represents the plane of the mirror
symmetry of the crystal lattices of two grains ({h1k1l1} = {h2k2l2}), this boundary is
called symmetric [14]. The other grain boundaries are asymmetric. Grain boundaries
with a random grain boundary plane and with no special orientation relationship
between a rotation axis and a grain boundary plane (also a GB might partially have a
tilt/twist character) are called general GBs [11].
Depending on the misorientation angle between two neighbouring grains, grain
boundaries are divided into low-angle (θ ≤ 15°) and high-angle (θ ≥ 15°) GBs [7, 11,
12, 143]. The low-angle grain boundaries can be described as an array of dislocations,
separated by patches of strained single crystal [5, 6]. The energy of the corresponding
GB can be estimated from the energy and density of dislocations forming a GB. In
order to correlate structure, energy and properties of the high-angle grain boundaries,
a more complicated description of GBs has to be involved. For example, in the
structural unit model [144, 145], a structure of a GB is represented as combinations of
basic structural elements (different polyhedra) and the GB energy is estimated from
the energy of these structural elements.
Grain boundaries tend to minimise their free energy, and this is usually accom-
plished by maximising atomic matching (i.e., minimising the number of broken
bonds) at the GB [140]. This is why general high-angle grain boundaries exhibit
high grain boundary energy relative to the low-angle GBs [14]. However, another
type of high-angle but low-energy grain boundaries can be developed during material
fabrication. Particular misorientation angles result in the coincidence of the lattice
points from each neighbouring grain producing GBs with low excess volume and
lower grain boundary energy compared to general high-angle GBs [6, 12]. These
grain boundaries are called special GBs. Special GBs show advantages over general
grain boundaries such as lower diffusivity, lower susceptibility to solute segregation,
greater resistance to GB sliding and fracture, etc. [6, 14].
2.6.2 Coincidence-site lattice (CSL) model
The coincidence-site lattice (CSL) model was proposed in 1949 by Kronberg and
Wilson and is used to describe the geometry of grain boundaries [146]. A particular
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rotation of one grain relative to another grain results in a three-dimensional atomic
pattern in which a certain fraction of lattice points coincide in both grains [6]. These
lattice points are called coincidence sites. The coincidence sites constitute a periodic
lattice called the coincidence site lattice [7, 147]. The CSL is characterised by a
parameter Σ, which represents a reciprocal density of the coincidence sites relative to
the crystal lattice sites [11, 14]
Σ =
number of coincidence sites in a primitive CSL unit cell
number of all lattice sites in a primitive CSL unit cell
, (2.39a)
or equivalently [7, 140],
Σ =
volume of a primitive CSL unit cell
volume of a crystal unit cell
. (2.39b)
For a cubic system, all possible values of Σ can be found using the Ranganathan [148]
equations. For a rotation axis perpendicular to a given plane with the Miller indices
(hkl) and any pair of non-negative integer numbers x and y, representing the coordi-
nates of a coincidence site in the lattice (see Figure 15), Σ can be defined as
Σ =
n, if n is odd1
2
n, if n is even,
(2.40)
where
n = x2 + Ny2, (2.41a)
and
N = h2 + k2 + l2. (2.41b)
When n is even, an additional coincidence site is always present in the centre of
the CSL (see Figure 15(b)) and a 12 coefficient is required in order to define a correct
value of Σ [149].
A rotation angle θ required to form a particular CSL can be found according
to [140]
θ = 2 tan-1
(
y
x
)√
N, (2.42)
For example, for a cubic lattice rotated about a [001] axis, N = 12 + 02 + 02 = 1
(the rotation axis is normal to the plane with the Miller indices h = 1, k = 0, l = 0).
Assuming x = 3 and y = 1, a CSL is formed with Σ which equals
Σ = 12 (3
2 + 1·12) = 5,
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Figure 15: Special high-angle symmetric (a, b) twist Σ5[001], (c) tilt Σ5(210)[001] and (d) tilt
Σ5(310)[001] GBs constructed by a rotation of two conventional cubic cells about a
[001] axis (perpendicular to the plane of the figure) by an angle (a, c) θ = 53.1° and
(b, d) θ = 36.9°. The GBs are projected along a [001] axis. Coincidence sites are
marked by violet and green circles. (a, b) A CSL cell formed by coincidence sites is
outlined by solid violet and green lines. The coordinates of the coincidence sites in
terms of the lattice constant of a conventional cubic cell a0 are noted in parentheses.
The GB plane is a (001) plane and is parallel to the plane of the figure. (c, d) The
GB plane corresponds to a (210) plane and a (310) plane, respectively, and are
perpendicular to the plane of the figure. The distances between two coincidence
sites in the GB (or structural periodicity, p) equal to the (c) side and (d) diagonal
of the primitive CSL cell and are shown by two-headed arrows.
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and the rotation angle required to construct this CSL equals
θ = 2 tan-1
(
1
3
)√
1 = 36.9°.
However, the same values of Σ can be generated for another combination of x and y,
namely if x = 2 and y = 1 and the same rotation axis. In this case,
Σ = (22 + 1·12) = 5,
and
θ = 2 tan-1
(
1
2
)√
1 = 53.1°.
Figure 15(a, b) shows special high-angle twist Σ5[001] grain boundaries con-
structed from a coincidence site lattice. The GB is projected along a [001] axis
(rotation axis) and the GB plane is parallel to the plane of the figure. The misorienta-
tion angle between two grains equals 53.1° (Figure 15(a)) and 36.9° (Figure 15(b)).
Both rotations result in the same dichromatic pattern due to the four-fold symmetry of
a cubic lattice. However, a CSL produced by a 36.9° rotation has also a coincidence
point in the centre of a CSL and therefore the unit cell of a CSL outlined by solid
green lines can be reduced to a primitive CSL unit cell outlined by solid violet lines.
In contrast to a twist GB, a tilt Σ5[001] grain boundary constructed considering
either 36.9° or 53.1° rotation about an [001] axis are not equivalent, see Figure 15(c,
d). The former rotation results in the grain boundary plane with the Miller indices
(310), whereas considering the latter rotation a (210) grain boundary plane is formed.
In order to distinguish between GBs with the same value of Σ but different GB planes,
the notation of tilt GBs includes also the Miller indices of the GB plane [140]. In the
case of the asymmetric tilt GB, the Miller indices of both grain boundaries have to
be noted. The grain boundary plane is perpendicular to the plane of the figure. The
distance between coincidence sites in the grain boundary can be calculated using the
Ranganathan coordinates [148] according to
p =
√
x2 + y2 a0, (2.43)
where a0 is the lattice constant of a conventional cubic cell and p is the structural
periodicity. For the tilt Σ5(310)[001] GBs the structural periodicity p equals
p =
√
12 + 32 a0 =
√
10 a0,
and corresponds to a diagonal of the primitive CSL cell. In Figure 15(d) the CSL is
outlined by solid black lines. The structural periodicity p is shown by a two-headed
arrow. Therefore, the lateral dimensions of the tilt Σ5(310)[001] GB correspond to p
and a0.
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Figure 16: Schematic representation of homophase and heterophase interfaces.
Special GBs are almost exclusively associated with low-Σ CSL relationship (Σ ≤
29) [145]. However, there is no direct relationship between the value of Σ and
specific properties (e.g. energy, solute segregation, fracture stress) of the grain
boundaries [11, 14, 150, 151]. The CSL concept is based only on the geometric
construction and is not sufficient to predict GB properties [140]. For example, the
CSL concept does not account for atomic relaxations, the number of broken bonds at
the GB, the energy of the surfaces creating a grain boundary.
In real crystals, a small deviation from the exact rotation relationship results in a
drastic change in the long-range coincidence [7, 14]. However, similar to low-angle
GBs, where small deviations from the perfect single crystal are accommodated by
arrays of dislocations, the bicrystal yields a network of intrinsic GB dislocations
which conserve the periodicity of the CSL [7, 140]. The range of existence of low-Σ
CSL relationship despite small deviations from the perfect coincidence is defined
as [145]
∆θ ≤ θ0 Σ−n, (2.44)
with θ0 = 15°.
The value of n varies in different studies, however, the most consistent with the
experimental observations criterion is n = 56 [152]. Although θ0 = 15° is generally
used as the largest angle for which the dislocation model can be applied [143, 144], the
proper choice of θ0 depends on the specific property which is investigated [153]. For
example, θ0 can be increased up to 28° when the GB diffusivity is considered [154].
2.6.3 Thermodynamics of planar defects
Different interfaces that crystalline solids can form are schematically illustrated on
Figure 16. A surface is an example of a solid-gas interface. A surface separates the
crystalline phase A and a gas phase. Grain boundary and precipitate-matrix interfaces
are examples of solid-solid interfaces. The grain boundary divides two grains of the
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Interface
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(nA/B, μA/B, SA/B)
A
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Figure 17: Schematic representation of an interface in equilibrium with an environmental
reservoir.
same phase, A, but having different crystallographic orientations. Therefore, GBs are
classified as homophase interfaces. In contrast, the surface and the precipitate-matrix
interface separate different phases, A and B, and therefore belong to heterophase
interfaces.
Homophase and heterophase interfaces belong to the planar interfaces and are
described conceptually in the same way. Figure 17 shows a system that consists of two
phases, A and B, divided by an interface. Properties of each phase are homogeneous
up to the interface. According to Gibbs [155], the interface is considered as dividing
plane and,therefore, VA/B = 0. Extensive thermodynamic quantities describing the
system can be expressed as a sum of the corresponding quantities for both bulk phases
and the interface. For example, the internal energy of the system, U, consists of the
internal energies of phase A, phase B and the interface [156]
U = UA +UB +UA/B. (2.45)
The change of the internal energy of the system in equilibrium (thus, µA = µB =
µA/B) under constant temperature (T), pressure (P) can be expressed as [157]
dU = TdS− PdV + γA/BdA+
N
∑
i=1
µidni, (2.46)
where
dS = dSA + dSB + dSA/B, (2.47)
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dV = dVA + dVB, (2.48)
dni = dniA + dn
i
B + dn
i
A/B. (2.49)
Here, S is the entropy of the system, V is its volume, γA/B is the interface energy
defined per unit area of the interface, A is the interface area and ni is the number of
moles of the component i (i = 1 ... N).
The change in the Gibbs free energy (G = U + PV - TS) equals [156]
dG = dU + PdV +VdP− TdS+ SdT =
−SdT +VdP+ γA/BdA+
N
∑
i=1
µidni.
(2.50)
The interface energy, γA/B, is defined as a change of the Gibbs free energy of the
closed system under constant temperature and pressure [14]
γA/B =
(
∂G
∂A
)
T,P,ni
. (2.51)
The interface energy, γA/B, describes the work that has to be done in order to bring
the species from both bulk phases A and B in contact to create a new interface having
an area of 1 m2.
For electronic-structure calculations within DFT, the interface energy is determined
neglecting vibrational contribution to the Gibbs free energy and the entropy of the
system [158]. Under these approximations, the Gibbs free energy of the system G is
replaced by the total energy of the supercell containing an interface, EsupercellA/B , such
that
γA/B =
1
A
(
EsupercellA/B −∑
i
Niµi
)
. (2.52)
Here, Ni is the number of atoms of type i in the supercell and µi is the chemical
potential of the corresponding species.
2.6.4 Thermodynamics of segregation
Segregation is the phenomenon by which a material becomes locally enriched by
solutes (alloying additives or impurities) at a grain boundary, surface or other inter-
faces in the form of a solid solution [11]. Supersaturation of the solute-containing
grain boundary results in the formation of secondary phase particles called precipi-
tates. Grain boundary precipitation is a continuation of the GB segregation process.
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Generally, the formation energy of solutes at grain boundaries is lower compared
to those in the bulk. As a consequence, the concentration of solutes at the GBs is
higher compared to those in the bulk crystal. The redistribution of solutes is also
observed in the vicinity of other planar (surface, phase boundary, stacking fault),
linear (dislocation) and point defects (vacancy) in a crystal [159]. Grain boundary
segregation can be classified as equilibrium and non-equilibrium [159]. The driving
force for equilibrium segregation is to lower the Gibbs free energy of the system [11].
Non-equilibrium segregation occurs during a rapid cooling of the material [141], after
which solutes are kinetically trapped. The equilibrium concentration of vacancies is
reduced with decreasing temperature. During a rapid cooling over a large temperature
range, excess vacancies flow towards the grain boundaries and surfaces which can act
as vacancy sinks [160]. Vacancy-solute pairs are also carried to GBs and in this way,
the grain boundaries are decorated with solutes.
Qualitatively, equilibrium segregation is described in the same way for all types
of interfaces [14]. Dependence of the interface energy on chemical potentials of the
components at the interface is described by the Gibbs-Duhem equation [157]
SA/BdT +
N
∑
i=1
niA/Bdµ
i
A/B + AdγA/B = 0, (2.53)
where SA/B is the interface entropy, niA/B and µ
i
A/B are the number of moles and the
chemical potential of the component i, respectively, and A is the interface area.
At a constant temperature, Eq.(2.53) is transformed into
dγA/B = −
N
∑
i=1
ΓidµiA/B, (2.54a)
where Γi is the excess of species i, adsorbed at the interface per unit area of an
interphase
Γi =
niA/B
A
. (2.54b)
This equation is called the Gibbs adsorption isotherm and it is used for the thermo-
dynamic description of the interface segregation [14, 157]. The equation provides a
relation between adsorption Γi, on one side, and the change of the interfacial energy
γA/B and the chemical potential of the components at the interface, on another side.
The Gibbs adsorption isotherm has been used, for example, to determine experimen-
tally the amount of phosphorus segregated at interfaces in α-iron [161]. In the present
work the change of the interface energy for different solutes (Zr, Si, O and their
combinations) segregated at the twist and tilt Σ5 GBs in Mo is shown in Section 4.3.
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Fracture is the separation or fragmentation of a solid body into two or more parts
under applied stress [6, 162]. Depending on the material response to the applied stress,
namely the amount of plastic deformation that occurs at the tip of the crack. Fracture
can be classified as brittle or ductile [10, 163, 164]. Brittle fracture is accompanied by
no or little plastic deformation and is mainly controlled by cohesive forces between
atoms [165]. During brittle fracture a crack propagates very rapidly, as soon as the
magnitude of the applied stress reaches its critical value [6, 164]. No increase in the
applied stress is required for further crack propagation. In contrast to brittle fracture,
ductile fracture is accompanied by extensive plastic deformation in the vicinity of
the crack tip [10]. The work for plastic deformation is considerably higher compared
to the work required to break cohesive forces between atoms in order to create new
crack surfaces [165, 166]. Therefore a ductile fracture demands higher energy to be
absorbed before fracture. Moreover, the magnitude of the applied stress has to be
increased in order to extend a crack [10].
Depending on the fracture path, fracture in a polycrystalline material can be clas-
sified as a transgranular or an intergranular [6, 163, 166]. In transgranular fracture
a crack propagates through the grains. For most brittle crystalline materials a trans-
granular fracture takes place by the separation of atomic bonds along certain crys-
tallographic planes that are characteristic of the crystal structure [10, 163, 164, 166].
This failure mechanism is called cleavage. For example, in body-centred cubic metals,
like molybdenum, {001} planes are the common cleavage planes [54, 163, 167, 168].
When grain boundaries in the material are weak or embrittled by impurities, a crack
will propagate along grain boundaries. This fracture is called an intergranular fracture.
In polycrystalline form, molybdenum is considered as “intrinsically brittle”, i.e. the
brittleness originates from the bonding strength at the grain boundary [55].
Depending on the fracture path, fracture of an interface can be classified as adhesive
and cohesive [164]. In the case of adhesive failure, an interface between materials A
and B fails exactly along an interface creating a pure surface of material A and a pure
surface of material B. In the case of a cohesive failure, a thin layer of material B (or
A) remains on the pure surface of material A (or B). The cohesive fracture appears
when the bonds along the interface are sufficiently strong.
Depending on the orientation of the applied stress and the crack, three loading
modes can be distinguished. They are marked with Roman numerals from I till III.
The loading mode I is called the tensile mode and is characterised by the stress which
is perpendicular to the crack surfaces [6, 163]. Tensile stresses are the only stresses
that open the crack and separate the surfaces [50]. In modes II and III, the crack
surfaces are loaded in shear, representing sliding and tearing modes [6, 50]. In contrast
to mode I, in modes II and III the energy received by a system containing a crack is
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partially dissipated due to friction of the crack surfaces. Therefore a crack propagates
at lower applied stress under loading in mode I [50]. Mode I is the predominant mode
in many practical cases [163].
Fracture includes damage accumulation, crack nucleation and crack propagation
(also called crack extension or crack growth) [169]. Damage accumulation is associ-
ated with the properties of a material, such as its atomic structure, crystal lattice and
grain boundaries [6]. Crack nucleation is related to microscopic flaws, microcracks,
notches etc. which can be found in a typical solid. These centres of heterogeneity am-
plify the applied stress and act as stress concentrators (stress razors) [163, 169, 170].
The magnitude of stress amplification depends on the orientation and geometry of a
flaw relative to the applied stress [10]. A crack will propagate when a critical stress is
achieved in a system, and can be estimated using a Griffith criterion for fracture [169].
The Griffith criterion defines whether for the applied stress and a given geometry of a
crack, a crack is stable (stationary) and does not propagate or a crack is unstable and
will propagate causing a failure of the body [50].
2.7.1 Fracture stress
A critical stress which leads to crack propagation for a crack of initial length 2a is
called a fracture stress. The fracture stress σF is equal to [10, 164, 166, 169]
σF =

√
2γsE
pia(1− ν2) , for plain strain condition√
2γsE
pia
, for plain stress condition.
(2.55)
Here, γs is a specific surface energy defined per unit of surface area, E is Young’s
modulus and ν is a Poisson’s ratio. If the magnitude of the applied stress at the tip
of one of the flaws is smaller than the fracture stress, σ < σF, the crack is stationary
and does not extend. If the magnitude of the applied stress exceeds the fracture stress,
σ > σF, a crack will rapidly propagate which results in fracture.
According to Griffith [171], a criterion for crack propagation can be defined con-
sidering an energy balance in the system. Figure 18 shows an infinite plate of elastic
material containing a very sharp crack of length 2a in the centre of the plate. A plate
has a thickness t and is located in a homogeneous tensile stress field σ. When a crack
is introduced to a plate, the change in the energy associated with the crack formation
(∆U) can be split into the following contributions [166, 169]
∆U = ∆Uel +W +Usurf, (2.56)
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Figure 18: Infinite plate of elastic material containing a very sharp crack of length 2a in the
centre of the plate. A plate has a thickness t and is loaded with a homogeneous
tensile stress field σ.
where ∆Uel is the change of the elastic strain energy stored in the plate, W is the
external work performed on the system, for example by movement of the loading
point [50], and Usurf is the surface energy.
For a system, as depicted in Figure 18, the amount of surface energy can be
estimated from a total surface area of the crack (2·2a · t) and a specific surface energy
(γs) defined per unit of surface area [164]
Usurf = 2 · 2a · t · γs. (2.57)
The change in the stored elastic strain energy due to the presence of an elliptical
crack in the infinite plate can be estimated from the elastic energy per unit volume
stored in a solid under stress (σ2/2E′) and the volume of the material in which this
energy is released (pi(2a)a · t) [6, 50, 172]
∆Uel = − σ
2
2E′
· (pi(2a)a · t) = −pia
2σ2t
E′
, (2.58)
where E′ corresponds to Young’s modulus E for the case of plane stress (“thin” plate)
and E/(1 - ν2) for the case of plane strain (“thick” plate). The minus sign shows that
the elastic strain energy is decreased when a crack is introduced in to a system.
Using Eq. 2.57 and Eq. 2.58, the change in potential energy of the plate associated
with the introduction of a crack (Eq. 2.56) can be written as [164]
∆U = U −U0 = (2a · 2 · t)γs − piσ
2a2t
E′
, (2.59)
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whereU0 is the potential energy of the system without a crack. In the case of an infinite
plate, the external work done by movement of the loading point vanishes (W = 0) since
the size of the crack is negligible compared to the size of the system [50]. Elastic
strain-energy contribution decreases the total energy of the system and therefore
favours a crack propagation. The surface energy increases the total energy of the
system and therefore opposes the crack growth.
When a crack propagates by a length da, the surface energy and the stored elastic
strain energy change by [50, 164]
dUsurf = 4γstda, (2.60)
and
dUel = −piσ
2 · 2a · t
E′
da. (2.61)
The crack propagates when the released strain energy due to crack extension is
sufficient to create two new surfaces with specific surface energies γs. A criterion
predicting the fracture behaviour of a body can be written as [164, 166, 169]
dU
da
=
dUsurf
da
+
dUel
da
= 0, (2.62)
which is known as Griffith equilibrium condition for crack propagation.
Combining Eq. 2.62 with Eq. 2.60 and Eq. 2.61, we receive
4tγs − piσ
22at
E′
= 0, (2.63)
pi
(
σ2a
E′
)
= 2γs. (2.64)
The Griffith energy balance equation which determines condition for crack propa-
gation is valid for ideally brittle materials. When crack propagation is accompanied
by plastic deformation at the crack tip, the fracture stress is modified by the sum of
the specific surface energy, γs, and work for plastic deformation [166].
2.7.2 Modelling of brittle fracture
Fracture can be treated from the viewpoint of stress or energy. For an ideally brittle
material the driving force for crack propagation is equal to the total energy that is
released during cracking per unit increase in crack size [166]. The released energy Γ
is called the fracture energy and it is given by
Γ = 2γs − γgb. (2.65)
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Figure 19: Schematics for computing an ideal work of separation. The interface between
materials A and B is split into two surfaces of material A and B, respectively.
Likewise, the driving force for crack propagation can be expressed by means of the
critical stress. A crack propagates when the stress at the tip of a crack is higher than a
critical stress. In the following both fracture criteria are briefly outlined.
Fracture mechanics principles can be applied to investigate the fracture of in-
terfaces [164]. Conceptually, it is a non-trivial step from calculated total energies
to descriptions of the physical process that causes separation of the material and
formation of surfaces. Ignoring plastic flow and diffusion processes the reversible
work needed to separate the interface into two surfaces is given by the ideal work of
separation (W∞sep). It is a fundamental quantity that characterises the strength of an
interface [173].
A scheme for computing an ideal work of separation of the interface is shown on
Figure 19. The interface between phases A and B is characterised by the interface
energy γAB. Cleaving the interface, two surfaces characterised by surface energy σA
and σB are created. In terms of the interface and surface energies (normalised per area
of the interface and surface, respectively), the ideal work of separation is given by the
Dupré-equation [174]
W∞sep = (σA + σB)− γAB. (2.66)
Within the DFT framework, the resistance of an interface against brittle fracture
can be quantified by means of the theoretical strength (σth) using a model of uniaxial
tensile loading of the interface [175]. This approach is an alternative to the energy
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Figure 20: Schematics of uniaxial tensile loading of the interface. An interface separation is
stepwise increased by x until phases A and B are not bonded and two surfaces are
created.
criterion (W∞sep) and sets the upper bound on the intrinsic bond strength of the interface
leaving the energy contributions aside.
Figure 20 shows schematically the uniaxial tensile loading of an interface. The
rigid separation of the A/B interface is stepwise increased from its equilibrium value
by d until phases A and B are not bonded and correspond to two surface slabs. The
corresponding variation of the decohesion energy normalised per interface area Aint
can be obtained as
Wsep(d) = (E∞slab − Eslab(d))/Aint, (2.67)
where Eslab(d) is the total energy of the supercell containing an interface with the
interface separation increased by d from its equilibrium interface separation (Fig-
ure 20(b,c)). E∞slab is the total energy of the supercell containing two surface slabs, A
and B (Figure 20(d)). It is assumed that the strain distribution in front of a propagat-
ing crack is not that of a relaxed interface, but closer to the results of a rigid body
displacement [99]. After the crack has passed, the newly created surfaces of phase
A and B relax to their equilibrium configuration [99]. If solutes are segregated at
the interface, after crack propagation they can be distributed on the same or different
newly created surfaces. It is important to investigate the solute distribution, especially
in the presence on several solute atoms or species. Moreover, solutes change the
chemical bonding at the interface influencing the interface strength.
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The theoretical strength of an interface (σth) is obtained by fitting Wsep(d) to an
analytical form and identifying the maximum of the derivative of the energy variation
σth =
(
−dWsep(d)
dd
)
W ′′sep(d)=0
. (2.68)
Suitable analytical functions are of the form
Wsep(d) =W∞sep · e−a1d ·
N
∑
n=0
andn, (2.69)
where d is the deviation of the interface separation from its equilibrium value, W∞sep
is the ideal work of separation and an are the fitting parameters. The case where N
= 1 and a0 = 1 corresponds to the universal binding energy relationship for crystals
(UBER) [176].

3
SOLUBILITY OF ZIRCONIUM AND SILICON IN BULK MOLYBDENUM
Published in Scripta Materialia 97, 1−4 (2015).
Experimental studies show that microalloying with Zr is an efficient way to increase
the fracture toughness, strength and ductility of pure Mo [4, 59, 62–65], binary (Mo-
Si) [2, 60] and ternary (Mo-Si-B) [3, 23, 66–68] alloys. Since the solubility limit for
Zr in Mo is still a matter of debate, it is unclear if the experimentally observed results
can be attributed to grain boundary or bulk effects. Ham [177], for instance, examined
Mo arc-cast alloys and found a solubility of 3−5 at.% Zr at 1373 K. Okamoto [178]
has reported a value of 10 at.% Zr dissolved in bcc-Mo at 2153 K. Rudy [179]
and Brewer [180], in contrast, reported a Zr solubility of 18−20 at.% at around
2223±50 K.
While Zr is increasing the ductility, Si is known to significantly increase the strength
due to solid solution strengthening and thus reduce the room-temperature ductility.
Most importantly, Si is also improving the oxidation resistance of Mo-Si-B alloys
due the formation of a protective borosilicate glass [21, 24, 25, 32]. When the system
is supersaturated with silicon, SiO2 particles are formed at grain boundaries (GBs)
at elevated temperatures and passivate the system. Experimental high-temperature
measurements report a solubility of ≈4 at.% Si in Mo [181–183].
In this chapter a theoretical assessment of solid solubility of Zr and Si is presented.
Knowledge of solid solubility is useful for understanding GB segregation in poly-
crystalline materials. Qualitatively, the GB enrichment of a solute relative to the bulk
is reverse to solid solubility. The solute formation energy is affected by the nature
and size of solute and solvent atoms, defining the strength of solute-solvent chemical
bonds and the elastic distortions produced by a solute.
3.1 F O R M AT I O N E N E R G Y A N D T H E O R E T I C A L S O L U B I L I T Y L I M I T
The formation energy ∆Ef of a solute in a host matrix and its solubility c are related
according to [184] (see Section 2.5)
c = c0 exp
(
− ∆Ef
kBT
)
. (3.1)
The formation energy ∆Ef of a solute can be obtained by an extrapolation procedure
proposed by Mishin et al. [136]. DFT calculations are limited to relatively small
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Figure 21: Illustration of supercells, used to determine the solid solubility of Zr (Si) in Mo.
Supercells are constructed from different replications of the conventional Mo bcc
cell. Yellow spheres represent Mo atoms and green sphere represents Zr atom.
systems containing up to 250−300 atoms, which leads of finite-size effects caused by
image interactions. The extrapolation procedure corrects for finite-size effects. At
first, the formation energy of Zr and Si is calculated for various supercells constructed
from a (2× 2× 2) to a (5× 5× 5) replication of the conventional Mo bcc cell with
a single substitutional solute atom. The supercells are illustrated on Figure 21. This
results in a total of 16 up to 250 atoms and a solute concentration of 6.25 at.% to
0.4 at.%. Afterwards, ∆Ef is extrapolated based on the computed data to the energy
value, which represents an infinite crystal [136]. Atoms are relaxed under different
boundary conditions: (a) constant pressure (p = 0) and (b) constant volume.
The formation energy of Zr in bulk Mo is calculated as
∆Ef, Zr = EMoxZry − y · eMo2Zr − (x− 2y) · eMo. (3.2)
For Si, the formation energy is obtained from
∆Ef, Si = EMoxSiy − y · eMo3Si − (x− 3y) · eMo. (3.3)
In Eq.(3.2) and Eq.(3.3), EMox(Zr, Si)y is the total energy of Mo supercell containing
a solute atom. The total energy of bulk molybdenum per Mo atom is represented by
eMo. To minimise errors, both EMox(Zr, Si)y and eMo are calculated using the same set
of k-points. Mo2Zr and Mo3Si act as reservoirs for Zr and Si, respectively. Figure 22
shows the binary Mo-Zr and Mo-Si diagrams presented by H. Okamoto [178, 182].
Mo2Zr and Mo3Si phases are the next stable crystalline phases that appear in the
binary phase diagrams upon increasing the Zr or Si concentration starting from the
pure Mo. This is why they are chosen as reference states for Zr and Si in the present
work.
Volume change of a host lattice due to the presence of a point defect (vacancy, in-
terstitial or substitutional atom) is called the relaxation volume, ∆Vrel. The relaxation
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(a)
(b)
Figure 22: Binary (a) Mo-Zr and (b) Mo-Si phase diagrams. The figures are originally
published by H. Okamoto [178, 182]. ©(2017) reprinted with permission from
Springer.
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Table 8: Calculated formation energy, formation volume and theoretical solubility limit of Zr
and Si in molybdenum at the respective peritectic temperature.
∆Ef (eV) ∆Vrel/Ω T, K c (at.%) cexp (at.%)
Zr 0.27± 0.03 0.16 2153±50 23±3 ≈3−20 [177, 179, 180]
Si 0.87± 0.03 -0.10 2239±50 1.1±0.2 ≈4 [181–183]
volume of a point defect contributes to the formation volume (∆Vrel ±Ω, where Ω is
the atomic volume) and can be directly computed according to [136]
∆Vrel = 1/3 · Tr(Pαβ)V0/B0. (3.4)
Here, p = 1/3 · Tr(Pαβ) is the hydrostatic part of the stress tensor, that corresponds
to the increase in pressure due to the presence of the defect in the material with
equilibrium volume V0 and the bulk modulus B0. The computational procedure for an
accurate description of the bulk modulus and equilibrium lattice constants is described
in Section 2.3.1. The corresponding parameters for molybdenum are listed in Table 4.
Figure 23 shows the calculated formation energy ∆Ef of Zr and Si obtained using
Eq.(3.2) and Eq.(3.3) as function of the reciprocal number of atoms (1/N) in the cell.
For each solute atom, two data sets are shown along with linear extrapolations. The
red data points correspond to ∆Ef obtained from calculations at constant volume and
the black data points correspond to calculations at zero pressure. Independent of the
computational settings, the extrapolation of the computed data points gives the same
value of ∆Ef. This value represents the formation energy of a solute (Zr, Si) in the
dilute limit. For Zr the formation energy converges to ∆Ef, Zr = 0.27±0.03 eV and for
Si the formation energy corresponds to ∆Ef, Si = 0.87±0.03 eV. The positive sign of
the formation energy indicates that the dissolution of Zr (Si) from Mo2Zr (Mo3Si)
into Mo as a solid solution is an endothermic process.
The relaxation volumes of Zr and Si are calculated according to Eq.(3.4) and
represent the increase in pressure due to the presence of the solute in a host (solvent)
lattice. The relaxation volume ∆Vrel is weakly depending on the cell size approaching
a value of 0.16 Ω for Zr and -0.10 Ω for Si, where Ω is the atomic volume of Mo.
Positive value of the relaxation volume corresponds to an expansion of the cell and
negative ∆Vref values corresponds to cell contraction.
The calculated formation energies and the theoretical solubility in a dilute regime
are listed in Table 8. The solubility is computed using Eq.(3.1) at the temperature
of the peritectic reaction “L + Mobcc →Mo2Zr” for Zr and “L + Mobcc →Mo3Si”
for Si. The experimentally measured solubility of Zr deviates in a wide range. The
theoretical solubility for Zr, calculated in this study, supports the experimental finding
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Figure 23: Calculated formation energy ∆Ef of (a) Zr and (b) Si in molybdenum as function
of the inverse number of atoms in the supercell 1/N. Two types of boundary
conditions are considered: p ≈ 0 and V = const. The energies relating to an
infinite crystal are obtained by a linear extrapolation to 1/N → 0.
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Figure 24: Schematics illustrating individual contributions to the solute formation energy. A
Pure structure; A→B Host removal (Echem(Mo)); B→C Elastic strain contribution
(∆Estrain); C→D Chemical contribution (Echem(solute)).
of Rudy [179] and Brewer et al. [180]. It is thus possible to dissolve around 20 at.%
Zr under equilibrium conditions. For Si, the theoretical solubility is consistent with
reported data and is about 1 at.%.
3.2 S T R A I N A N D C H E M I C A L A NA LY S I S
For getting a better understanding, why the Zr and Si solubilities in Mo are consider-
ably different, the calculated formation energy can be subdivided into strain (misfit)
and chemical contributions according to Finnis et al. [139]. The first term represents
the energy stored mechanically due to the size misfit of solutes in the host (solvent)
lattice. The second term describes the chemical solute-host atom interaction.
Figure 24 schematically illustrates individual contributions to the formation energy.
For a solute occupying a substitutional site in the bulk, a strain energy is stored in
the form of broken (Figure 24 (A→B)) and stretched/compressed host-host bonds
(Figure 24 (B→C)). The chemical bonding contribution to the formation energy de-
scribes the bonding strength between the solute and the host atoms. Figure 24 (C→D)
illustrates a chemical bonding formed between a solute and host atoms.
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Based on the total energies, investigated by means of DFT calculations, the strain
and chemical contributions to the formation energies of solutes can be quantified
as follows. The chemical contribution to the binding energy of Mo atoms (or “host
removal” energy) is obtained as
Echem(Mo) = E(B)− E(A) + eMo, (3.5)
where E(A) is the total energy of the fully relaxed pure system and E(B) is the total
energy of the pure system with a Mo vacancy created on the same site which solute
atom occupies in D. No further relaxations of the structure are allowed. Here, eMo is
the energy per Mo in the bulk. The chemical contribution to the binding energy of
solute (Zr, Si) is similarly obtained by
Echem(Zr) = E(D)− E(C)− eMo2Zr + 2 · eMo, (3.6)
Echem(Si) = E(D)− E(C)− eMo3Si + 3 · eMo. (3.7)
Here E(D) is the total energy of the fully relaxed system with segregated solute and
E(C) is the total energy of the system with the same atomic structure as D obtained
after removing the solute without any further relaxation of the structure. As before,
Mo2Zr and Mo3Si phases are used as reservoirs for Zr and Si, respectively. Details
are provided in Section 3.1. The overall chemical contribution to the formation energy
is thus
∆Echem = Echem(solute)− Echem(Mo), (3.8)
and the mechanically stored elastic strain energy is
∆Estrain = E(C)− E(B). (3.9)
Figure 25 illustrates the formation energies of Zr and Si solutes along with indi-
vidual contributions from misfit and chemical bonding. The diagram shows that the
highest positive contribution is provided by removal of a Mo atom. In particular, Zr
is an attractive bonding partner for Mo. The binding energy of an Mo atom in bulk
Mo, Echem, Mo (red column), and the binding energy of Zr atom in bulk Mo, Echem, Zr
(yellow column), are almost identical. Since Zr is larger than Mo, the incorporation
of Zr atom into Mo host lattice causes distortions of the surrounding Mo atoms
and therefore leads to a positive energy contribution to the formation energy. Here,
∆Estrain equals 0.24 eV. Silicon, in contrast to zirconium, is much smaller in size. Due
to the fact that Mo atoms located around a Mo vacancy generally contract, the misfit
energy ∆Estrain even becomes negative for Si. But energy-consuming host removal
can not be counterbalanced by the formation of weaker Mo-Si bonds. This results in
a high formation energy and a low solubility of Si in molybdenum.
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Figure 25: Individual contributions to the formation energy ∆Ef of Zr and Si segregated in
the Mo bulk.
3.3 E L E C T RO N I C S T RU C T U R E A NA LY S I S
The bonding between Mo and the solutes can be revealed by analysing the electronic
structure of solute containing systems by means of electron densities, Bader charge
analysis [125] and density of states (DOS). The analysis is provided using a 3×3×3
replication of the conventional bcc Mo cell. The number of k-points has been increased
to yield a smooth DOS. Only for DOS of isolated atoms used as references for solutes,
a single point sampling has been used.
Figure 41 shows the redistribution of charge density in the Mo-X (X = Zr, Si)
systems relative to the pure Mo system and atomic X. The charge density difference
is plotted in the (11¯0) plane that contains the solute and neighbouring Mo atoms. The
red contours correspond to accumulation of electronic charge and the blue contours
correspond to the depletion of electronic charge. Figure 41 shows an accumulation
of charge with a maximum on the halfway along Mo-Zr and Mo-Si bond lines.
According to the colour coding, the Mo-Zr bond is stronger compared to the Mo-Si
bond which lies in line with individual chemical contributions to the formation energy,
see Figure 25. Using a Bader charge analysis [125] a charge transfer of 1.06 e from
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Figure 26: Contour plot of the charge density difference of the Mo-X (X = Zr, Si) systems
relative to the pure Mo (Mo+V, where V is a vacancy) and atomic X. The charge
density difference is plotted in the (11¯0) plane containing X and the nearest Mo
neighbours. Blue contours correspond to depletion of electronic charge; red
contours correspond to its accumulation.
Zr to Mo and 0.44 e from Mo to Si is found. The analysis suggests the mixed ionic-
covalent character of the Mo-Zr and Mo-Si bonds. In the Mo-Zr system, the additional
charge on Mo is transferred mainly from the first nearest neighbours (≈1.0 e). In the
Mo-Si system, the additional charge on Si is transferred from Mo atoms located not
only close-by, but also further apart. The ionicity of Zr is considerably higher than
the ionicity of Si. Therefore, the Mo-Zr bonds are stronger than Mo-Si bonds, despite
of the slight reduction of the metallic bond strength in the Mo-Zr system.
Figure 27 shows total DOS for Mo-Zr (top) and Mo-Si (bottom) systems (black
line), Mo-V + Zr(Si) (red line), atomic Zr(Si) (blue line) and the difference between
Mo-Zr(Si) and Mo-V + Zr(Si). Here V denotes a Mo vacancy. The analysis shows
that, in general, occupation of electronic states at higher energies is reduced while
occupation at lower energies is enhanced. The reduction of states close to the Fermi
level is considerably more pronounced for Zr than for Si, reflecting the lower formation
energy of Zr as compared to Si. There are also indications of Mo-X hybridisation in
the DOS. The atomic X peak splits into two, giving a sign of the formation of bonding
and antibonding states with similar intensities and indicating the covalency in the
Mo-X bond, although it is weak.
3.4 C O N C L U S I O N S
The formation energy of zirconium and silicon in bcc molybdenum has been calculated
using the supercell approach. Extrapolation to the dilute limit yields the formation
energy ∆Ef, Zr = 0.27±0.03 eV for zirconium and ∆Ef, Si = 0.87±0.03 eV for silicon.
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Figure 27: Total density of states (DOS) and the difference in DOS for Mo-Zr (top) and Mo-Si
(bottom) systems. (a) Total DOS for Mo-X and for Mo-V + X (V = Mo vacancy).
(b) Total DOS of atomic X. (c) Difference in DOS between the Mo-X and Mo-
V + X. The filled red area corresponds to a depletion of states in the alloyed system,
while the filled black area corresponds to an accumulation of states.
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The theoretical solubility limits of zirconium and silicon in molybdenum in this case
are estimated to c(Zr) = 23±3 at.% at 2153 K for zirconium and c(Si) = 1.1±0.2 at.%
at 2239 K for silicon. The calculated values are in line with the upper limit for
solubility found experimentally. The large scattering of experimentally measured
solubility of zirconium in molybdenum (from 3 at.% to 20 at.%) suggests that not all
investigated systems are in equilibrium. The difference in solubility of zirconium and
silicon can be explained based on the elastic strain and chemical bonding contributions
to the solute formation energy. The bond strength of Zr-Mo bonds is similar to
that for Mo-Mo bonds, but incorporation of zirconium into the molybdenum lattice
produces large elastic distortions due to the difference in atomic size of both elements.
In contrast, the contribution of the elastic strain energy for silicon is negligible.
However, silicon is bonded considerably weaker to molybdenum. Bader charge
analysis indicates a charge transfer of 1.06 e from zirconium to molybdenum and
0.44 e from molybdenum to silicon, which is consistent with the analysis of chemical-
bond contributions to the formation energy of both solutes. The Mo-Zr and Mo-Si
bonding is characterised as ionic with weak covalent contributions.

4
SOLUTE SEGREGATION AT MOLYBDENUM GRAIN BOUNDARIES
Parts of this chapter are published in Journal of Materials Science 51, 1873−81
(2016).
Strengthening of grain boundaries (GBs) in molybdenum by Zr segregation is
one of the potential origins of the experimentally observed improvement of fracture
toughness and ductility in Mo-based alloys. An alternative mechanism is the reduction
of oxygen concentration at Mo GBs due to the formation of an oxide phase. Since
oxygen is a strong embrittler [71], reduction of O would thus be less detrimental
to the mechanical properties. Finally, Si microalloying was found crucial for the
room-temperature ductility and fracture toughness of Mo [1] and therefore reduction
of Si segregation at Mo GBs due to the presence of Zr might be also beneficial for the
GB strength.
In this Chapter, segregation of Zr, Si and O to GBs in Mo and their influence on the
stability of GBs are addressed. The tendency of solutes to segregate from the bulk
to Mo GBs and to Mo surfaces is quantified by comparing with the bulk solubility.
In order to evaluate the influence of Zr on Si segregation at Mo GBs, the low-energy
segregation sites for both solutes are identified in the dilute limit and upon increasing
their concentration. The embrittling potential of Zr, Si and O is evaluated based
on the Rice-Wang criterion [76]. According to this criterion, a solute is expected
to behave as an embrittler if the energy gain for segregation at the interface from
the bulk is smaller than that for segregation at the corresponding surface from the
bulk. Contributions to the strain and chemical energy provide helpful insights of the
nature of the embrittling/enhancing potential of the solutes. Furthermore, in order to
explain why solutes reduce or enhance the GB cohesive strength, the stability of pure
and solute containing GBs and surfaces are analysed. The stability is evaluated by
evaluating the reduction (increase) in the GB energy (γGB) and in the surface energy
(σMo(h,k,l)) caused by the presence of a solute.
4.1 M O D E L S
4.1.1 Molybdenum bicrystals
In bcc metals the principal fracture plane is the (001) plane [54, 163, 167, 168].
Therefore, Mo(001) is considered as the dominant Mo surface orientation. Because of
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Figure 28: Atomic structure of pure Σ5 GBs in molybdenum. (a) A slab model of a twist
Σ5[001] GB including vacuum, projected along the [100] axis; (b) same as (a), but
projected along the [001] axis. (c) A periodic supercell model of a tilt Σ5(310)[001]
GB, projected along the [001] axis. Atoms belonging to different grains are
represented as yellow and dark red spheres. Non-equivalent positions within the
GB are marked “1”−“3”. Atoms labelled as “1” correspond to coincidence sites.
Red circles denoted with letters “A”−“C” correspond to positions, on which oxygen
has been inserted.
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the computational demands of self-consistent electronic-structure calculations, only
bicrystal geometries in relatively small supercells can be investigated. Considered
as “intrinsically brittle”, Mo polycrystals fracture intergranularly with a fracture
path lying along the weakest boundaries [9, 55, 56, 150]. The fracture strength in
molybdenum depends markedly on the GB character and impurity segregation [185].
Among special {001} symmetric tilt and twist GBs in molybdenum, Σ5 boundaries
appeared to be very brittle [186–188]. Since the type of GB structure has a small
effect on the mean segregation tendency of solutes [13, 14], symmetric tilt and twist
high-angle Σ5 boundaries constructed from a CSL (see Section 2.6.2) have been
chosen in the present study. These boundaries are considered to be representative for
weak GB segments in the polycrystalline material.
Figure 28 shows atomistic models of pure twist Σ5[001] and tilt Σ5(310)[001] GBs
in CSL geometry. A slab model of a twist Σ5[001] GB including vacuum, projected
along the [100] axis and along the [001] axis is illustrated on Figure 28(a, b). A
periodic supercell model of a tilt Σ5(310)[001] GB, projected along the [001] axis is
shown on Figure 28(c). Atoms belonging to different grains are denoted in different
colour.
Both Σ5 GBs are constructed by rotation of the Mo bcc lattice by an angle of
36.9° about the [001] axis. This rotation results in a dichromatic pattern with coin-
cidence of 15 of all lattice sites. For twist Σ5 GB the grain boundary plane is (001)
and it is normal to the rotation axis, whereas for tilt Σ5 GB the grain boundary
plane is (310) and it is parallel to the rotation axis. The fraction of coincidence
sites, rotation axis and the resulting GB plane are included in the notification of a
GB, as for example, Σ5[001] and Σ5(310)[001] Mo GB. The twist GB has lateral
dimensions of
√
5×√5 aMo, where aMo is the lattice constant of the conventional
rectangular bcc Mo cell and consists of 150 atoms. The tilt GB has lateral dimensions
of
√
10×√5 aMo and contains 160 atoms. The equilibrium lattice constant of Mo is
listed in Table 4. Within the twist Σ5[001] GB, two non-equivalent sites exist, while
there are three non-equivalent sites within the tilt Σ5(310)[001] GB.
The grain boundary energy is computed according to
γGB =
EGB − N · eMo
A
, (4.1)
where EGB is the total energy of the supercell containing a GB, N is the total number
of Mo atoms in the supercell and eMo is the total energy per atom of bulk Mo. Here, A
is the interface area. For the twist GB represented in a slab supercell, surface energies
have to be additionally subtracted. The GB energies of tilt Σ5(310)[001] bicrystals
are tabulated in Table 9.
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Table 9: Comparison of GB energy of a tilt Σ5(310)[001] Mo GB from different computational
studies.
Ref. Method γtilt GB, J/m2
Ratanaphan [189] EAM 1.33
Ochs [190] d-TB 1.78
Ochs [191] LDFT 1.82
Tahir [192] GGA 1.52
Present study GGA-PBE 1.80
4.1.2 Mo(001) and Mo(310) surfaces
Atomistic models of Mo(001) and Mo(310) surfaces are shown on Figure 29. Both
surfaces are represented in slab geometry and are projected along the [100] and along
the [001] axis, respectively. Mo(001) and Mo(310) surfaces correspond to the GB
planes of the twist and tilt Σ5 Mo bicrystals, respectively. Therefore surface models of
Mo(001) and Mo(310) are used for calculating the work of separation (see Chapter 5).
The surface energy is calculated using
σMo(hkl) =
ESurface − N · eMo
2A
, (4.2)
where ESurface is the total energy of the supercell containing Mo(hkl) surface, N is the
total number of Mo atoms in the cell and A is the surface area. The slab is terminated
by two equivalent surfaces and therefor a prefactor “2” is used.
The surface energies of Mo(001) and Mo(310) surfaces have been carefully con-
verged with respect to the number of layers (atoms) in the supercell. The corre-
sponding convergence studies are shown in Table 10 for σMo(001) and in Table 12
Table 10: Convergence of σMo(001)
with respect to the num-
ber of layers, Nlayers.
Nlayers σMo(001),
J/m2
27 3.22
25 3.20
23 3.24
21 3.27
19 3.20
Table 11: Comparison of Mo(001) surface energy ,
σMo(001), in J/m2 from different computa-
tional studies.
Ref. Method σMo(001),
J/m2
Che [97] LDA 3.34
Methfessel [193] FP-LMTO 3.52
Zhang [98] 2NN MEAM 3.26
Wang [194] GGA-PBE 3.17
Present study GGA-PBE 3.22
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Figure 29: Atomistic models of (a, b) Mo(001) and (c, d) Mo(310) surfaces in slab geometry.
The supercells are projected along the (a) [100], (b) [001], (c) [310] and (d) [001]
axis, respectively. Yellow spheres represent Mo atoms. Red circles correspond to
the low-energy adsorption site for oxygen. Highlighted atoms represent surface
atoms.
for σMo(310). For Mo(001) the surface energy is converged to 3.22±0.02 J/m2 in a
supercell with 23 layers of Mo per cell (23 Mo atoms). For Mo(310) the surface
energy is converged to 3.11±0.01 J/m2 in a supercell with 21 Mo layers (84 Mo
atoms).
Table 11 compares the calculated σMo(001) with surface energies, obtained in other
computational studies. Our calculated σMo(001) is close to the surface energy obtained
by Zhang et al. [98] and Wang et al. [194]. Table 13 lists σMo(310) available in the
literature. Although this surface is less investigated compared to Mo(001), the value
of σMo(310) are similar in all studies.
4.2 D R I V I N G F O R C E F O R S E G R E G AT I O N O F S O L U T E S
4.2.1 Segregation energies for individual elements
GB segregation is controlled by the driving force, associated with the energy change
when a solute is transferred from a bulk region to the grain boundary. A number of
studies show that the solute formation energy varies for different GBs depending on
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Table 12: Convergence of σMo(310)
with respect to the num-
ber of layers, Nlayers.
Nlayers σMo(310),
J/m2
26 3.12
21 3.11
16 3.10
Table 13: Comparison of Mo(310) surface energy ,
σMo(310), in J/m2 from different computa-
tional studies.
Ref. Method σMo(310),
J/m2
Wang [194] GGA-PBE 3.09
Tahir [192] GGA 3.12
Present study GGA-PBE 3.11
their atomic structure and for different sites within the same grain boundary depending
on the excess volume, coordination number etc. [11].
The formation energy for Zr is obtained from
∆Ef, Zr = EGB + y·Zr − EGB − y · eMo2Zr + (1+ 2y) · eMo, (4.3)
for Si from
∆Ef, Si = EGB + y·Si − EGB − y · eMo3Si + (1+ 3y) · eMo, (4.4)
and for O from
∆Ef, O = EGB + y·O − EGB − y3 · eMoO3 +
y
3
· eMo, (4.5)
where EGB and EGB + y·solute are the total energies of the pure and solute containing
GB supercells, respectively. Here, eMo is the total energy per atom of bulk Mo,
whereas eMo2Zr, eMo3Si and eMoO3 are the total energies per formula unit of bulk
Mo2Zr, Mo3Si and MoO3 being the reservoirs for Zr, Si and O, respectively. The
Table 14: Change in the formation energy ∆Ef, solute of Zr and Si segregating at the GB relative
to Mo bulk (Ebulkf, Zr = 0.27 eV and E
bulk
f, Si = 0.83 eV). Gain in energy corresponds to
negative values. All numbers are given in eV. Segregation sites of solutes are shown
on Figures 28.
Twist Σ5[001] Tilt Σ5(310)[001] Surface
Position
“1”
Position
“2”
Position
“1”
Position
“2”
Position
“3”
Mo(001) Mo(310)
Zr +0.15 -0.45 -0.51 -0.17 -0.15 -1.33 -1.25
Si -0.77 -0.48 +0.12 -0.63 -0.23 -1.47 -1.42
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choice of the reservoirs is outlined in Section 3.1. We emphasise that the calculated
formation energy depends on the exact position of the solute in the GB.
It has been shown in a number of studies that GB segregation is site specific [13,
138, 156, 195]. As highlighted in Tables 14, this also applies to Zr and Si, segregated
at GBs in Mo. Table lists the formation energies of Zr and Si (∆Ef, solute) for individual
sites within the twist Σ5[001] and the tilt Σ5(310)[001] Mo GBs and compares them
with the formation energies of solutes at the corresponding surfaces, Mo(001) and
Mo(310). All numbers are given relative to the bulk value. Zr and Si are inserted at
the GB and at the surface substitutionally. Incorporation of solutes at Mo surfaces is
found to be more energetically favourable compared to solutes adsorption. Detailed
atomic structures of the twist and tilt Σ5 GBs with non-equivalent segregation sites
are shown on Figure 28.
The change of the formation energy ∆Ef, summarised in Table 14−15, provides a
measure for the driving force for Zr, Si and O segregation towards a GB or a surface.
Zr being an oversized solute prefers to occupy sites offering more excess volume,
while Si being smaller than Mo segregates at the sites having a more dense atomic
environment. Although position “1” corresponds to a coincidence site in both GB
geometries, the formation energy of Zr at site “1” in the twist GB is high. This
observation can be explained by the relative arrangement of two grains. Two coinci-
dence sites in both grains are located ontop of each other offering less excess volume
compared to other sites. Incorporation of Zr and Si into Mo(001) or Mo(310) surfaces
is, however, more favourable than GB segregation independent of the position. Solute
segregation at the surface is accompanied by saturation of dangling bonds at the
surface and the elimination of the elastic strain energy due to the size misfit of a solute
in a solvent matrix. At the GB, the number of dangling bonds is smaller compared to
the surface and also the elastic strain energy can be only partially eliminated. This
results in the higher driving force Zr and Si segregation at the surface compared to
the GB.
The driving force for Zr and Si segregation at the GB (surface) is visualised by
computing the formation energy of a solute, ∆Ef, solute, for different positions as a
function of the distance to the GB. Figure 30 illustrates the variation of ∆Ef, solute for
(a) twist Σ5[001] and (b) tilt Σ5(310)[001] GBs in molybdenum. The corresponding
GBs are shown on the bottom of the figure. For the twist GB, a soluteatom is
moved from the GB to the surface through the bulk. For the tilt GB, a solute is
transferred from one GB to another GB. At the GBs, Zr and Si occupy low-energy
segregation sites, which have been previously identified (see Table 14). Afterwards,
solutes follow the path denoted by green atoms on the bottom of Figure 30. In both
GBs the curves indicate a significant driving force towards segregation of Zr and
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Figure 30: The formation energy of Zr and Si segregated at (a) twist Σ5[001] and (b)
Σ5(310)[001] Mo GB as a function of the distance to the grain boundary. Yellow
and dark red spheres represent Mo atoms that belong to different grains. Zirconium
atoms are denoted in green. Zr and Si atoms are located on the energetically pre-
ferred sites within the GB. Numbers “1”−“3” indicate non-equivalent sites within
the GB. Site “1” is the coincidence site.
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Table 15: Change in the formation energy ∆Ef, O of oxygen segregating at the GB relative to
Mo bulk. Gain in energy corresponds to negative values. All numbers are given in
eV. Oxygen adsorption sites are shown on Figures 28−29.
Twist Σ5[001] Tilt Σ5(310)[001] Surface
Position
“A”
Position
“B”
Position
“A”
Position
“B”
Position
“C”
Mo(001) Mo(310)
O -2.09 -2.02 -2.01 -1.44 -2.32 -3.96 -4.27
Si solutes at the GB (or at a surface, if present). The formation energies of solutes
located in the layer next to the GB or next to the surface strongly increase. Upon
further penetration of the solutes into the bulk, the formation energies increase to
∆Ebulkf, Zr = 0.27 eV and ∆E
bulk
f, Si = 0.83 eV. These values are in agreement within an
errorbar with our calculations for solutes in the bulk (Section 3.1). Small peaks close
to the tilt GB indicate the thermodynamic barrier for Si segregation. In order to
segregate at low-energy site at the tilt GB (position “2”), Si has to occupy at first
energetically unfavourable sites, which gives rise to the small thermodynamic barrier
for Si segregation.
Zirconium and silicon show similar behaviour for both twist and tilt GB geometries.
Since the segregation tendency is significant even for these densely packed GBs it is
safe to assume a similar behaviour for other orientations [13, 14]. Another important
fact is that the formation energy of Zr located in a GB is negative. Thus, the concen-
tration of Zr in GBs is not determined by the configurational entropy (and thus does
not depend on temperature). It is determined only by the number of energetically
preferred sites within the GB. The oscillatory behaviour of the formation energies
is associated with the change in the charge density induced by the surfaces (surface
resonance). Details concerning Friedel oscillations are given in Section 2.4.4.
Impurities like oxygen, dissolved interstitially, strongly affect the mechanical prop-
erties of the bcc refractory metals. By segregating to the GBs in molybdenum, oxygen
decreases the GB cohesion [71] and promotes brittle intergranular fracture [57]. The
change in the formation energy of oxygen segregating from the Mo bulk to the GBs
or from the Mo bulk to the surface is listed in Table 15. Oxygen always occupies
interstitial sites at the GBs and at the surface. Different positions, on which oxygen
has been inserted in the GB, are shown as red circles and denoted with numbers
“A”−“C” on Figure 28. The low-energy adsorption sites for oxygen at the Mo surface
are shown on Figure 29. Similar to Zr and Si, oxygen segregation to Mo surfaces
is stronger compared to the GB segregation. At the GB oxygen prefers to occupy
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interstitial sites exhibiting more excess volume. However, the tendency of oxygen to
segregate at the GB is considerably higher compared to Zr and Si, for both GBs and
for surfaces.
Based on the calculated data, the hierarchy of the driving force for Zr, Si and O
segregating to Mo GBs (see Tables 14−15) corresponds to ∆Ef, O  ∆Ef, Si > ∆Ef, Zr,
whereas the trend for solubility in Mo is cO  cSi < cZr. The solid solubility of O
in Mo is extremely small, approximately 200 ppm at 1900 °C [196]. The solubility
of Zr and Si is discussed in Chapter 3. The theoretical results support the inverse
correlation between the solid solubility and the solute tendency to segregate to the
GB. A similar behaviour is observed for surface segregation.
The segregation energies are also useful as an indicator for embrittlement induced
by the solute segregation. Following the Rice-Wang theory [76], for a sub-monolayer
coverage an embrittling potential of a solute is given by
∆EEP = ∆Ef, GB − ∆Ef, Surface. (4.6)
This corresponds to a difference in the formation energy, when a solute is moved from
the bulk to a grain boundary, ∆Ef, GB, compared to one moved from the bulk to the
corresponding surface, ∆Ef, Surface. If ∆EEP is positive, a solute is expected to behave
as an embrittler.
The embrittling potential of Zr, Si and O for both GBs is positive and embrittle Mo
GBs. For the twist GB, it corresponds to ∆EEP, Zr = 0.88 eV for Zr, ∆EEP, Si = 0.70 eV
for Si and ∆EEP, O = 1.87 eV for O (see Tables 14−15). For the tilt GB, the embrittling
potentials are ∆EEP, Zr = 0.74 eV for Zr, ∆EEP, Si = 0.79 eV for Si and ∆EEP, O =
1.95 eV for O. Zirconium is found to be a stronger embrittler compared to Si for grain
boundaries with more densely packed atomic structure. For GBs possessing more
excess volume, the embrittling potential of both solutes, Zr and Si, is equivalently
strong. Oxygen is found to be an extremely strong embrittler of molybdenum.
4.2.2 Solute interaction
In multicomponent systems with two or more solute species, the segregation of one
solute might be affected by the presence of another solute due to site competition
(if present) and attractive or repulsive interactions between solutes [11]. A solute
may also disturb the host lattice and in this way influence the segregation of another
solute [141]. GB segregation on one side of a GB also depends on the on the
composition on the other side of the GB [156]. In the alloy containing both Zr and Si,
the segregation behaviour depends on the mutual interaction of both solutes, attractive
or repulsive, and the site competition. In Section 4.2 it has been shown that low-energy
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Figure 31: The formation energy of Zr in the presence of Si at the GB (∆Ef, Si-GB + Zr) and Si
in the presence of Zr at the GB (∆Ef, Zr-GB + Si) segregated at twist Σ5[001] Mo
GB as function of the distance to the grain boundary. The green and blue curves
represent a sum of individual formation energies of Zr and Si for each position of
solutes, ∆Ef, Si-GB+Ef, Zr and ∆Ef, Zr-GB+Ef, Si, respectively. Yellow and red spheres
represent Mo atoms that belong to different grains. Zirconium atom is denoted in
green and silicon atom is denoted in blue. Highlighted Mo atoms show a path of
Zr (Si) moved from the GB to the surface through the bulk. At the GB, Zr and Si
atoms occupy low-energy segregation sites.
segregation sites for Zr and Si in a dilute regime are different for both twist and tilt
geometries. In the following Section 4.2.2, the GBs containing a higher concentration
of Zr and Si solutes are investigated.
At first, the influence of Zr (Si) on the driving force for segregation for Si (Zr) has
been evaluated. As before, the driving force is estimated by transferring Si layer by
layer from the GB to the Mo(001) surface through the bulk, while Zr remains at the
GB and vice versa. For each position the formation energy of Si in the presence of Zr
at the GB (∆Ef, Zr-GB + Si) and of Zr in the presence of Si at the GB (∆Ef, Si-GB + Zr) is
calculated according to
∆Ef, Zr + Si = EGB + y·Zr + z·Si − EGB − y · eMo2Zr − z · eMo3Si
+(2+ 2y+ 3z) · eMo,
(4.7)
where EGB + y·Zr + z·Si is the total energy of the GB supercells with substitutional
solutes and EGB is the total energy of the pure GB supercells. Here, eMo is the total
energy per atom of bulk Mo, whereas eMo2Zr, eMo3Si and eMoO3 are the total energies
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per formula unit of bulk Mo2Zr, Mo3Si and MoO3 being the reservoirs for Zr, Si and
O, respectively. The choice of the reservoirs is discussed in Section 3.1.
Figure 31 shows the resulting formation energies of Zr and Si. The atomic structure
of the GB with segregated atoms is shown on the bottom of the figure. Both solutes
are located at energetically favourable segregation sites at the GB (site “2” for Zr and
site “1” for Si, see Figure 28). The path is indicated by highlighted Mo atoms in the
figure. The black curve represents the driving force for Zr segregation in the presence
of Si at the GB and the red curve represents the driving force for Si segregation in the
presence of Zr at the GB. The sum of the corresponding individual formation energies
of Zr and Si at the GB and moving through the grain is shown for comparison (green
and blue curves). Both curves coincide approximately in the middle of the slab which
corresponds to the bulk. In the presence of the Zr (Si) at the GB, the formation energy
of Si (Zr) is decreased favouring GB segregation. As before, the formation energy of
both solutes is considerably smaller at the GB and at the surface compared to the bulk.
The negative values of the formation energy at the GB suggest that the concentration
of Zr and Si atoms in the GB is determined by the number of low-energy segregation
sites within the GB. The oscillatory behaviour of the formation energy, caused by a
long-range surface resonance is discussed in Section 2.4.4.
Further, the interaction of Zr and Si solutes, located at the GB within one grain and
solutes interactions across the GB are investigated in twist and tilt GBs. Figures 32−33
show the atomic structure of twist and tilt Mo bicrystals with one Zr atom and one Si
atom segregated at the GB, viewed along the [100] axis (“side view”) and along the
[001] axis (“top view”). For each configuration the formation energy of both solutes
(∆Ef, Zr+Si) are calculated using Eq.(4.7).
The segregation tendency of Zr and Si, computed relative to the bulk (∆Ef, Zr+Si–
∆Ebulkf, Zr+Si) is negative and indicates that the segregation of Zr and Si to the GB from
the bulk is energetically highly preferred. For all investigated configurations, the
energy gain varies approximately in the same range (∼-0.9 eV to ∼-1.3 eV) for
the twist and for the tilt GBs. The lowest-energy segregation sites of Zr and Si
combination correspond to configuration “1” for both GBs (see Figures 32−33), and
exhibit negative formation energy ∆Ef, Zr+Si. In the twist GB, this corresponds to
Zr and Si occupying sites that have been identified as the lowest-energy segregation
sites for each solute species and are located within one grain. In the tilt GB, this
corresponds to Si occupying the lowest-energy segregation site and Zr located close-
by. The analysis of the optimised GB structure reveals that the neighbouring Mo
atoms contract around Si, since Si is smaller in size than Mo, and thus creating excess
volume for Zr incorporation.
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Figure 32: Close-up of the twist Σ5[001] GB in Mo with one Zr and one Si atom occupy-
ing different positions at the GB. The GBs are projected along the [100] axis
(“side view”) and along the [001] axis (“top view”). Yellow and red spheres repre-
sent molybdenum atoms that belong to different grains. Green spheres represent
zirconium atoms and blue spheres represent silicon atoms. Highlighted atoms
correspond to Mo atoms that form a GB. The formation energy of both solutes
located in bulk Mo ∆Ebulkf, Zr+Si = = 0.99 eV. The formation energy of Zr and Si
(∆Ef, Zr+Si), association energy of both solutes (Eassoc) and the driving force for GB
segregation (∆Ef, Zr+Si−∆Ebulkf, Zr+Si) are given for each configuration. The negative
driving force indicates that Zr and Si segregation to from the bulk to the GB is
energetically preferred. The negative association energy reveals the attractive
interaction between Zr and Si.
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Figure 33: Close-up of the tilt Σ5(310)[001] Mo GB with one Zr and one Si atom occu-
pying different positions at the GB. The GBs are viewed along the [001] axis.
Colour coding: see Figure 32. The formation energy of both solutes located in
bulk Mo ∆Ebulkf, Zr+Si = = 0.99 eV. The formation energy of Zr and Si (∆Ef, Zr+Si),
association energy of both solutes (Eassoc) and the driving force for GB segregation
(∆Ef, Zr+Si−∆Ebulkf, Zr+Si) are given for each configuration. The negative driving force
indicates that Zr and Si segregation to from the bulk to the GB is energetically pre-
ferred. The negative association energy reveals the attractive interaction between
Zr and Si.
The association energy of Zr and Si (Eassoc) is computed as a difference between
∆Ef, Zr+Si and individual formation energies for the low-energy segregation site at the
GB
Eassoc = ∆Ef, Zr+Si − ∆Efavf, Zr − ∆Efavf, Si. (4.8)
The results reveal that the association energy of Zr and Si is negative for the
lowest-energy segregation sites of Zr and Si combination (configuration “1” in the
twist GB and configurations “1” and “4” in the tilt GB, see Figures 32−33). The
negative association energy indicates that it is energetically preferred for both solutes
to segregate at the GB and occupy neighbouring sites. The interaction between Zr
and Si is attractive.
The site preference of Zr and Si and their driving force for segregation at the
GB are affected by the concentration and the mutual distribution of solutes in the
GB. For example, the formation energy of one Si and two Zr atoms is computed as
∆Ef, 2Zr+Si = -0.54 eV in the twist GB and ∆Ef, 2Zr+Si = -0.62 eV in the tilt GB. The
interaction between Si and Zr atoms is attractive in both bicrystals. However, when
the same combination of solutes is distributed on both sides of the GB, the formation
energy increases and becomes highly positive. For example, ∆Ef, 2Zr+Si = 0.25 eV per
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Figure 34: Atomic structure of the twist Σ5[001] Mo GB with one Si and two Zr atoms
segregated at the GB and occupying energetically preferred positions. Top panel:
all solutes are distributed within one grain. Bottom panel: solutes are located on
each side of the GB. The GBs are viewed along the [100] axis (“side view”) and
along the [001] axis (“top view”). Colour coding: see Figure 32. The formation
energy of two Zr and one Si atoms (∆Ef, 2Zr+Si) and the corresponding association
energy of solutes combination (Eassoc) are given for each configuration. The
negative association energy indicates the attractive interaction between Zr and Si.
For convenience, only few atomic layers close to GB are shown.
combination of one Si and two Zr atoms in the twist GB. The atomic structure of the
twist and the tilt Σ5 Mo GBs with different concentration of Zr and Si, distributed
within one grain or within both grains is shown on Figures 34−35.
Careful investigation of solute formation energies and their mutual positions reveals
that the distribution of silicon atoms on both sides of the GB in the vicinity of each
other is energetically unfavourably resulting in high positive formation energies. Si
being smaller compared to Mo, when located at the GB penetrates deeper inside a
grain and also contracts Mo atoms around it. Two silicon atoms located on different
sides of the GB, behave in the same way but in the opposite directions and, in this
way, forcing another Si atom to stay closer to the GB, which is unfavourable.
In a general GB, the arrangement of atoms is more open. Due to the negative
formation energy of Zr at GB sites offering more excess volume, at lower temperatures
the higher Zr concentration is expected at the GBs compared to Si concentration.
Since the interaction between Zr and Si atoms is attractive, the segregation of Si is
expected to start at lower temperatures compared to the system without Zr. Silicon,
located in a GB, however, repels other silicon atoms from segregation to the other side
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Figure 35: Atomic structure of the tilt Σ5(310)[001] Mo GB with different concentration of
Zr and Si atoms at the GB. Solutes are distributed within one grain or on each
side of the GB. The GBs are viewed along the [001] axis (“top view”). Colour
coding: see Figure 32. The formation energies of different combination of solutes
and the corresponding association energies are given for each configuration. For
convenience, only atoms at and close to the GB are shown. The negative association
energy reveals the attractive interaction between Zr and Si.
of the GB and allows the segregation of Si atoms on other low-energy segregation
sites within the same grain. Distribution of Zr atoms close to Si atoms within one
grain is found to be energetically preferred. The site competition between Si and
Zr atoms is found for increased concentration of solutes in the more densely packed
GBs.
4.3 E N E R G Y O F G R A I N B O U N DA R I E S
Solute segregation at grain boundaries affect the grain boundary stability and prop-
erties. The thermodynamic stability of GBs is characterised by the grain boundary
energy, γGB (see Eq.(4.1) for the case of pure Mo GBs). The GB energy is also
strongly correlated with the level of solute segregation at the GB [14]. Therefore,
changes in GB energy also reflect the segregation tendency of a solute for a particular
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Figure 36: Grain boundary energy of pure and solute containing twist Σ5[001] Mo GB. Zr
and Si are inserted substitutionally and occupy the low-energy positions, whereas
oxygen is inserted interstitially. The concentration of solutes is given with respect
to the number of atoms that form a GB (ten Mo atoms). Numbers on the top panel
correspond to location of the solute within one grain (“1”) or at both sides of the
GB (“2”). Atomistic models of different GBs are shown on the bottom of the figure.
Yellow and dark red spheres represent Mo atoms that belong to different grains.
Zirconium atoms are denoted in green, silicon in blue and oxygen is red.
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Figure 37: Grain boundary energy of pure and solute containing tilt Σ5(310)[001] Mo GB. Zr
and Si are inserted substitutionally and occupy the low-energy positions, whereas
oxygen is inserted interstitially. The concentration of solutes is given with respect
to the number of atoms that form a GB (nineteen Mo atoms). Numbers on the top
panel correspond to location of the solute within one grain (“1”) or at both sides of
the GB (“2”). Atomistic models of different GBs are shown on the bottom of the
figure. Colour coding: see Figure 36.
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GB site indicating site-specific solute segregation. The reduction in γGB is the most
pronounced when the solute segregation at GBs is strong.
The grain boundary energy of the GB containing a solute is defined as
γGB + solute =
1
A
(
EGB + y·solute − (N − k · y) · eMo − y · µsolute
)
, (4.9)
and the surface energy of the surface with segregated solute is
σSurface + solute =
1
2A
(
ESurface + y·solute − (N − k · y) · eMo − y · µsolute
)
. (4.10)
The chemical potential for Zr is calculated according to
µZr = eMo2Zr − 2 · eMo, (4.11)
for Si
µSi = eMo3Si − 3 · eMo, (4.12)
and for O
µO =
1
3
(
eMoO3 − eMo
)
. (4.13)
In the equation k = 1 for solute inserted substitutionally (Zr, Si) and k = 0 if a solute
occupies interstitial site (O). Here, EGB + y·solute and ESurface + y·solute are the total
energies of the GB and surface with segregated solute, respectively. N is the total
number of Mo atoms in the supercell and eMo is the total energy per atom of bulk
Mo. The GB energy is defined per unit area of the grain boundary, A. Mo2Zr, Mo3Si
and MoO3 phases have been chosen as reference states for Zr, Si and O. Details
are provided in Section 3.1. MoO3 is used since it is the principal stable oxide
phase [197].
In the following, the changes in the grain boundary energy (γGB+solute) and in
the surface energy (σSurface+solute) induced by solute segregation are investigated.
As discussed in Section 2.7.2, ideal brittle fracture can be modelled based on total
energies by computing the reversible work needed to separate the interface into
two surfaces called the work of separation (see Eq.(2.66)). After cleavage, solutes
segregated at a GB will decorate one of the newly created surfaces (see Figure 20). In
the case when several solute atoms or different solute species are segregated at the
GB, the final distribution of solutes at the surfaces depends on site competition and
mutual interactions between solutes. The work of separation is discussed further in
Chapter 5. Here, the stability of grain boundaries and surfaces are described.
The GB energy of the pure and solute containing twist Σ5[001] and tilt Σ5(310)[001]
Mo GBs is shown on Figures 36−37. Zr and Si in different concentration, their com-
bination and the presence of oxygen are considered. The GB structures are shown on
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the bottom panel. The results show that Zr segregation at low-energy segregation sites
always decreases the GB energy and thus stabilise the Mo GB. The reduction in γGB
scales proportionally with the Zr concentration at the GB. This result is independent
of the GB structure. Moreover, assuming an open system with oxygen supply, the GB
energy is reduced when Zr and oxygen decorate the GB compared to the case when
only Zr or O is present at the GB,
γGB+Zr+O <
1
2
(γGB+Zr + γGB+O). (4.14)
Using Mo2Zr and MoO3 as references for Zr and oxygen, the GB energy is equal to
2.11 J/m2 < 12 (2.28 J/m
2 + 2.45 J/m2).
The reduction in the GB energy indicates that gettering oxygen by Zr at the GB is
energetically favourable.
In the presence of Si at the GBs, the GB energy slightly increases reflecting a small
positive formation energy of Si at the energetically preferred segregation site. Increas-
ing the Si content at the GB, the GB energy can be reduced or increased, depending
on the mutual distribution of Si atoms. Consistent with finding in Section 4.2.2, the
results show that Si atoms prefer to occupy sites on the same side of the GB, thus
reducing the GB energy. The distribution of Si atoms ontop of each other on both
sides of the GB is energetically unfavourable, which is reflected by an increase in
γGB (for example, by 11% at the twist GB). A mutual distribution of oxygen atoms
also affects pronouncedly the GB energy and its stability. For example, the twist GB
containing four oxygen atom within one grain exhibits the same GB energy as a pure
twist GB, whereas segregation of two oxygen atoms on both sides of the GB (see
structures at the bottom panel in Figure 36) reduces γGB by 6%. Due to the large
excess volume inside the tilt GB, segregation of few oxygen atoms does not affect the
GB much. The interplay between Zr and Si atoms located at the GB is also important
for the GB stability.
As a next step, the influence of solute segregation on the stability of Mo surfaces
is investigated. When a twist Σ5 GB is cleaved, two Mo(001) surfaces are created.
Cleavage of tilt Σ5 GB results into formation of two Mo(310) surfaces. The atomic
structures of Mo(001) and Mo(310) surfaces are shown on Figure 29. The variation
of surface energy of the Mo(001) and Mo(310) surfaces with different segregated
species is illustrated on Figures 39−38. In contrast to GBs, surface segregation always
reduces the surface energy for both surfaces. The reduction in σMo is proportional
to the number of segregated atoms. For example, segregation of one Zr atom on the
surface causes a reduction in σMo(001) by 11%, whereas for four Zr atoms σMo(001)
decreases already by 33%. The magnitude of surface energy reduction is slightly more
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Figure 38: Surface energy of pure and solute containing Mo(001) surfaces. Zr and Si are
inserted substitutionally and oxygen is adsorbed on the surface. Colour coding:
see Figure 36.
pronounced for the Mo(001) surface compared to the Mo(310) surface, especially
for Zr segregation, also in the presence of two oxygen atoms. The concentration of
solutes per unit surface area is higher at the Mo(001) surface resulting in a slightly
stronger image interaction.
4.4 S T R A I N A N D C H E M I C A L A NA LY S I S
The driving force for solute segregation is controlled by two counterbalancing contri-
butions. The first contribution is the elimination of the elastic strain energy, ∆Estrain,
caused by a solute misfit in the solvent lattice. The second contribution accounts for
changes in the binding energy due to the presence of solute atom, ∆Echem. Decompo-
sition of solutes formation energies into the elastic strain energy and chemical bond
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Figure 39: Surface energy of pure and solute containing Mo(310) surfaces. Zr and Si are
inserted substitutionally and oxygen is adsorbed on the surface. Colour coding:
see Figure 36.
energy allows to shed some light on the origin of the embrittling/enhancing behaviour
of a solute.
Figure 40 shows the formation energies of Zr and Si solutes along with individual
contributions from elastic strain and chemical bonding. The chemical contribution
to the binding energy for Mo (Echem, Mo) is denoted in red and those for a solute
(Echem, solute) is denoted in yellow. Chemical contribution (∆Echem) is computed as
a difference between Echem, solute and Echem, Mo and is denoted in purple. A green
column corresponds to mechanically stored strain energy (∆Estrain) and the blue
column represents the total formation energy of a solute. In both GB geometries
Zr and Si are inserted substitutionally on the lowest-energy segregation sites. Since
Si and Zr prefer different sites for segregation at both GBs, Echem, Mo differs in the
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Figure 40: Contributions to the formation energy of Zr and Si segregated at twist and tilt Mo
GB, in the Mo bulk and at Mo(001) surface. Solutes occupy energetically preferred
sites at the GBs.
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Si and Zr analysis. Computational details concerning all contributions are given in
Section 3.2.
The negative value of ∆Echem for Zr indicates that Zr is chemically a strong
enhancer of Mo. Chemical contribution to the Zr-Mo binding energy is 0.58 eV,
0.48 eV and 1.16 eV lower (which means stronger) at the twist and tilt GBs and at
Mo(001) surface compared to pure system, respectively. In contrast, the elastic strain
energy exhibits positive values for all investigated systems, possessing the smallest
value at the surface, ∆Estrain = 0.10 eV, and the largest value at the twist GB, ∆Estrain
= 0.40 eV. According to Rice and Wang [76], a solute is expected to behave as an
embrittler if its formation energy at the interface is higher than the formation energy
at the corresponding surface. In total, the formation energy of Zr is higher at the GB
(-0.18 eV for twist GB) compared to the corresponding Mo(001) surface (-1.06 eV)
and Zr behaves as a weak intrinsic embrittler. The origin of embrittling behaviour of
Zr arises from the elastic strain energy associated with the large atomic radius of Zr.
The misfit energies at the twist GB is larger than the misfit energies at the tilt GB and
in the bulk Mo. This is directly connected to the structure of the twist GB which is
more constrained (more densely packed) and the large Zr is producing more lattice
strain. Thus, extrapolation to the case of a general GB presumes that the strain energy
contribution becomes much smaller, while the chemical energy contribution should
be comparable.
Silicon, in contrast to zirconium, is much smaller in size. Due to the fact that
Mo atoms located around a Mo vacancy generally contract, the strain energy even
becomes negative for Si, ∆Estrain = -0.08 eV for the twist GB and ∆Estrain = -0.20 eV
for the tilt GB. However, Si is a much less attractive chemical bonding partner for Mo.
The difference in chemical contribution to the Mo-Mo and Mo-Si binding energies is
positive and varies in the range from 0.14 eV till 0.40 eV for different GB geometries.
In the bulk Mo ∆Echem rises up to 0.87 eV. In total, similar to Zr, the formation energy
of Si is lower at Mo(001)surface (-0.64 eV) compared to those at the GB (0.06 eV for
the twist GB). Silicon also embrittles Mo, but due to weak chemical bonds.
The interplay between chemical bonding and size-related elastic strain energies
determines the overall (embrittling or enhancing) behaviour of solutes. A potential
candidate for GB strengthening in Mo should show a Zr-like chemistry, on one
hand, and should have a small atomic radius, on the other hand. It is likely that
a small-sized solute will rather segregate at a GB than at a surface, because of
the more dense atomic environment in a GB. Scheiber et al. [75] has investigated
the embrittling/enhancing potential (∆EEP) of transition metals (from Sc to Hg) on
Σ3(110)[1¯11] GB in molybdenum. This study reveals that the elements in the centre
of the d-band, namely Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Ru, Rh, Os and Ir act as strong enhancers
of molybdenum GB. Tran et al. [74] have investigated the embrittling/enhancing
potential of transition metals in twist and tilt Σ5 bicrystals in molybdenum. The
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Figure 41: Bonding nature of solutes in twist Σ5[001] (top panel) and tilt Σ5(310)[001]
(bottom panel) GBs in molybdenum. Contour plot of the charge density difference
(computed using Eq.(4.15)) indicates depletion of electronic charge (blue contours)
or its accumulation (red contours) in the solute containing GBs. ∆Q corresponds
to the change of charge on the solute to (from) neighbouring Mo atoms in units of
e. Black dashed lines represent grain boundary planes.
authors claim that Ta, Re, Os and W have a weak strengthening effect on Mo tilt
Σ5(310)[001] and Mn, Fe, Co and Nb have reasonable strengthening effects on
the twist Σ5[001] Mo GB. All listed elements are smaller or similar in size than
Mo, which should result in a partial or complete elimination of the strain energy
contribution. The authors emphasise the importance of considering both chemical
and elastic contributions of the segregation energies in phenomenological models
aiming to predict the embrittling potential of solutes. Unfortunately, the individual
contributions to the formation energies of solutes has not been provided.
4.5 E L E C T RO N I C S T RU C T U R E A NA LY S I S
A well-known consequence of solute segregation at grain boundaries is the GB
embrittlement caused by a reduction of GB cohesion induced by solutes. One of
the origins of the solute-induced embrittlement is charge redistribution [14]. If more
electronegative atoms segregate at the GB, they withdraw electrons from the metal d-
band and weaken the strength of metallic bond. If the bonds across GBs are weakened,
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the GBs fails in a brittle manner. A potential GB strengthener is a solute that forms
strong bonds perpendicular to the GB.
The bonding nature between Mo and the solutes is investigated using charge-density
differences and a Bader charge analysis [125]. In detail, the charge-density differences
are computed as
∆n = nGB + X − nGB + V − nX, (4.15)
where nGB + X and nGB + V are the charge density of Mo GBs containing X (X = Zr,
Si, O) or a vacancy, respectively. Here, nX the charge density of the isolated X atom.
Figure 41 shows a contour plot of the charge density difference of the twist Σ5[001]
(top panel) and tilt Σ5(310)[001] (bottom panel) Mo GBs containing Zr, Si and O.
The grain boundary plane is indicated by the dashed black line. Figure 41 shows an
accumulation of charge with a maximum located halfway along Mo-Zr and Mo-Si
bond lines. For Mo-O system, charge is transferred closer to oxygen atom. The
analysis of the bond strength shows a charge transfer from Zr to Mo of 1.0−1.1 e in
the twist and tilt GBs. The additional charge is distributed within the neighbouring Mo
atoms, located at a distance of∼2.70−3.15 Å. In the Mo-Si system 0.4 e is transferred
from Mo atoms to Si, same in both GBs. In the Mo-O system a charge transfer of 1.1 e
from Mo to O is identified in both GB geometries. The individual Mo-Zr bonds are
stronger compared to Mo-Si bonds, which is consistent with the analysis of chemical
bonding contributions investigated in Section 4.4. In general, individual Mo-O bonds
are stronger compared to Mo-Zr bonds, which is in line with electronegativity of
elements. Mo-Zr and Mo-Si bonds are identified as mixed ionic-covalent bonds,
whereas Mo-O bond is ionic.
Atomic structure of the GB and the position where the solute is located influence on
the electronic structure and charge distribution in the system. In particular, size of the
region that participates in charge transfer from (to) a solute is larger in the twist GB
compared to that in the tilt GB. In the tilt GB the charge from (to) a solute is mainly
transferred from the neighbouring Mo atoms located at a distance of ∼2.70−3.15 Å,
while in the twist GB this region is larger.
Figure 41 shows that zirconium creates strong bonds with Mo atoms located both
within the grain and across the GB. The GB plane is represented by a black dashed
line. As shown by the strain and chemical bonding analysis given in Section 4.4,
embrittlement of Mo GBs due to Zr segregation is related to elastic distortions
produced by Zr at the GBs. Zr pushes apart atoms across the GB and thus weaken
the bonding between two grains. In Mo-Si and Mo-O systems, the charge transfer
from Mo atoms located across the GB weakens the strength of metallic bond and thus
promotes the GBs failure in a brittle manner. Oxygen acts as a stronger embrittlement
compared to Si.
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4.6 C O N C L U S I O N S
In the present chapter the segregation tendency of zirconium, silicon and oxygen at
molybdenum grain boundaries is investigated. Molybdenum Σ5 tilt and twist grain
boundaries in bicrystal geometry are chosen as structural models. Both solutes and
oxygen show a strong tendency to segregate to grain boundaries or to surfaces, if low-
energy segregation sites (for Zr and Si) are available. The hierarchy of the segregation
tendency corresponds to ∆Ef, Zr < ∆Ef, Si  ∆Ef, O. Qualitatively, the grain boundary
segregation tendency is inverse to the solid solubility. The site preferences for solutes
at a grain boundary has been identified. Zirconium occupies sites showing more
excess volume and silicon occupies more densely packed lattice sites. This is why
no site competition between zirconium and silicon is identified in the dilute limit.
The competition between zirconium and silicon for segregation sites is found in more
densely-packed grain boundaries upon increasing silicon concentration. The presence
of zirconium at the grain boundary promotes the segregation of silicon at the grain
boundary and vice versa.
Solute segregation at the grain boundary (surface) affects the grain boundary
(surface) stability. This is reflected by changes in the grain boundary (surface) energy.
Solute segregation at the surface always reduces the surface energy stabilising the
surface. When a solute is located at the grain boundary, the grain boundary energy
can be reduced or increased, depending on the segregation site and distribution of
solutes. The number of dangling bonds at the surface is higher compared to that at
the grain boundary and therefore the binding at the surface is stronger. The elastic
distortion due to solute incorporation to the lattice is more pronounced at the grain
boundary compared to the surface.
The influence of solutes and of oxygen on grain boundary embrittlement is eval-
uated by means of the Rice-Wang criterion. Since zirconium and silicon prefer to
segregate at the surface compared to the grain boundary in molybdenum, they behave
as embrittles of molybdenum grain boundaries. The analysis of elastic strain and
chemical bond contributions shows that the strain energy required to accommodate zir-
conium at the grain boundaries counteracts the gain in chemical (bonding) energy and
therefore zirconium behaves as a embrittler of molybdenum. In contrast to zirconium,
silicon embrittles molybdenum grain boundaries since it substitutes strong Mo-Mo
bonds with weaker Mo-Si bonds. The overall embrittling behaviour of zirconium can
be minimised in the presence of grain boundaries that provide more excess volume or
by using solutes with a Zr-like chemistry but smaller atomic radius.

5
GRAIN BOUNDARY COHESION
Parts of this chapter are published in Journal of Materials Science 51, 1873−81
(2016).
In the present Chapter the influence of solutes on the cohesive strength of grain
boundaries in molybdenum is investigated. Ductility and fracture toughness of mate-
rials are limited by GB decohesion, which can be manipulated by solute segregation.
Grain boundary segregation induces changes in the atomic structure and chemical
bonding within the decorated GB and affects the GB cohesive strength. The stability
of the Mo GB against brittle fracture has been investigated. Based on total energies
the embrittlement of GBs by solute segregation is predicted by means of the ideal
work of separation given by the Dupré-equation. Leaving the energy contributions
aside, an alternative approach is to analyse the theoretical strength of the interface,
which describes the maximum strength of a chemical bond between atoms [163].
Using energy-based and stress-based criteria it is possible to measure the influence of
solutes on the GB resistance to fracture.
In this chapter, the work of separation and the theoretical strength of twist and tilt
Σ5 Mo GBs containing solutes (Zr, Si) and oxygen in different concentrations and
various combinations of solutes are evaluated.
5.1 I D E A L W O R K O F S E PA R AT I O N
Intergranular fracture passes through by breaking the weakest bonds at the interface. In
order to find the lowest-energy fracture path, different cleavage planes and distribution
of the segregated species at the newly created fracture surfaces have to be carefully
investigated. The stability of GBs with segregated solutes is first evaluated by means of
the ideal work of separation, W∞sep, described in detail in Section 2.7.2. Figures 42−48
illustrate the atomic structure of twist and tilt Σ5 grain boundaries containing Zr, Si
and O in different concentration, as well as combination of solutes, investigated in
the present study. GB cleavage with and without further structural relaxation of the
resulting surfaces is considered. The latter procedure can be considered as a measure
for the chemical contribution to the W∞sep.
The work of separation is summarised in Table 17 for twist and in Table 16 for
tilt Σ5 bicrystals. The results show that alloying the GB with Zr, Si, O or any of
the considered combinations generally decreases (or at least does not significantly
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Table 16: Work of separationW∞sep in J m-2
for the pure and alloyed twist
Σ5[001] GB in molybdenum.
Twist Twist
(rigid) (relaxed)
Pure GB 4.64 4.06
Zr 4.29 3.82
Si 4.44 3.88
O 4.21 3.50
2Zr 4.10 3.56
8Zr 2.60 2.22
2Si 5.54 3.88
4Si 3.71 2.91
2O 3.98 3.15
4O 3.48 2.53
5O 2.87 2.09
6O 2.59 2.11
Zr+Si 4.15 3.63
2Zr+Si 4.24 3.38
4Zr+2Si 3.08 2.19
Zr+O 3.87 3.38
Zr+2O 3.59 2.98
Table 17: Work of separationW∞sep in J m-2
for the pure and alloyed tilt
Σ5(310)[001] Mo GB.
Tilt Tilt
(rigid) (relaxed)
Pure GB 5.35 4.44
Zr 5.05 4.26
Si 5.47 4.50
O 5.20 4.27
4Zr 4.58 3.94
8Zr 4.62 3.80
2Si 4.90 4.11
4Si 4.87 4.14
2O 5.01 4.11
4O 4.10 2.80
Zr+Si 5.01 4.18
2Zr+Si 5.11 4.38
3Zr+2Si 4.57 3.82
2Zr+2Si 4.59 3.81
4Zr+4Si 4.31 3.43
Zr+O 5.31 4.10
Zr+2O 4.64 3.93
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Figure 42: Close-up of the pure and solutes containing twist Σ5[001] Mo grain boundary,
projected along the [100] axis (“Side view”) and along the [001] axis (“Top view”).
Molybdenum atoms that belong to different grains are represented as dark red (for
grain I) and yellow (for grain II) spheres. Green spheres denote zirconium atoms,
blue ones denote silicon atoms and red spheres denote oxygen atoms. Atoms
that form a GB are highlighted. Black dashed lines indicate the cleavage planes.
Numbers show the ideal work of separation for a given cleavage plane: rigid
W∞sep(rigid) is reported on the left-hand side and relaxed W∞sep(relaxed) is reported
on the right-hand side of the GB.
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Figure 43: Close-up of the pure and solutes containing twist Σ5[001] Mo grain boundary,
projected along the [100] axis (“Side view”) and along the [001] axis (“Top view”).
Colour coding: see Figure 42. Black dashed lines show cleavage planes. Numbers
show the ideal work of separation for a given cleavage plane: rigid W∞sep(rigid)
is reported on the left-hand side and relaxed W∞sep(relaxed) is reported on the
right-hand side of the GB.
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Figure 44: Close-up of the pure and solutes containing twist Σ5[001] Mo grain boundary,
projected along the [100] axis (“Side view”) and along the [001] axis (“Top view”).
Colour coding: see Figure 42. Black dashed lines show cleavage planes. Numbers
show the ideal work of separation for a given cleavage plane: rigid W∞sep(rigid)
is reported on the left-hand side and relaxed W∞sep(relaxed) is reported on the
right-hand side of the GB.
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Figure 45: Close-up of the pure and solutes containing twist Σ5[001] Mo grain boundary,
projected along the [100] axis (“Side view”) and along the [001] axis (“Top view”).
Colour coding: see Figure 42. Black dashed lines show cleavage planes. Numbers
show the ideal work of separation for a given cleavage plane: rigid W∞sep(rigid)
is reported on the left-hand side and relaxed W∞sep(relaxed) is reported on the
right-hand side of the GB.
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Figure 46: Close-up of the pure and solutes containing tilt Σ5(310)[001] Mo grain boundary,
projected along the [100] axis (“Side view”) and along the [001] axis (“Top view”).
Colour coding: see Figure 42. Black dashed lines show cleavage planes. Numbers
show the ideal work of separation for a given cleavage plane: rigid W∞sep(rigid)
is reported on the left-hand side and relaxed W∞sep(relaxed) is reported on the
right-hand side of the GB.
increase) W∞sep. In line with the Rice-Wang theory [76], the decrease in W∞sep is
generally larger for Zr than for Si, independent of whether we consider unrelaxed
or relaxed W∞sep and independent of the particular GB. The decrease in the work of
separation is evidencing that the energy released during structural relaxation will
facilitate the fracture of the GB [198]. This decrease is proportional to the amount
of solute atoms at the GB and in general is more pronounced for the twist GB than
for the tilt GB. This difference is caused both by the GB structure and by the lower
concentration of solutes at the tilt GB due to its larger interface area. When Zr and Si
or Zr and O is segregated at the GB, the lowest cleavage energy is found when the
cleavage plane passes through the GB leaving all solutes on the same newly created
surface.
The work of separation also reflects the finding that the mutual distribution of
solutes affects the stability of GBs significantly. This effect is most pronounced for
silicon and oxygen. For example, two silicon atoms segregated at the twist GB and
located on one side of the GB decrease W∞sep by 4%, while segregation of two Si atoms
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Figure 47: Close-up of the pure and solutes containing tilt Σ5(310)[001] Mo grain boundary,
projected along the [100] axis (“Side view”) and along the [001] axis (“Top view”).
Colour coding: see Figure 42. Black dashed lines show cleavage planes. Numbers
show the ideal work of separation for a given cleavage plane: rigid W∞sep(rigid)
is reported on the left-hand side and relaxed W∞sep(relaxed) is reported on the
right-hand side of the GB.
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Figure 48: Close-up of the pure and solutes containing tilt Σ5(310)[001] Mo grain boundary,
projected along the [100] axis (“Side view”) and along the [001] axis (“Top view”).
Colour coding: see Figure 42. Black dashed lines show cleavage planes. Numbers
show the ideal work of separation for a given cleavage plane: rigid W∞sep(rigid)
is reported on the left-hand side and relaxed W∞sep(relaxed) is reported on the
right-hand side of the GB.
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on the same sites but located on both sides of the GB each results into a reduction
of W∞sep by 28% (see Figure 43). Two silicon atoms, segregated at the same grain
in the twist GB, penetrate deeper inside the grain and cause rearrangement of Mo
atoms at the GB. Because of this rearrangement the rigid W∞sep for the GB is increased
compared to the pure GB. Segregation of Si at the tilt GB causes a slight increase
of W∞sep of about 1%. Afterwards the work of separation decreases with increasing
Si concentration. Experimentally, for small Si concentrations (0.34 at.%) solid
solution softening was observed at room temperature and below. With increasing
Si concentration, the room-temperature ductility and fracture toughness dropped
precipitously. This is attributed to the increase in strength due to Si, and a transition
from transgranular to intergranular fracture [1].
For O at the tilt GB, the work of separation decreases at around 4%, the same as
for Zr. But according to the embrittling potential (∆EEP, Zr = 0.88 eV and ∆EEP, O =
1.87 eV), oxygen is a stronger embrittler of Mo than Zr. This disagreement comes
from the fact that the surface created after cleaving the pure GB is not the same as the
surface created after cleaving the GB with oxygen. If W∞sep without and with oxygen
is compared for the same surface cuts, the decrease in the work of separation is around
8%. However, this kind of cut is not favourable for a pure tilt GB.
The analysis based on energetical considerations suggests that the pure Mo GBs
are the most stable against brittle fracture. The GBs decorated with solutes or with
oxygen show a decrease in work required for their fracture. Smaller W∞sep favours
brittle fracture, whereas a larger W∞sep makes it difficult [199].
So far, the increase in ductility of Mo and Mo-based alloys, observed experimentally,
cannot be simply explained by grain boundary strengthening due to solute segregation.
5.2 T H E O R E T I C A L S T R E N G T H
An alternative to the energy criterion (work of separation) is the analysis of the theo-
retical strength, σth, calculated from the stress needed to separate adjacent grains [56].
The theoretical strength of a material describes the maximum strength of a chemical
bond between atoms [163]. In this way the bound on the maximum cohesive strength
of molybdenum GB is set and it can be shown in which manner solutes affect σth leav-
ing the energy contributions aside. The ideal brittle cleavage is modelled by stepwise
rigid increase of the GB separation until two surfaces are created and represents the
uniaxial loading of the system (the shear stress contributions in two other directions
are neglected).
The top panels of Figures 49−51 show the energy variation obtained by stepwise
separating the pure and solutes containing twist Σ5[001] Mo GB into two surfaces.
The GB containing Zr, Si, O (from one to six oxygen atoms) and combination of Zr
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Figure 49: The uniaxial loading of the pure twist Σ5[001] Mo GB and one containing Zr, Si
and O. (a) Variation of Wsep(d) computed as a function of rigid increase of GB
separation. Circles correspond to calculated data points and the solid curves are
obtained by fitting the data to Eq.(2.69). (b) Stress versus grain separation for the
pure Mo GB (black curve) and one containing Zr (green curve), Si (blue curve)
and O (red curve).
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Figure 50: The uniaxial loading of the pure twist Σ5[001] Mo GB and one containing O
in different concentration (from two to six atoms). Oxygen atoms are inserted
interstitially and are distributed on one or on both sides of the GB. (a) Variation
of Wsep(d) computed as a function of rigid increase of GB separation. Circles
correspond to calculated data points and the solid curves are obtained by fitting
the data to Eq.(2.69). (b) Stress versus grain separation for the pure Mo GB (black
curve) and one containing two O atoms (red curve), four O atoms (brown curve),
five oxygen atoms (gold curve) and six oxygen atoms (dark gold curve).
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Figure 51: The uniaxial loading of the pure twist Σ5[001] Mo GB and one containing Zr in
the presence of Si or O. (a) Variation of Wsep(d) computed as a function of rigid
increase of GB separation. Circles correspond to calculated data points and the
solid curves are obtained by fitting the data to Eq.(2.69). (b) Stress versus grain
separation for the pure Mo GB (black curve) and one containing Zr and Si at the
GB (cyan curve), Zr in the presence of one oxygen (magenta curve) and Zr in the
presence of two O atoms at the GB (pink curve).
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with Si and Zr with O are considered. Each circle corresponds to a single calculation
performed for a particular GB separation and the solid lines are obtained by fitting
the data points to Eq.(2.69). The bottom panel of each figure shows the derivative of
the Wsep(d) curve and represents stress acting on the facets of the crack.
Table 18: Theoretical strength in GPa for
pure and solutes containing twist
Σ5[001] Mo GB obtained from
uniaxial loading.
σth, GPa
Pure GB 27
Zr 23
Si 26
O 25
2O 25
4O 23
5O 21
6O 20
Zr+Si 23
Zr+O 23
Zr+2O 22
Table 18 summarises the calculated theo-
retical strength for the twist GB. In the pres-
ence of Zr, Si or O and their combinations
at the GB, the GB strength decreases and
the slope of the curve is not as steep as in
the case of pure Mo GB. For example, Zr
segregation at the GB reduces σth by 15%,
Si segregation by 4% and O segregation by
7%. Based on the stress criterion, the pres-
ence of oxygen at the twist GB in a very
dilute concentration affects the GB strength
less compared to the presence of Zr. The
situation, however, changes when the con-
centration of oxygen increases. It should be
pointed out that the distribution of oxygen
at both sides of the GB has been found to
be significantly more detrimental compared
to monolayer oxygen coverage, considered
here and shown in Figure 50.
The results based on the stress criterion
(σth) are consistent with those obtained for
energy criterion (W∞sep) and show that the pure GB is energetically the most stable.
All investigated solutes and the presence of oxygen embrittle the GBs in molybdenum.
Experimentally, zirconium has been shown to reduce the O content at Mo GBs
significantly by capturing and formation of ZrO2 [2–4, 68, 80]. ZrO2 (zirconia)
particles of nm size have been found both at the GBs and in grain interior. In order
to shed some light on the origin of improved fracture toughness and ductility in
Mo-based alloys with addition of Zr, the strength of zirconia-molybdenum interfaces
in molybdenum are investigated in Chapter 6.
5.3 C O N C L U S I O N S
The influence of solutes (Zr, Si) and of oxygen on the cohesive strength of grain
boundaries in molybdenum is investigated in the present chapter. The work required
to cleave molybdenum grain boundaries decreases in the presence of solutes. Solute
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segregation also reduces the theoretical strength of the grain boundaries. The reduction
in the grain boundary strength scales with the concentration of segregated species.
Upon increasing solute concentration the mutual distribution of solutes significantly
affects their embrittling behaviour. Oxygen is found to be more detrimental to
mechanical properties of molybdenum grain boundaries compared to zirconium and
silicon. This result is consistent with the analysis of the Rice-Wang embrittling
potential, provided in Section 4.2. Thus, based on energy and stress criteria, the pure
molybdenum grain boundary is considered as the most stable against brittle fracture.

6
ZIRCONIA/MOLYBDENUM INTERFACES
In Chapter 5, the influence of solutes (Zr, Si) and of oxygen on the cohesive strength
of GBs in molybdenum in twist and tilt bicrystals by means of electronic-structure
calculations based on density functional theory (DFT) has been investigated. It was
shown that Zr and Si preferably segregate to the grain boundaries if the low-energy
insertion sites are available. At the same time, both species act as weak embrittlers
of the Mo GBs and in the presence of oxygen show even more detrimental influence
on the GB cohesion. Thus, the experimentally observed improvement of fracture
toughness, strength and ductility in Mo cannot be simply explained by grain boundary
strengthening due to solute segregation and other possibilities need to be considered.
In general, oxides and metals often form interfaces with enhanced strength com-
pared to the individual constituent phases. For example, Nb and α-Al2O3 form a
stable interface with high adhesive strength due to strong bonds with a high degree
of ionic character [200, 201]. Strong adhesion is also found for interfaces between
Al2O3, ZrO2, HfO2 oxides and other transition metals [77–79]. Also, zirconium
tends to capture oxygen and form ZrO2 (zirconia). Zirconia precipitates of nanometre
size have been found experimentally at GBs and in the grain interior [2–4, 68, 80].
However, there is no data available on the strength and stability of zirconia/molyb-
denum interfaces. This is why, in the present Chapter DFT calculations are used to
investigate the thermodynamics and mechanical properties of ZrO2/Mo interfaces.
The interface to thick ZrO2 layers corresponding to precipitates and also ultrathin
ZrO2 films embedded between Mo grains are considered.
6.1 M O D E L S
6.1.1 Interface geometries
Heterogeneous interface modelling has a crystalline and atomic aspects [202]. The
crystalline aspect is determined by the overall strain in the system and requires
matching the lattice constants of two phases when the interface is formed. The atomic
aspect includes the strength of chemical bonds at the interface and structure of the
interface [203]. In bcc metals the principal fracture plane is the (001) plane [54, 163,
167, 168]. This is why, Mo(001) is considered as the dominant Mo surface orientation
on which ZrO2 may grow. As discussed in Section 6.1.2, the most stable ZrO2
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Table 19: A mismatch between lattice constants and lattice angle of Mo(001) and low-index
facets (h,k,l<3) of the t-ZrO2, computed using Eqs.(6.1−6.3). The planar density of
facets for oxygen (ρO) and zirconium (ρZr) atoms, computed using Eq.(6.4), and
the stacking sequence are given for each facet.
Facet ∆a,
%
∆c,
%
∆α,
%
ρZr,
atoms/(Å)2
ρO,
atoms/(Å)2
Stacking
sequence
(001) 3.0 3.0 0.0 0.076 0.076 [Zr–O–O]
(100),
(010)
1.0 2.1 3.9 0.158 [Zr+2O]
(110) 3.9 3.9 1.2 0.075 0.150 [2Zr–4O]
(101),
(011)
3.0 1.0 3.5 0.087 0.087 [2Zr–2O–2O]
(111) 3.2 2.5 1.5 0.034 0.067 [Zr–2O]
(210),
(120)
8.3 0.7 2.4 0.071 [Zr+2O]
(201),
(021)
2.6 5.0 1.3 0.025 0.050 [Zr–2O]
(102),
(012)
4.4 1.4 5.0 0.093 [Zr+2O]
(211) 3.0 4.8 8.5 0.045 0.045 [2Zr–2O–2O]
(112) 4.4 0.7 1.3 0.16 [2Zr+4O]
(121) 3.0 4.8 8.5 0.045 0.045 [2Zr–2O–2O]
(122),
(212)
0.7 1.4 0.1 0.060 [Zr+2O]
(221) 6.3 1.8 2.8 0.018 0.036 [Zr–2O]
(311),
(131)
1.0 2.1 1.0 0.016 0.032 [Zr–2O]
(113) 2.1 3.0 4.2 0.063 [Zr+2O]
(123) 4.0 9.0 7.9 0.035 0.035 [2Zr–2O–2O]
(132) 3.9 2.4 4.3 0.092 [2Zr+4O]
(312) 3.1 1.0 4.7 0.092 [2Zr+4O]
(321),
(231)
3.9 3.2 2.2 0.029 0.029 [2Zr–2O–2O]
(213) 2.1 9.0 6.1 0.035 0.035 [2Zr–2O–2O]
(310),
(130)
1.2 1.0 7.5 0.033 0.066 [2Zr–4O]
(103),
(013)
3.0 1.2 0.2 0.046 0.023 [2Zr–O–O–O–O]
(023),
(203)
3.0 7.1 0.0 0.018 0.036 [Zr–2O]
(032),
(302)
3.0 5.1 6.1 0.048 [Zr+2O]
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polymorph at the characteristic synthesis conditions (T = 1500°C−1980°C, 1 atm)
is tetragonal t-ZrO2 [110, 204]. Thus, based on the calculated lattice parameters the
mismatch between Mo(001) and t-ZrO2(hkl) for h,k,l < 3 is investigated.
A mismatch of all low-index facets (h,k,l<3) of t-ZrO2 and Mo(001) is computed
using
∆a =
aMo − aZrO2
aMo
× 100%, (6.1)
∆c =
aMo − cZrO2
aMo
× 100%, (6.2)
∆α =
αMo − αZrO2
αMo
× 100%. (6.3)
Here, aZrO2 and cZrO2 are the computed lattice constants of tetragonal zirconia in the
[100] and in the [001] directions, respectively. The parameter αZrO2 represents the
lattice angle. The molybdenum lattice constant is aMo and the cell angle is αMo. In
the following, aZrO2 = 3.626 Å, cZrO2 = 5.225 Å (see Table 5) for t-ZrO2 and aMo =
3.15 Å for molybdenum (see Table 4).
The planar atomic density of a facet is obtained according to
ρZr (O) =
Number of Zr (O) atoms
Surface area
. (6.4)
Atoms are considered to belong to one layer, if the difference in their coordinates
along the z-axis, ∆z, is smaller than 0.3 Å.
Table 19 summarizes the computed mismatch for low-index facets (h,k,l<3) of
t-ZrO2 with Mo(001). Facets with mismatch in lattice constants and angle smaller
than 3% are marked in bold. The planar density is computed for oxygen (ρO) and
for zirconium (ρZr) atoms using Eq.(6.4). The stacking sequence of each facet is
also given in the table. A minimal mismatch reduces the mechanical stress at the
interface while a maximum planar atomic density increases the number of chemical
bonds across the interface. Here, (001), (122), (212), (311), (131), (103), (013)
zirconia surfaces satisfy the condition of ∆a < 3%, ∆b < 3% and ∆α < 3%. Among
these facets the (001) facet has the highest planar atomic density. This is why, based
on the mismatch of lattice parameters and the planar atomic density of the facets,
Mo(001)/t-ZrO2(001) system has been chosen and is further investigated in the present
work.
Along the [001] direction, the stacking sequence for t-ZrO2 can be described as
R−[O−Zr−O]−R, where R = O−Zr−O (see Figure 9). This suggests three possible
terminating surfaces along the [001] direction, namely a metallic Zr surface layer
(R−O−Zr), a stoichiometric Zr−O surface layer (R−O−Zr−O) or an O-rich O layer
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Figure 52: Construction of the zirconia/molybdenum interface, viewed from the top. The
molybdenum cell is constructed from a (
√
5×√5) replication of the conventional
rectangular bcc Mo cell (aMo = 3.15 Å). The cell of tetragonal zirconia is con-
structed from a (2×2) replication of the rectangular tetragonal zirconia cell (aZrO2
= 3.626 Å). High-symmetry positions within the Mo(001) surface are marked
“1”−“3” and correspond to ontop, hollow and bridge sites, respectively. Yellow
spheres represent molybdenum atoms, green spheres represent Zr atoms and red
spheres indicate O atoms.
(R−O−Zr−O−O). Details of the O−Zr−O repetition unit is shown on Figure 9. For the
interface, all three terminations are considered.
Figure 52 shows the geometry of the zirconia/molybdenum interface on the atomic
scale. In order to match a Mo(001) and a t-ZrO2 a (
√
5×√5) replication of the
conventional rectangular bcc Mo cell and a (2×2) replication of the rectangular
tetragonal zirconia cell are used. The Mo(001) substrate is characterised by three
high-symmetry positions and the t-ZrO2(001) surface is characterised by two high-
symmetry positions for Zr and two for O. Each high-symmetry position in the t-ZrO2
cell can be placed on top of any of the high-symmetry positions of Mo. Excluding
equivalent structures, three structurally distinct configurations for each interface
composition are investigated.
In this study, the interface to thick ZrO2 layers corresponding to precipitates and
also ultrathin ZrO2 films embedded between Mo grains are considered. Figure 53
shows atomistic models of the corresponding interfaces. Since the thickness of the
zirconia precipitates, observed experimentally, is in the nanometre range and thus
considerably smaller compared to the grain size of molybdenum (micrometres), the
dimensions of the interface cell along the [100] and along the [010] directions are
fixed to the lattice constant computed for molybdenum, independent of the number of
zirconia layers.
For describing the interface with a precipitate (Figure 53(a)), a slab geometry
representing a Mo(001) grain in contact with a t-ZrO2(001) precipitate is used. These
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Figure 53: Atomistic models of (a) zirconia precipitate on a molybdenum grain and (b)
zirconia ultrathin film embedded between molybdenum grains. Black dashed lines
indicate cleavage planes for intergranular (along the interface) and transgranular
(across the particle) brittle fracture.
systems contain one interface, one Mo(001) surface and one t-ZrO2(001) surface.
The latter is always terminated stoichiometrically while the interfacial composition
varies. The slab contains fifteen Mo layers (75 Mo atoms) and seven stoichiometric
zirconia layers (28 Zr atoms and 56 O atoms). For modelling the case of an ultrathin
film (Figure 53(b)), a sandwich geometry containing two interfaces and two Mo(001)
surfaces is used. The supercell consists of thirty Mo layers (fifteen on each side) and a
monolayer of stoichiometric zirconia (four zirconium atoms and eight oxygen atoms)
with two to four excess oxygen atoms per interface. The composition at the interface
is varied.
Figure 54 details the atomic structure of the optimised interfaces between zirconia
precipitate and molybdenum grain. The interfaces with different terminations (O-rich,
stoichiometric and Zr-rich) are visualised. These interface structures represent the
lowest-energy configurations among possible arrangements of zirconia on molyb-
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Figure 54: The atomic structure of the optimised interfaces between zirconia precipitate and
molybdenum grain. (a), (d) O-rich interface; (b), (e) stoichiometric interface and
(c), (f) Zr-rich interface. Top panel shows a projection of the interface along the
[100] axis and bottom panel shows the interfaces projected along the [001] axis.
Black arrows indicate oxygen atoms that penetrate inside the molybdenum grain
after structure optimisation. Colour coding: see Figure 52.
denum (see Figure 52). For convenience, only the first few layers of zirconia and
molybdenum are depicted on the figure. Black arrows indicate two oxygen atoms that
penetrate inside the molybdenum grain after structure optimisation.
6.1.2 Surface models
Figure 55 shows atomistic models of a t-ZrO2(001) surface in a slab geometry,
projected along the [100] axis. As discussed in a previous section, cut along the [001]
direction, zirconia can exhibit three terminations. The corresponding cleavage planes
are represented by black dashed lines on the figure. The stoichiometric t-ZrO2(001)
surface is terminated with four atoms per surface. An O-rich surface contains eight
oxygen atoms and Zr-rich surface is terminated with four zirconium atoms.
The surface energy of the stoichiometric t-ZrO2(001) is carefully converged with
respect to the number of layers. The results are listed in Table 20. The surface slab
consisted of nine zirconia layers (nine Zr atoms and eighteen O atoms) is required to
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Figure 55: Atomistic model of a t-ZrO2(001) surface in a slab geometry. The supercell is
projected along the [100] axis. Black dashed lines correspond to the cleavage
planes required to create stoichiometric, Zr-rich and O-rich (001) zirconia surfaces.
Green spheres represent Zr atoms and red spheres indicate O atoms.
converge σt-ZrO2(001) to 1.159±0.003 J/m2. Table 21 compares the calculated surface
energy of the stoichiometric zirconia with other computational studies. The value of
σt-ZrO2(001) available in the literature varies significantly, from 0.79 J/m
2 to 1.58 J/m2.
Our calculated surface energy lies approximately in the middle of this range, close to
the values computed by Iskandarova [207].
The surface energy of non-stoichiometric zirconia surfaces is obtained combining
the DFT total energies and thermochemical data. The thermodynamic stability dia-
gram of t-ZrO2(001) is shown in Figure 56 as a function of the oxygen chemical poten-
tial and the oxygen partial pressure, calculated using Eq.(6.5) and Eq.(6.7a)−Eq.(6.7b).
The results show that independent of µO the stoichiometric termination is always
preferred, which is consistent with the study of Eichler [208]. This is why in our
interface models the zirconia surface is always stoichiometric, independent of the
interface terminations. The value of the surface energy calculated in the present work
and available in literature are given in Table 21.
A solid-gas interface (surface) is in equilibrium with the environment which can
act as a reservoir. A surface grows by exchanging atoms with the environment.
Thermodynamic stability of the surface relative to the bulk phases is determined
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Table 20: Convergence of
σt-ZrO2(001) with the
number of layers.
Nlayers σt-ZrO2(001),
J/m2
17 1.159
15 1.159
13 1.159
11 1.158
9 1.154
7 1.135
5 1.064
Table 21: Comparison of t-ZrO2(001) surface en-
ergy, σt-ZrO2(001), in J/m
2 from different
computational and experimental studies.
Method σt-ZrO2(001),
J/m2
Christensen [205] LDA 1.577
Christensen [202] GGA 0.785
Hofmann [206] GGA 1.453
Iskandarova [207] PW91 TM 1.195
Iskandarova [207] PW91 US 1.130
Eichler [208] GGA 1.110
Present study GGA-PBE 1.159
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Figure 56: Surface energy σt-ZrO2(001)(T, p) of t-ZrO2(001) as a function of the oxygen chemi-
cal potential. The dashed vertical lines indicate the allowed range of the oxygen
chemical potential. In the top x axis, the oxygen chemical potential is expressed in
terms of oxygen partial pressure at a fixed temperature of T = 1900 K.
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assuming it being in contact with an oxygen atmosphere described by an oxygen
pressure p and temperature T. On the basis of total energies obtained from DFT
calculations, the surface energy σt-ZrO2 is defined as [158]
σt-ZrO2 =
1
2A
[Esurfslab(0 K)− NZrEbulkZrO2(0 K)− (NO − 2NZr)µO(T, p)], (6.5)
where Esurfslab(0 K) is the total energy of the supercell containing a surface; E
bulk
ZrO2(0 K)
is the total energy of the bulk tetragonal zirconia. The number of Zr and O atoms
in the supercell and the chemical potential of the corresponding atomic species are
defined as NZr and NO, µZr and µO, respectively. The surface energy is normalised to
energy per unit area.
The range of oxygen chemical potential can be established using thermodynamic
bounds via the chemical potentials of atoms in the system. For a metal oxide a suitable
lower boundary of µO, called O-poor limit, is defined by the decomposition of the
oxide into the pure metal and gas phase oxygen. An upper bound of the oxygen
chemical potential, called O-rich limit, is given by the condensation of the gaseous
component on the surface [158]
1
2
[EbulkZrO2(0, 0)− EbulkMo (0, 0)] ≤ µO(T, p)
≤ 1
2
[EbulkZrO2(0, 0)− EbulkMo (0, 0)]−
1
2
∆GfZrO2(0, 0).
(6.6)
Here, ∆GfZrO2 is taken from thermochemical tables (NIST-JANAF) [209].
In order to connect the oxygen chemical potential with experimentally accessible
quantities, we assume that the O2 gas in the probe forms an ideal-gas-like reservoir.
The temperature and pressure dependence of the oxygen chemical potential can be
therefore expressed as
µO(T, p) = µO(0 K, p0) + ∆µO(T, p0) +
1
2
kBTln
p
p0
, (6.7a)
where
∆µO(T, p0) =
1
2
[H(T, p0,O2)− H(0 K, p0,O2)]
−1
2
[S(T, p0,O2)− S(0 K, p0,O2)].
(6.7b)
We define the zero reference state of oxygen as µO(0 K, p0) = 12[g
bulk
ZrO2(0, 0) -
gbulkZr (0, 0) - ∆G
f
ZrO2(0, 0)] ≡ 0. For standard pressure, p0 = 1 atm, the entropy and
enthalpy of oxygen are tabulated in thermochemical tables [209]. Thus, the oxygen
chemical potential can be obtained for any given (T, p) pair.
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Figure 57: The calculated interface energy diagram for t-ZrO2(001)/Mo(001) precipitate and
ultrathin film at 1900 K. The oxygen partial pressure is determined from the Zr
activity by using Eq.(6.12). The grey area separated by dark grey dashed lines
indicates the formation of Mo2Zr, MoO2 and MoO3 phases. The dashed black
vertical line in the middle denotes the oxygen pressure during powder metallurgical
synthesis.
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As discussed in Section 6.1.1, the structure of zirconia along the [001] direction
suggest three possible terminating surfaces that can form the interface. In order to
evaluate the stability of interfaces, the interface energy diagram is computed for the
allowed range of the oxygen chemical potential. Figure 57 shows the calculated
diagram for the precipitate and the ultrathin film. Both interface models are shown
on Figure 53. If the strain contribution estrainZrO2 is included in Eq.(6.8), the resulting
interface energy is strain-free. Similar, if estrainZrO2 is ignored in Eq.(6.8), the resulting
interface energy is strained. Contrary to the t-ZrO2(001) surface (see Figure 56), the
stoichiometric interfaces are never favoured. The dashed black vertical line indicates
the oxygen pressure during powder metallurgical synthesis, obtained from the Zr
activity. Around this value, the O-rich interfaces are stabilised for both, the precipitate
and the ultrathin film. The strain energy plays a significant role only for the zirconia
precipitate. Increasing the precipitate thickness, the O-rich interface becomes less
stable compared to the pure and Zr-containing Mo grain boundaries (see Figure 36).
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The thermodynamic stability of the various interfaces is determined by combining
DFT total energies with thermochemical data. In particular, the interface energy
γt-ZrO2/Mo is computed according to [210]
γt-ZrO2/Mo =
1
nAint
[
Eintslab − NMoebulkMo −
NO
2
(ebulkZrO2 + e
strain
ZrO2 )− (NZr−
NO
2
)(µbulkZr (0 K) + ∆µZr(T))
]
−mσMo(001) − kσt-ZrO2(001).
(6.8)
Here, Eintslab is the total energy of the slab supercell containing an interface; e
bulk
Mo and
ebulkZrO2 are the total energies of the bulk molybdenum and bulk tetragonal zirconia per
formula unit; estrainZrO2 is the strain energy per formula unit stored in zirconia when it is
subject to the same lateral strain as in the interface. The interface energy is normalized
to an energy per unit area by dividing through the interface area Aint. Here, Ni and
µi are the number of atoms and the chemical potential of the constituents (i = Mo,
Zr, O), respectively. σMo(001) and σt-ZrO2(001) are the surface energies of the Mo(001)
and the stoichiometric t-ZrO2(001) surfaces, respectively. In case of the zirconia
precipitate, the interface supercell contains one t-ZrO2(001)/Mo(001) interface and
two surfaces (Mo(001) and stoichiometric t-ZrO2(001) surfaces), whereas in the case
of zirconia ultrathin film the interface supercell consists of two zirconia/molybdenum
interfaces and two molybdenum surfaces (see Figure 53). Thus, the factors n = m
= k = 1 are used for the zirconia precipitate and n = m = 2, k = 0 are used for the
zirconia ultrathin film. The bulk Mo and t-ZrO2 are calculated using the cell of the
same lateral dimensions as the interface cell.
The strain energy per formula unit stored in t-ZrO2, estrainZrO2 , is computed as the
difference between strained (EstrainedZrO2 ) and strain-free (E
strain-free
ZrO2 ) bulk tetragonal
zirconia and is normalized by the number of ZrO2 formula units
estrainZrO2 = (E
strained
ZrO2 − Estrain-freeZrO2 )/Nunits. (6.9)
In Eq.(6.8) ∆µZr(T) is defined as ∆µZr(T) = µZr(T) - µbulkZr (0 K), and µ
bulk
Zr (0 K)
is the chemical potential of the bulk zirconium, determined at 0 K. The ∆µZr(T)
shows the deviation of the Zr chemical potential at the interface from that of the bulk
Zr [211]
∆µZr(T) = kBTlnaZr + ∆bulkZr (T), (6.10)
where kB is the Boltzmann constant and aZr is the activity of Zr. The quantity ∆bulkZr (T)
characterises the dependence of the chemical potential of bulk Zr on temperature and
is defined according to
∆bulkZr (T) = (H
bulk
Zr (T)− HbulkZr (0 K))− TSbulkZr (T), (6.11)
where HbulkZr is the enthalpy of bulk Zr at temperature T and S
bulk
Zr is its entropy.
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The environmental dependence of the Zr activity and the oxygen partial pressure
can be established using the Gibbs free energy of ZrO2 formation [210]
kBTlnpO2 = ∆Gf, ZrO2 − kBTlnaZr, (6.12)
in accordance with the reaction O2(gas) + Zr(solid) = ZrO2(solid). Similar, when
MoO3 is formed, the oxygen partial pressure is
3
2
kBTlnpO2 = ∆Gf, MoO3 − kBTlnaMo, (6.13)
for 32O2(gas) + Mo(solid) = MoO3(solid). The range of oxygen partial pressure
required for the formation of zirconia is bounded by the formation of molybdenum
oxides (MoO2, MoO3) and by the formation of Mo2Zr. ∆Gf, ZrO2 , as well as enthalpy
and entropy of bulk Zr are tabulated in thermochemical tables (NIST-JANAF) [209].
Figure 58 shows a close up of the fully optimised O-rich zirconia/molybdenum
interfaces, which are thermodynamically relevant at the characteristic synthesis con-
ditions of Mo-based alloys (see Figure 57). In case of the precipitate, four oxygen
atoms at the interface occupy ontop positions and another four oxygen atoms occupy
hollow positions, whereas in case of the ultrathin film both oxygen and zirconium
atoms undergo more pronounced relaxations during structure optimisation. In both
structures, two oxygen atoms located at the interface penetrate inside the molybdenum
grain. These atoms are denoted by black arrows on the figure. Mechanical properties
of both systems are characterised in Section 6.3.1.
Based on the interface energy of the zirconia ultrathin film, γt-ZrO2(001)/Mo(001), and
the grain boundary energies of the Mo GB containing a monolayer of Zr, γmonolayerGB+Zr ,
and the Mo GB containing a monolayer of oxygen, γmonolayerGB+O , the stability of the
ultrathin zirconia film is investigated. Assuming an open system with oxygen supply,
the relationship between the interface energy and the grain boundary energies of the
corresponding GBs
γt-ZrO2(001)/Mo(001) <
1
5
(γmonolayerGB+Zr + 4 · γmonolayerGB+O ). (6.14)
As shown on Figure 58(b), the O-rich ultrathin film contains sixteen oxygen atoms
and four zirconium atoms per unit interface area, whereas the monolayer of Zr (O) at
the GB corresponds to four atoms. The prefactor 15 normalises the GB energy per unit
of the GB area. The results correspond to
∼1.40 J/m2 < ∼2.20 J/m2.
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Figure 58: A close up of the atomic structure of (a) the O-rich zirconia precipitate and
molybdenum interface and (b) the O-rich zirconia ultrathin film embedded between
molybdenum grains. The structures correspond to the thermodynamically relevant
interfaces and are fully optimised. Each zirconia/molybdenum interface has four
excess oxygen atoms per interface. The top panel shows a projection of the
interface along the [100] axis and the bottom panel shows the interface projected
along the [001] axis. The dashed black lines represent cleavage planes used for
calculating the ideal work of separation (see Section 6.3.1). Colour coding: see
Figure 52.
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The ultrathin film is more stable compared to Mo GB decorated with a monolayer
of Zr and a monolayer of oxygen. The reduction of the GB energy can stabilise small
grains during the alloy fabrication and thus lead to grain refinement.
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6.3.1 Ideal work of separation
As before, energy-based and stress-based criteria for brittle fracture are applied in
order to evaluate the strength of the interfaces. The ideal work of separation is defined
by comparing the total energies of a system with two surfaces and that in which they
are in contact [139],
W∞,strainedsep =
1
Aint
[EMo(001) + Et-ZrO2(001) − Et-ZrO2(001)/Mo(001)], (6.15)
and
W∞,strain-freesep =
1
Aint
[EMo(001) + (Et-ZrO2(001) − NunitsestrainZrO2 )
−Et-ZrO2(001)/Mo(001)],
(6.16)
where EMo(001) and EZrO2(001) are the total energies of the Mo(001) and t-ZrO2(001)
slabs created by cleaving the t-ZrO2(001)/Mo(001) interface into two parts and Aint
is the total interface area. Nunits is the number of stoichiometric zirconia units.
During the interface separation, strain energy can be released. The strain energy is
grain-size dependent and can be partially or fully relaxed during crack propagation.
Figure 59 shows schematically how the work of separation is calculated. The strained
work of separation, W∞,strainedsep , is computed with respect to the surface slabs subject
to the same lateral strains as the interface cell. The strain-free work of separation,
W∞,strain-freesep , is computed with respect to the strain-free surface slabs possessing the
equilibrium lattice constants of the corresponding bulk phases. According to the
Griffith criterion of brittle fracture a small W∞sep favors brittle fracture, whereas a
larger W∞sep makes it difficult [136].
The work of separation strongly depends on the cleavage plane and, this is why,
different cleavage planes are investigated for the interface models. In the side views
on Figure 58, various potential cleavage planes are indicated. In case of the precip-
itate, cleavage planes I, II and III lead to O-covered Mo(001) surface and O-rich,
stoichiometric and Zr-rich t-ZrO2(001) surfaces. The degree of oxygen coverage at
Mo(001) thereby increases from cut I to III. Cut IV leaves a monolayer of molyb-
denum on the zirconia surface. Another possibility is to perform a cut through the
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Figure 59: Schematics for the strained and strain-free ideal work of separation.
actual t-ZrO2 precipitate leaving an ultrathin zirconia film on the Mo(001) surface.
The corresponding cleavage plane is indicated by cut V. In the ultrathin film cut I, II
and III are non symmetric and yield to an O-covered Mo(001) and a Mo(001) surface
covered with off-stoichiometric t-ZrO2 overlayer; cut IV is symmetric separating the
t-ZrO2 film in its central plane.
Table 22 lists the calculated ideal work of separation corresponding to different
individual cuts, shown on Figure 58. Strained and strain-free W∞sep, calculated using
Eqs.(6.15)-(6.16), are compared with that calculated for pure and solutes containing
twist GB in molybdenum, listed in Table 23. The work of separation depends markedly
on the way the interface is cleaved. For example, the precipitate is strongly adhered to
the Mo grain if the crack propagates along the cut I, III or IV. Nevertheless, the zirconia
precipitate is unstable against brittle fracture when the crack creates a stoichiometic
t-ZrO2(001) surface which is energetically extremely favourable (see Figure 56). This
failure is represented by cut II (intergranular fracture) and by cut V (transgranular
fracture).
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Table 22: The calculated ideal work of separation W∞sep in J/m2 for the zirconia precipitate
interface and the zirconia ultrathin film. W∞, strainedsep is computed with respect to the
zirconia, which is subject to the same lateral strain as the interface supercell (see
Figure 59). W∞, strain-freesep is calculated with respect to strain-free zirconia.
System Rigid Relaxed
W∞, strainedsep W∞, strain-freesep W∞, strainedsep
Precipitate:
Cut Ia 4.96 3.62 4.44
Cut Ib 4.74 − 4.37
Cut IIa 2.75 1.40 0.92
Cut IIIa 10.62 9.28 -
Cut IVa 7.42 6.08 -
Cut Va 2.71 1.36 2.02
Thin film:
Cut Ia 4.88 4.73 2.62
Cut IIa 3.42 3.27 1.70
Cut IIIa 10.45 10.30 4.42
Cut IVa 7.18 7.03 2.41
a Lattice parameters of the oxide phase are adjusted to those of molybdenum.
b Lattice parameters of molybdenum are adjusted to those of zirconia.
Similar results are obtained for the ultrathin film. The smallest value of W∞sep is
physically the most relevant and it exhibits 3.42 J/m2. This cut (cut II on Figure 58)
creates a molybdenum surface with three adsorbed oxygen atoms and a zirconia
surface with a composition close to the stoichiometric surface. A dramatic drop in
W∞sep is observed when the newly created surfaces are allowed to relax. In this case,
the ultrathin film becomes unstable due to uncompensated charges and this is why it
undergoes pronounced structural rearrangements of O, Zr and Mo atoms. For ultrathin
films, the relaxed W∞sep does not give a proper estimate for mechanical stability of the
film.
The strain-free work of separation, W∞, strain-freesep , represents a limiting case, when
the elastic strain energy stored in zirconia, is fully released. The table shows that the
work of separation is decreased for the strain-free W∞sep compared to that containing
strain and thus promotes the crack propagation. However, in reality the precipitate
is connected to several surrounding molybdenum grains and the amount of strain
energy that can be released during the interface separation depends on the mechanical
boundary conditions. Under constrains of other molybdenum grains, it is unlikely
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Table 23: The calculated ideal work of separation W∞sep in J/m2 for pure and solute containing
twist Σ5[001] Mo GB.
System W∞sep, J/m2
(rigid) (relaxed)
Twist GB:
pure 4.64 4.06
O 4.21 3.50
2O 3.98 3.15
4O 3.48 2.53
6O 2.59 2.11
Zr 4.29 3.82
Zr+O 3.87 3.38
Zr+2O 3.59 2.98
that the zirconia precipitate can be relaxed to its equilibrium lattice parameters. The
elastic strain energy most likely can be only partially released.
Based on the energy criterion the pure Mo grain boundary is thermodynamically
the most stable and possesses the highest work of separation of 4.64 J/m2. In the
presence of Zr or O at the GB, the W∞sep decreases indicating that the cohesive strength
of the GB is reduced promoting a brittle failure along the GB. In the case of zirconia
systems, the cleavage that creates a stoichiometric t-ZrO2 surface will always possess
a low W∞sep.
6.3.2 Theoretical strength
An alternative approach to the energy criterion is the analysis of the theoretical
strength, σth. The theoretical strength of a material describes the maximum strength
of a chemical bond between atoms [163]. Figure 60 shows the statically calculated
work of separation as function of the interlayer distance. On the bottom panel
the corresponding stress-strain curves are shown, where the stress is obtained by
differentiation of the work of separation with respect to the interlayer distance. Similar
stress-strain curves for pure and solutes containing twist Σ5[001] Mo GB is also shown
on Figures 49−51.
Table 24 summarises the calculated theoretical strength for different cuts (see
Figure 58). Although the interface between zirconia precipitate and molybdenum
grain is strong, the crack propagates along the path with the lowest resistance which
corresponds to cut II (intergranular fracture) and cut V (transgranular fracture). The
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Figure 60: Uniaxial stretching of zirconia/molybdenum interfaces for the zirconia precipitate
and for the zirconia ultrathin film. (a) Variation of the statically calculated work of
separation as function of interface separation. The circles correspond to calculated
data points and the solid curves are obtained by fitting the data to Eq.(2.69). Cuts I
and II are shown for the precipitate and cut II is considered for the ultrathin film.
(b) Stress versus interface separation obtained by differentiation of the curves
illustrated on the top panel.
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Table 24: Theoretical strength σth in GPa
for the zirconia/molybdenum in-
terfaces.
System σth, GPa
Precipitate:
Cut Ia 39
Cut Ib 38
Cut IIa 22
Cut Va 24
Ultrathin film:
Cut II 27
a Lattice parameters of the oxide phase are ad-
justed to those of molybdenum.
b Lattice parameters of molybdenum are ad-
justed to those of zirconia.
Table 25: Theoretical strength σth in GPa
for pure and solutes containing
twist Σ5[001] Mo GB.
System σth, GPa
Twist Σ5[001] GB:
pure 27
O 25
2O 25
4O 23
6O 20
Zr 23
Zr+O 23
Zr+2O 22
ultrathin film of zirconia exhibits a theoretical strength σth of around 27 GPa, which
is comparable to value obtained for the pure Mo. This indicates that the bond strength
of both systems are comparable. When the GB is decorated with solutes, the GB
strength is reduced. The reduction in σth scales proportionally to the amount of the
segregated atoms (see Table 25).
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Density-functional theory calculations of thermodynamic stability and mechanical
properties of t-ZrO2(001)/Mo(001) interfaces are investigated. The interfaces to thick
ZrO2 layers corresponding to precipitates and also to ultrathin ZrO2 films embedded
between molybdenum grains have been examined. Around the value of the oxygen
pressure at experimental synthesis conditions, obtained from the zirconium activity,
the oxygen-rich interfaces are stabilised for both, the precipitate and the ultrathin
film. For more objective estimate of the interface adhesive strength, energy-based
(work of separation) and stress-based (theoretical strength) criteria for brittle fracture
are applied. The results reveal that work of separation markedly depends on the
cleavage plane and different cuts have to be carefully examined. The lowest energy
for crack propagation is obtained for the cut that creates a stoichiometic t-ZrO2(001)
surface. For the ultrathin film, the cleavage plane possessing the lowest work of
separation and stress passes through the film leaving a monolayer oxygen coverage
on one of the grains. After cleavage, zirconia ultrathin film becomes unstable due to
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uncompensated charges and therefore relaxed work of separation does not properly
estimate the interface stability. Based on the theoretical strength, the stress required to
cleave the ultrathin zirconia film is equal to that for the pure molybdenum Mo grain
boundary.
The results reveal that addition of zirconium to molybdenum-based alloys can
strengthen molybdenum grain boundaries that contain oxygen by forming an ultrathin
zirconia film between molybdenum grains. Choosing oxidised molybdenum grain
boundary systems as references (molybdenum with segregated oxygen), an increase
of the theoretical strength up to 25% can be inferred upon formation of ultrathin ZrO2
film between molybdenum grains.
7
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The main focus of this thesis was the investigation of the influence of solute seg-
regation and the presence of zirconia (ZrO2) interfaces on the properties of grain
boundaries in molybdenum using density functional theory calculations. The key
findings are summarised below.
• Solid solubility of zirconium and silicon.
The theoretical solid solubility of zirconium and silicon in molybdenum for a diluted
system are estimated and are equal to c(Zr) = 23±3 at.% at 2153 K for zirconium and
c(Si) = 1.1±0.2 at.% at 2239 K for silicon. The calculated values are in line with the
upper limit for solubility found experimentally. The large scattering of experimentally
measured solubility of zirconium in molybdenum (from 3 at.% to 20 at.%) suggests
that not all investigated systems are in equilibrium.
The difference in solubility of zirconium and silicon can be explained based on the
elastic strain and chemical bonding contributions to the solute formation energy. The
bond strength of Zr-Mo bonds is similar to that for Mo-Mo bonds, but incorporation
of zirconium into the molybdenum lattice produces large elastic distortions due to
the difference in atomic size of both elements. In contrast, the contribution of elastic
strain energy for silicon is negligible. However, silicon is bonded considerably weaker
to molybdenum. Bader charge analysis indicates a charge transfer of 1.06 e from
zirconium to molybdenum and 0.44 e from molybdenum to silicon, which is consistent
with the analysis of chemical-bond contributions to the formation energy of both
solutes. The Mo-Zr and Mo-Si bonding is characterised as ionic with weak covalent
contributions.
• Driving force for zirconium, silicon and oxygen segregation.
A strong driving force for segregation of zirconium, silicon and oxygen from the bulk
to the grain boundaries in molybdenum is identified, if the corresponding low-energy
insertion sites (for zirconium and silicon) are available. Oxygen occupies interstitial
sites at the grain boundaries. The hierarchy of the segregation tendency corresponds
to ∆Ef, Zr < ∆Ef, Si  ∆Ef, O. Qualitatively, the grain boundary segregation tendency
is inverse to the solid solubility.
The negative formation energy of zirconium located in a grain boundary indicates
that the concentration of zirconium in grain boundaries is not determined by the
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configurational entropy and, thus, does not depend on temperature. It is determined
only by the number of energetically preferred sites within the grain boundary.
• Embrittling potential of zirconium, silicon and oxygen.
The embrittling potential ∆EEP of solutes is evaluated based on the Rice-Wang
criterion. Oxygen is found to be an extremely strong embrittler of molybdenum
grain boundaries. The detrimental influence of oxygen on the grain boundaries
cohesive strength has been also identified experimentally by Kumar and Eyre [57]
and theoretically by Janisch et al. [71] and by Scheiber et al. [72].
Zirconium is found to be a stronger embrittler compared to silicon for grain bound-
aries with more densely packed atomic structure. For grain boundaries possessing
more excess volume, the embrittling potential of both solutes, zirconium and silicon,
is equivalently strong. Oxygen is found to be an extremely strong embrittler of
molybdenum.
• Site competition between zirconium and silicon.
In the dilute regime no site competition between zirconium and silicon has been found.
The analysis of the site preference of zirconium and silicon shows that both solutes
segregate at different sites at the grain boundary: zirconium occupies sites possessing
more excess volume and silicon occupies more densely packed lattice sites. Moreover,
in the presence of one of the solute species at the grain boundary, the formation energy
of another solute close to the grain boundary decreases.
With increasing silicon concentration, the solute formation energies depend sig-
nificantly on the distribution of solutes. If the first silicon atom already occupies
the lowest-energy segregation site at the grain boundary, the second silicon atom is
forced to occupy sites with higher formation energies and therefore compete for these
positions with zirconium.
• Elastic strain and chemical energies.
The strain energy required to accommodate zirconium at the grain boundaries coun-
teracts the gain in chemical (bonding) energy and therefore zirconium behaves as a
weak intrinsic embrittler of molybdenum. In contrast to zirconium, silicon embrittles
molybdenum grain boundaries since it substitutes strong Mo-Mo bonds with weaker
Mo-Si bonds. The overall embrittling behaviour of zirconium can be minimised in
the presence of grain boundaries that provide more excess volume or by using solutes
with a Zr-like chemistry but smaller atomic radius.
• The influence of zirconium, silicon and oxygen segregation on the cohesive
strength of molybdenum grain boundaries.
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The resistance of the pure and solute containing molybdenum grain boundaries against
brittle fracture has been investigated by means of the ideal work of separation (energy
criterion) and theoretical strength (stress criterion). Results obtained using both
methods are consistent and indicate that pure molybdenum grain boundaries are the
most stable. The cohesive strength of grain boundaries decrease as soon as any of
the chosen species (Zr, Si), their combination or oxygen decorate the grain boundary.
Since the grain boundary cohesion determines the ductility of the material, segregation
of zirconium at the grain boundaries is not responsible for the increase in ductility of
molybdenum and molybdenum-based alloys, observed experimentally.
• Influence of zirconia on the cohesive strength of grain boundaries in molyb-
denum.
The amount of residual oxygen in molybdenum-based alloy after mechanical alloying
varies in the range of approximately 200−500 wt.ppm [2]. One of the beneficial
effects of zirconium addition is that zirconium reduces the oxygen content at Mo
grain boundaries significantly. Zirconium getters oxygen forming nanometre-size
ZrO2 precipitates that have been found experimentally both at the grain boundaries
and in grain interior [2–4, 68, 80].
The presence of stronger zirconia/molybdenum interface can potentially explain
experimental findings. The results reveal that (i) despite the strongly adhered t-
ZrO2(001)/Mo(001) interface between zirconia precipitate and molybdenum grain,
the precipitate tends to fail creating a stoichiometric t-ZrO2(001) surface; (ii) the
stress required to separate the zirconia ultrathin film on molybdenum grain is equal to
the stress needed for separation of the pure molybdenum grain boundary.
• Interaction of crack with precipitate.
Considering mechanisms that contribute to toughening in real materials, particles with
smaller Young’s modulus (in our case it is tetragonal zirconia with E = 201 GPa [212])
being distributed in the matrix with higher Young’s modulus (E = 317 GPa for
molybdenum [52, 213]) will attract crack due to the stress raise in the vicinity of the
particle [214]. If the fracture plane along which the crack propagate is less favourably
oriented relative to the molybdenum grain, a larger stress has to be applied for crack
propagation. The crack can be also deflected to the zirconia/molybdenum interface
which is shown to be very strong.
• Grain refinement.
The improved ductility in molybdenum-based alloys has been observed also with
addition of MgAl2O4 spinel particles [215, 216]. These studies claim that the ductility
gain is mainly caused by the grain size refinement. Zirconium is a well-known grain-
refining element [70]. The present study also shows that the energy of molybdenum
grain boundaries is reduced with addition of zirconium and is more pronounced, if
more zirconium is present at the grain boundary. The reduction in the grain boundary
energy can stabilise small grains during alloy fabrication, resulting in grain refinement.
Saage et al. [2] argue that the grain refinement is not sufficient to allow for room-
temperature ductility in Mo-based alloys. Since oxygen at the molybdenum grain
boundaries is highly detrimental, a proper alloying additive to molybdenum must
prevent segregation of oxygen to the grain boundaries, as well as to refine the grain
size [217]. Formation of ultrathin zirconia film between molybdenum grain satisfies
both requirements. The interface energy of zirconia ultrathin film is lower compared
to the grain boundary energy for molybdenum grain boundary decorated with a mono-
layer of zirconium and a monolayer of oxygen. The formation of the ultrathin film
also leads to the grain refinement. In addition, the amount of oxygen segregating at the
grain boundaries is decreased resulting in enhancement of the grain boundary strength.
In conclusion, atomistic modelling can currently not substantiate that the exper-
imentally observed strengthening of molybdenum upon addition of zirconium is a
direct solute effect leading to an increase of the cohesive strength of molybdenum
grain boundaries. In fact, our results reveal that addition of zirconium to molybdenum-
based alloys can strengthen molybdenum grain boundaries that contain oxygen by
forming an ultrathin zirconia film between molybdenum grains. Choosing oxidised
molybdenum grain boundary systems as references (molybdenum with segregated
oxygen), an increase of the theoretical strength up to 25% can be inferred upon
formation of ultrathin ZrO2 film between molybdenum grains. Moreover, due to the
strong embrittling potential of oxygen at molybdenum grain boundaries, the reduction
of oxygen at molybdenum grain boundaries contribute to the overall improvement of
the grain boundaries cohesive strength.
A more detailed understanding of the influence of zirconium microalloying on
the molybdenum and molybdenum-based alloys requires further experimental and
theoretical investigations of (i) another possible zirconia/molybdenum interface termi-
nations present in the material; (ii) the chemical composition of molybdenum grain
boundaries in terms of oxygen and silicon concentration and (iii) the contribution of
the grain size refinement to the ductility improvement.
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